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Findings Book
• The following document outlines the research and 

findings from the stakeholder input and analysis 
phase of the project.

• Stakeholder Engagement Summary and Compilation
• Survey Summary and Results 
• Visual Concept Voting Results
• Collection Utilization Analysis 
• Demographic Data

Additional analysis and data will also be shared at the 
retreat.

ReThinking Libraries, LLC
www.rethinkinglibraries.org
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ReThinking Libraries, LLC
www.rethinkinglibraries.org

Tuesday March 21st 4PM- 8PM EST
Wednesday March 22nd 9AM-12PM EST

Overall Agenda 

We take a flexible approach to the retreat process to allow the discussions and conversations that emerge from the process aren’t 
restrained by a fixed timeline.  The following is a rough approximation of how the day will go.

Day1
• Overview of Day + Individual Intros & Ice Breaker

• Who you are, Best “Thing” about the Library, & the Most Needed “Thing”

• Values Discussion & Exercise
• Findings Review and Other Shareable Insights : SWOT Discussion
• Values Voting
• Small Group Ideation/Brainstorming
• Mission & Vision Check-In (if time allows)
Day 2
• Key Issues Discussion
• Strategic Initiatives/Ideas Voting
• Plan format preferences discussion
• Strategic Initiatives/Ideas Results Discussion 
• Next Steps & Day wrap-up 

Strategic Retreat Agenda
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ReThinking Libraries, LLC
www.rethinkinglibraries.org

LIBRARY MOTTO: INFORM. INSPIRE. INCLUDE.

NOVI PUBLIC LIBRARY MISSION STATEMENT:
• Novi Public Library provides the resources and programs to support the 

educational, cultural, informational and recreational needs of its diverse 
community.

NOVI PUBLIC LIBRARY VISION STATEMENT:
• Novi Public Library is a center of community activity and a source of local 

pride. It is a library that fulfills the needs of the community in a 
comfortable, user-friendly, well-staffed facility that is capable of adapting
to change.

NOVI PUBLIC LIBRARY VALUES STATEMENT:
• Novi Public Library supports intellectual freedom and access to 

informational resources for all, while maintaining the privacy of its 
patrons and providing a safe and secure environment.

NPL: Mission, Vision, Values
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                                                          Novi Public Library 
 Strategic Planning 

         Summary of Engagement Sessions 
       
 
 
Rethinking Libraries held ten community and staff engagement sessions February 7-9, with 125 participants. These 
participants included staff, both supervisory and non-supervisory, community members, teens, community partners and 
community leaders.  
Novi Community—What do we need to know? 

• Novi is a very diverse community with growth in recent years coming from an influx of immigrants from India, 
Japan and Southeast Asia. Novi is primarily affluent with many holding advanced degrees, though there are 
pockets of economically disadvantaged families. There is not a downtown. Students congregate at the library 
after school. Housing costs have risen dramatically. There is traffic congestion, with a lack of public 
transportation. The schools are good and very demanding. 

NPL Perceptions 
• The library is viewed as a gem of the community. The library is a sanctuary to many residents. The library is a 

community hub for many residents. Visionary with some their programs. It can be a very loud library when 
students are in. Patrons love the kids and youth programs. The library is ahead of the curve. Patrons can be very 
demanding. There is a high turnover with staff due to salary levels and the perceived grind of the job. The 
diversity of the staff doesn’t reflect the diversity of the community. 

What does community want/need from the library? 
• The public would like more and varied study spaces. There remains a need to support seniors with technology. 

The library needs additional space though it is limited at the current site. Consider doing multiple sessions of 
programs as some kids are locked out due to crowding. 

Customer Service—Ease of Use 
•  There were multiple comments about wayfinding in the library. Customers like the self-checks and the vending 

when it works. The staff is very helpful when it comes to finding things. Most find the library easy to use. 
Printing is a huge issue. 

Collections 
• There were comments seeking additional foreign language titles. MelCat is very helpful with regard to fulfilling 

requests. Collection planning and weeding not coordinated between departments. Libby and Hoopla getting 
heavy use. 

Youth Services and Spaces (0-7), (8-12) and Teen 
• Children’s program space is too small for story time.  
• Grab and go kits run out very quickly. 
• There is really no space for tweens. There were comments that the tween group wasn’t being served well with 

programming as well as space. 
• Teens would like a door on their space. Probably should separate the teen social space from the YA collections 

to provide more access to teens and adults to those materials. 
• Many people think the library is very loud in the afternoon. The library is one of the only places to go after 

school. 
Adults  

• Continued friction with seniors and teens in the afternoon. Seniors feel pushed upstairs, which doesn’t feel as 
comfortable. Many of book clubs are older white ladies. 

STEAM: Technology, Creation Areas, Spaces and Resources 
• The ICube is used frequently, both with and without supervision 

Meeting Spaces: 
• There is a great demand for meeting spaces of all sizes. They get taken very quickly during the day. The café is 

seen as a welcoming space 
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Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion 
 
Community Awareness/Connections 

• The library is seen as coming a long way in the last few years, however staff feel that training can be more 
helpful from a tactical standpoint. There were comments to order more diverse books in youth collection. 
Library is seen positively bringing in diverse programming for different cultures. 

Collaboration and Partnerships 
• There were comments that suggested the library do more to partner with local schools. 

Other Comments 
• Hiring practices at the library are a challenge and hiring takes a long time to fill open positions. 
• The staff is over extended, with many comments of dealing with a “yes” culture.  
• The library should look to other funding other than millage. 
• The doorway is not well designed, and the lobby is cold exposing the staff to the wind and cold. 
• There were many comments concerning teens behavior and young children being unattended. 
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COMPILATION OF ALL NOTES FROM NPL COMMUNITY AND STAFF DISCUSSION SESSIONS 
 
What does or could the library do to help you today? 

• The library staff helps me with my Kindle. 
• Have the adult services help kids find books. 
• It was pointed out that the book nook is a great place to find books, cds, and magazines. 
• I come when there are free programs to learn about different cultures. 
• I’ve enjoyed the concerts that were held here. 
• I would like to have help with my technology. 
• I come to the library and I don’t know how to search. I could use a place to start. 
• Would like Steam kits for older kids. 
• Library could offer orientation for new residents. 
• Having book clubs at lower reading levels. 

 
Novi Community—What do we need to know? 

• This community is made up of Japanese residents who come to work in the auto industry 
• The high school is made of 40% of Indian residents 
• Lots of Hispanic in community but don’t use the library 
• Great of migration from Southeast Asia and India and live here because of schools 
• Many not interested in becoming involved in the community 
• Many residents have advanced degrees 
• Novi is a safe and kind community compared to neighboring communities 
• There is no downtown in Novi 
• Many of the community centers are for seniors, except for the library which is a community center 
• Very affluent community. Don’t like to be told no for an answer. 
• There’s a lot demand for services. 
• The schools are high performing 
• There is a lot of pressure on students and are overscheduled 
• Because there is no downtown students end up in the library. 
• There is really no space for teens to hang out. 
• Staff gets to have lots of different roles when it comes to managing  
• The café helps with the teens 
• Member libraries of TLN understand that Novi is a grind 
• There is a belief that admin doesn’t care about the staff and their issues. 
• There is much disfunction in this family 
• Paradise Park partnership with the library is really mutually important 
• Parks and Rec is really robust here and works well with the library 
• The Library Kiosk is another good example of this partnership 
• Very diverse community, lots of different cultures, much more diverse now than it used to be 

o Large Indian and Japanese population. 
• QED numbers should be looked at  
• A lot of the Japanese/Korean/Chinese families are more temporary tied to the automotive industry vs the Indian 

families that are more permanent in the US 
• The library director is really plugged into many of these groups 
• The good schools here really draw people to the area 
• The temporary residency of certain segments has led to more property rentals 
• Lots of efforts in the area to support the integration of residents coming from other countries. 
• Community has a really strong tax base which can create good opportunities to be innovative 
• Really appreciate the diversity of the community even though it’s harder to experience that diversity here 
• Really appreciate the new library here 
• As the city has become more diverse its become much more embracing of non-white or Hispanic residents 
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• Not a very walkable community in general, often go to Northville instead because of that 
• This community cares deeply about children 
• There is a large community of autistic children/neural divergent 
• There is large percentage of families that are transient particularly Japanese 
• There is a lack of early childhood education 
• There are a great many high school students that come to the library because there is no place else to go 
• Our city council has launched an initiative to look at the senior community and plan for their needs 
• There is no senior center, so the library becomes a default place 
• The library can be a safe place for families to engage in early childhood learning 
• There are four schools close by but there are several schools that are further out with a lack of transportation 
• Michigan has a program to serve 18-26 year olds for training and education 
• There is no public transportation in Novi 
• I provide movies for Fox Run and many of the movies come from the library. It’s complicated but it’s free.  
• Novi is very large in terms of area and is very diverse 
• Demographics will help determine what goes on that library 
• Novi is very poor from the aspect of ADA.  
• Really love the diversity of food and culture present in the community. 
• Significant retail presence (especially with the mall) 
• School district is highly rated 
• Can be an expensive community 
• Doesn’t have a downtown area 
• Grew up here, and love seeing how much it has grown and how much it has to offer. 
• Was not diverse at all 30 years ago 
• There are a lot of big homes 
• No starter homes in Novi, not much in the middle zone of housing either 
• Diversity is its greatest feature 
• School system is really great 
• Has a lot of offer but lots of growing pains, infrastructure not always keeping up with growth 
• Lots of congestion 
• Not a lot of place for people to congregate and gather 
• Feels like the community is in a bit of decline, mall in particular gives off that feel 
• City has a lot of issues, diversity is great but language and cultural barriers create issues 
• City government doesn’t reflect the community 
• Building codes here is burdensome 
• City is hard to work with at times (lots of turnover and disruptions in staffing there and at the library too) 
• City is quick to complain about library if it isn’t instantly responsive but the city is rarely responsive at all to 

library questions or requests 
• Not much socioeconomic diversity represented in the community and the services (there is this kind of diversity 

present in the community but it is “masked” at times) 
• Has grown quite a bit in the last 30 years 
• Nice community and great public schools 
• Moved here to be close to family 15 years ago 
• Demographics have changed dramatically in recent decades 
• There is a lot of competition in the schools which isn’t great for all kids and we have had to move our child to a 

different school(30 minutes away) as a result,  
• Novi has a reputation of the schools being good but a bit cutthroat, and push everyone to be a leader and not 

everyone can be a leader 
• We went to a a neighboring library in the afternoon and there was no one in the library, particularly students 
• The next five years will see dramatic change as the city approaches it's max build out. Will there be more police? 

More schools? Roads? New residents are expensive 
• The schools are very competitive. 
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• The community has been warm and welcoming for new cultures. 
• We moved here for the school and they offer a broad range of learning. The area is not known for affordable 

housing 
• Novi is known for safety  
• Keeping up with infrastructure is very difficult 
• Novi is special and is ahead of most MI cities 
• The city build out is trying to keep green spaces and public spaces in mind 
• There has been a real shift in the expectations culture in the last few years 
• People see themselves more as consumers than citizens. 
• Moved from Farmington Hills and have been happy here impressed with the way City ran since first moved 

here—thoughtful process-very satisfied with the administration 
• Development creating more traffic 
• Overall, a lot of offerings for the kids 
• How City handles growth will be important going forward 
• City functions are getting very large and making it difficult to attend some functions 
• Novi really doesn’t have a downtown—an effort was made to develop one a few years ago at Grand River and 

Novi Road but was unsuccessful 
• Reminds of Livonia—no real downtown spread out City 
• Diverse population served by the Library 
• People here on contracts working with local businesses 
• Community is growing 
• Communication issues due to the number of languages spoken 
• Affluent area—bigger, nicer houses 
• Schools very good and highly academic  
• A lot of entitlement due to affluence—services expected at a drop of a hat, makes it difficult to enforce policies, 

people expecting special treatment 
• The community is very demanding. Not shy about asking and it can make it rather daunting. 
• Novi is a beautiful city and residents think the library should reflect the community. 
• Novi is very diverse and family oriented. 
• Previously lived in West Bloomfield and it has such a fabulous library, and Novi is quite comparable to it in many 

ways. 
• Schools have such a great reputation and the diversity here was and still is higher than many of the other 

suburbs in Detroit 
•  

NPL Perceptions 
•  Good luck getting any help from the city 
• The library is the redheaded stepchild of the city system 
• The library is truly a community hub in Novi 
• Lots of people want the library to be open more hours, especially in the evening, and especially from many in 

the Indian community as they tend to keep later hours in general 
• The library becomes a sanctuary to many, especially compared to libraries in less diverse communities. 
• Such a delightful place for families 
• Raising a Reader in Novi is a really fantastic program 
•  Great location for Seniors to come, love the environment and the space and the books 
• Visionary with some of their programs: like the Kiosk, the café partnership with the schools,  
• Residents have VERY high expectations of the library and the community, and high expectations around being 

innovative. 
• IQ lab is really impressive and can do so much in that space 
• This library is really ahead of the curve 
• New homebound program of mail delivery is really a nice new service 
• Really like the self check systems here 
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• It’s very open and spacious 
• Love the kids and youth programs 
• Really appreciate the library’s hours, especially the weekend hours 
• Really find that this library has better collections and materials than Northville which is the other library I use 
• Love the “Lucky Day” collection 
• Love the Libby service, both book and audio books 
• The chamber allows members that are not Novi residents to get a library card for resources and meeting spaces 
• The library has been viewed as a gem of the community 
• There are key programs in the library that promote reading 
• The library hosts a special spring fling for the middle school 
• Every year the library hosts a breakfast for teachers and administrators to remind them of the partnership 
• A group of school media specialists wanted to use a meeting space at the library for 6 hours and were told it 

would be $15/hour.  
• Interested in a program called Libby and would like to know how to use 
• The library is superb at helping users when asked, Book club asked for EDI books and was sent a great list. 
• Libby changed how you search for audio books. 
• The library has gone out of there way to work with High School 
• The I Cube is fascinating and I love to use. You can make cards and 3d printing. 
• The libby app is still hard to use. 
• Hoopla is an easier app to use. 
• Is there any attention being paid to low-vision users 
• The library should perhaps promote what the library does. The library could come to Fox Run to let the residents 

know what they have. 
• As a new resident, the librarians were very helpful in helping to use services 
• It’s a really loud library 
• Get a lot of teen usage, after school, but NOT just after school, busy with teens in summer and on weekends too 
• Lots of kids here do summer school for enrichment  
• Was designed with modern technology in mind. 
• Decent amount of power 
• A very demanding community 
• Maybe too much of a “Yes” library, often jump on a temporary solutions to support those yes 
• High Turnover with staff 

o Lots of support services staff are working on MLS and then leave when they graduate 
o Traditionally old occupation 
o No public transportation  
o Salary levels 
o Too many people Part Time roles vs Full Time roles with benefits 
o Library schools are not doing enough to attract diverse candidates 
o But the Full Time Jobs with sufficient pay aren’t there to create that draw 
o Need more exposure of profession to kids as a career path 
o The modern librarian service role is more about service and social services than books and reading 

• Have seen a local uptick in homelessness in the area, and only starting to see some signs of that in the library,  
• the homeless/housing in-secure that are using the library don’t necessarily look the “classic” homeless “look” 
• The diversity of the staff isn’t reflecting the diversity in the staff yet, though progress is being made.  
• The diversity of the community is also a bit unusual given how many foreign nationals are here on a temporary 

basis. 
• Get a lot of traffic from outside the area and who aren’t Novi card holders 
• Awareness and usage by local businesses has increased 
• More spaces to spread out and doing work/study 
• Feels like it’s running out of space, might need a 2nd location down the road 10+ years 
• It’s a very “entitled’ community in it’s needs and demands 
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• Library didn’t increase millage when new building was built, library is underfunded compared to community 
expectations 

• Funding gap between expectations and actual funding level to support that 
• One negative comment from the community often gets a knee jerk response from the library 
• The culture isn’t quite where it needs to be.  Decisions and reasons for decisions are not well communicated. 

Staff don’t often feel heard here 
• The mix of adult and youth adjacent to each other on both floors 
• Frustrating that one desk comment can force action but tons of staff feedback gets the feeling of being 

stonewalled 
• Residents love the library but the city’s leadership doesn’t ever to reflect that love, always feel like a second 

thought to those city leaders 
• Library is the defacto community center & Senior Center 
• Perception from outside is that the library is much larger and resourced than it actually is 
• Here more compliments on desk than complaints 
• Parking lot is a major issues, especially getting in and out of the parking lot,  
• The library isn’t viewed as a good place to be in the afternoon (due to the teens) 
• Major disconnect between community expectations and the funding that’s in place to support the library 
• Use it more now than in the past 
• Doing even more reading since my husband passed, and like just being at the library 
• Come to the library a lot, especially with my daughter 
• Story times can be a bit of a mad house 
• More demand for story time and other programs registrations than space available 
• Done so many programs with my daughter and they are all good, just need more space and availability to meet 

the demands present in the community 
• What initially drove someone to the library might not be the thing that keeps them there. 
• EDI is broader than race and gender. It might also be about accessibility 
• The library is continually improving but it doesn’t come easy 
• The library maximizes it’s programming and collections 
• One of the unique aspects to this library is the proximity to the high school 
• A lot of our customers will be people we don’t see 
• There is a perception that many in Novi are entitled.  
• Students are excited that they have a place they can go. 
• There is a challenge of keeping users engaging through their different life cycles 
• Need safe places like the Library for kids to go, especially as the City grows 
• After school Library is intimidating for younger kids 
• Best thing is the Book Nook 
• Retired so don’t do kid things at the Library, do attend some meeting 
• Use the Library for events because don’t read as much—like Meet the Author, don’t have kids but Library is 

about 4 minutes from my house so easy to get to 
• Very nice big space 
• Like all of the outdoor seating 
• Also like the Book Nook—go buy books when going on trips 
• Avid reader so use the library a lot 
• Really great set up, terrific place 
• Afternoons not the best time to go because difficult to get out of the parking lot onto busy road, a lot of parents 

picking up high schoolers from the library 
• Need a little more control with the high schoolers 
• Not many places to sit for 2-3 people—some of the furniture went away during Covid and haven’t been 

reinstated 
• Large tables are taken up by only 1 person and don’t allow small groups to meet 
• Would like to see tables behind new books come back for small group meetings 
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• Overall, well organized nice library 
• Pickup is something I was about to mention. +1 for the difficulty there re: access in the afternoon 
• 2 person seating can easily become 3-person seating too - grab a chair 
• Library provides brochures in different languages to try to help with barriers 
• A lot of students coming into the Library to study 
• Jewel of the community 
• Extremely busy year around 
• Everyone wants a Library card and sometimes try to cheat to get a card 
• Beautiful library 
• One of the bigger, busier libraries in the area 
• Serves community well beyond books—meeting spaces, birthday parties, etc. 
• Turnover of staff is high 
• Just got a raise but has been difficult to work on this level of pay 
• Full-time just moved to 40 hours per week 
• A lot of part-time tough to make  
• Focus has not been on keeping good employees 
• Feels like administration “doesn’t have our back”, more focused on community than staff 
• Some hiring decisions by the administration have been poor and people don’t know how to do their job 
• Hires have been made for diversity, not skills 
• Direct managers have been very supportive  
• Novi library is the go to for everything in the community. People are waiting at the door when it opens. 
• The library is the epicenter of the community. Why is the library so busy? 
• It feels more like a community center. It is amazing. 
• Really proud of the library Novi has today.   
• The Library is so important and fantastic 
• Really value the library 
• Really love the increase in programming, collections, and outreach 
• Some people see public libraries as something of the past but that’s clearly not the case in Novi. 
•  

What does community want/need from the Library? 
•  The library is short staffed, it’s hard to give anything else. 
• The public wants more study rooms. 
• People would like the library to be open later. 
• There is a high demand for grabngoes 
• The study room issue is a free for all 
• There are issues with keeping staff for open positions 
• The pay for librarians is under the area 
• There are differences in the departments and how they are compensated and how time is managed 
• More outreach to the various groups in the community that aren’t  
• Teens looking for a more active engagement opportunity after school 
• Teens really take over the library after school, the library can only handle so much of those kids 
• May need other outlets and different types of outlets to accommodate all of these kids 
• Like to see more programs seeking fluency in reading and programs that support parents in creating more 

interest in reading for kids.  Really need kids to be fluent readers. 
• Need to see more partnership and cooperation between the schools and the library  
• Library vending solution is not reliably up, it’s great but haven’t had good luck hitting it on a day when it is 

actually working 
• The library does a great job with programs and maker space 
• The community needs to know what resources are available for the public 
• Perhaps there can be a deeper connection between the schools and the library to introduce students to the 

library resources 
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• Local schools have a newsletter and perhaps they should have a section for the library 
• Due to lack of public transportation, it would be great to bring library resources to the community 
• There is a missed opportunity to deal with seniors because the library opens so late in the morning 
• There is a need for seniors to get help with technology 
• Teens might be able to help seniors with technology and seniors could help with crafts 
• The library could have ambassadors to go to the senior centers 
• Can local churches be a resource for volunteers for the library 
• I’ve been using the ESL service from the library and am looking forward to it being in person again. 
• There needs to be a place at Fox Run to return books 
• Disagreements between the group about whether opening the library an hour earlier and closing the library an 

hour earlier 
• Some feel like the library would definitely be used earlier 
• Most agree the library isn’t used late 
• More study rooms 
• Computer classes aren’t attended, people really want one to one help 
• Need specific “Tech Help” desks hours, maybe teen volunteers or even paid interns could be utilized here to 

help as well 
• Need more space overall, eventually a second location might be necessary instead of making this location bigger 
• A second location would address “crazy afternoons” at the library 
• 24/7 machine is not effective, can’t put the most relevant materials in the machine, under utilized, positioning is 

not good either as it only serves Novi Card holders, those books require special handling, special labeling, usage 
is much lower than expectations (less than 40 checkouts per month), it’s also down a lot 

• The large print section is really vital for seniors 
• More senior programs and family nights, reading with grandparents  
• Maybe more kids book clubs 
• More movie nights for families 
• Good ways for people and families to create memories at the library 
• The community seem to want the building to be open longer hours 
• The library should figure ways to use peoples strengths and skills 
• The library now allows grub hub and other food services and has set a policy for it 
• There have been requests to look at the hours of the library. Perhaps 9-8 instead of 10-9 
• Turnover at the library has been very costly 
• Perhaps some education to the public about what librarians do might be appropriate 
• Do a lot of nice community programs but could use multiple sessions of some of the programs because they 

tend to be very crowded and kids can’t even do the program 
• Develop better community space for teens including programs so the Library is more usable after school 
• Community expects more than can be provided 
• ICube nice idea but expensive and not well used 
• Lending Library already  
• Very cold in the Library due to the windows 
• Feel like need more space 
• Study rooms are at a premium even though have 10—people standing at the gate when doors open to run and 

get a study room—no time limits on study rooms 
• Study rooms are first come first serve 
• Already doing so much—many things would be nice to add to the collection but hesitant to bring up 
• The more the library develops DEI initiatives, the more inviting it becomes, 
• The maker space provides a great opportunity to learn. 
• The library could expand it’s creative space. 
• The community wants to see more diversity. 
• Love all the Art in the library 
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• Not sure how much the library and schools are working together but they need to be working together really 
closely and coordinating education in the community 
 

Customer Service—Ease of Use 
•  The signage could use improvement 
• There should be more way finding in the library 
• Lack of welcome has to do with short staffed 
• The library is not helpful for people of other languages 
• The signs should be clearer. 
• There are lots of issues with technology from computers to printers 
• IT staff small and burned out 
• By and large the equipment is ahead of the curve 
• Like the new self-check units 
• Library feels pretty intuitive and info desks are always staffed to help 
• Some people occasionally come to the Book Nook for directional 
• Like to see more programs seeking fluency in reading and programs that support parents in creating more 

interest in reading for kids.  Really need kids to be fluent readers. 
• Need to see more partnership and cooperation between the schools and the library  
• Library vending solution is not reliably up, it’s great but haven’t had good luck hitting it on a day when it is 

actually working 
• There is a great local library at the Lakeshore Park site 
• It took me a while to find the kind of books I was looking for. Youth librarians downstairs don’t know about 

literary fiction 
• Seems like there’s too many books of the same title 
• Just not enough staff to do everything staff is tasked with doing 
• Even at full staffing levels it’s not quite enough to support all of the expectations 
• Board hasn’t really recognized the challenges facing the staff and staff needs 
• TONS of issues with the print management system 
• Printing is taking up SO MUCH staff time, it’s just a big big problem 
• Get a lot of questions and requests about the café being open on the weekend 
• Like the self check option when it’s busy 
• Haven’t used the vending option at the park 
• Staff are extremely helpful in helping me find things 
• Library is easy to use, staff is good, no suggestions for how to be easier 
• Ease of use is fine 
• Walking in and out of the Library people sitting at the desks to help people with questions 
• Self-check is good and easy to use 
• Computers on the lower level for finding books are not so easy—down a lot, frozen, sometimes clicked out of 

the browser and can’t get back in –more the computer than the catalog 
• Every time have checked out books has been good—prefer to have people check out the books 
• Have experienced computers for search not working well 
• Recently changed the checkout computers and wasn’t able to do on own but has gotten better 
• Love the Hold shelf service 
• Used to be able to return books at any time—was discontinued during the pandemic and that is very 

inconvenient 
• The holds self is very impressive in the number of books that are there to pick-up 
• Hold system is great with it being right in front too 
• Lending Library machine breaks a lot and full of cobwebs 
• Self-checks easy to use for guests 
• Hired computer tech to help keep equipment running which has helped, could use another full-time IT person—

IT staff get things done though 
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• Public-facing computers, printers, and copiers are tough to keep running 
• Issues with staff computers too 
• Onboarding training is not always there 
• Printing issues seem to be due to software update 
• I can’t think of anything too difficult to use, but the staff is very willing to help. 
• There are tons of options that can help anyone that walks through the door 
• Satellite locations to return and pickup materials would be nice, especially to serve those north of 96th 

 
Collections 

•  There could be a larger foreign language collection 
• There a lot of take home kits and they are not centrally located. 
• We have a library of things without officially having a LoT. 
• Heavy Libby user 
• Have some issues with getting digital copies of the books I’m interested in 
• The interlibrary loan is really handy (TLN level) 
• Collection planning is not uniform 
• No concise weeding strategies 
• Don’t feel like we are spending enough on digital collections 
• Need a collection development specialist, someone focused on collection, who does forward looking collection 

needs projections  
• Lots of times purchasing is mis aligned to community needs/wants 
• Need to become more data driven 
• Carl/TLN does not support data needed to understand actual collection usage 
•  NPL maybe not getting as much benefit of the TLN consortium as other libraries 
• Digital materials are very popular here but physical collections still largely preferred 
• Hoopla use continues to increase each month 
• Shift of digital magazines from zineo to Libby has not been well received 

o User interface is not as good 
• Lot of outbound usage of materials by consortium 
• MelCat usage isn’t huge 
• Shelvers are really great on getting materials back on shelves quickly 
• Currently Novi embargoes holds on new books to consortium members for 6 months which might be adjusted 
• Haven’t used the digital materials as I prefer physical books as does our daughter 
• Collection in the library is sometimes limited but are able to get materials we need from other libraries in the 

consortium  
• Use Libby once in a while but prefer to have a physical book in hand—does work well 
• Frequent user of both e-books/audiobooks liked Overdrive a little better than Libby because less obvious where 

to go—like the offering though 
• Have used MeLCat in the past and is very easy 
• Always feel bad because about half of books come from other libraries and seems more labor intensive 
• It would be helpful to be able for guests to be able to find and access the different collections they offer. 
• Could use some more collections in Art and Art History, Holocaust, and WW1 to WW2 era European history 
• Really like West Bloomfield’s “Pine Tree Book Program” 
• Melcat is great but at Novi it is for Print Only, would like to see Novi reconsider the participation in the A/V 

portion of the interloan of materials 
• I’m a constant user of Melcat and its fine for research, but need to make sure they have curriculum support 

materials on hand 
• Can’t just be looking at materials that were printed in the last 5 years 
• A power user of Libby but our collection there is very limited compared to others, would like to see more titles 

in Libby 
• Really appreciate the additional access to the other systems that NPL is participating with Libby 
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•  
Non-traditional Collections 

• Had park passes in the past 
• Don’t know that the library has the space for these kinds of collections 
•  Hotspot from the library “saved my bacon”, had internet connection issue 
• Telescopes and instruments would be great (too expensive to buy just to try) 
• Can’t be all things to all people and you can’t over tax the library 

o Have to determine what’s appropriate for the library to provide 
• Kits are really great here, more of those would be ideal 
• Current kits are a nightmare for staff, lots of processing and checking, lots of the items are lost or broken (very 

staff intensive) 
• Have special needs kits not used as much as population needs would suggest so maybe community needs more 

awareness about them 
• Really cool in terms of serving the community—not as much here but the ability to pursue or discover new 

passions without the financial commitment 
• Reaction to this is WOW—didn’t know that libraries do this—great idea 
• Part of it is the availability—need to be sure enough of things that are popular to keep from having to wait too 

long 
• Sterling Heights checks out bikes 
• Other libraries have a Library of Things—would be nice if we could do more like this but limited by space—cake 

pans, etc. 
• STEM kits are problematic for staff because time intensive 
• The was concern that there would be additional pressure on staff to offer these additional collections 
• Love the seed and garden angle and local partnerships 
•  

Children’s Services and Spaces (0-7) 
•  The area is too small for story time 
• This age level is well served here 
• This area is really great and ideal for these age levels 
• Like the two floor approach  
• As a grandparent the library should have a more welcoming section for kids 
• Not enough space 
• Grab and Go kits are very difficult to get because run out quickly 
• Like the kids play area but wish was a little more open 
• Don’t like that there are so many iPads in the kids area—would move those tables to create more open space—

worry about kids hitting their heads on tables 
• High schoolers use kids computer and swear up a storm 
• Shouldn’t be computers in the library for little kids 
• Maybe could be for checkout behind the desk for iPads instead of just having them out 
• Mainly using the library for my 3 year old son (was a huge user of the library when I was child) 
• The space has really been diminished since COVID, doesn’t feel like there is much for him to do there especially 

in the evening 
• All of the story times are during the week during the workday, need evening and weekend programs 
• Would like to see STEM/Craft kits for younger kids, mostly see things for older kids. 
•  

 
Children’s Services and Spaces (8-12) 

•  There is not really an area for tweens 
• This group is kind of left out here, the 5th and 6th grade school isn’t far and could maybe be better served by the 

library 
• Not sure if this age level is being served well here  
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• This age group is not being served well in terms of space and programs 
• No real directly intended space for this age level 
• No real Tween space in the Library 
• Don’t really hear a demand for it—Middle School is further away from 

 
Teen Services and Spaces 

• Not enough room in the teens room 
• Kids hang out or go up to the second floor 
• Lots of adults go into the teen room for the YA books 
• Has been told that the teen graphics are getting moved close to the adult graphic novels 
• Is there a way to separate the teen areas so they be comfortable and be able to make noise to a degree. 
• Need better approaches to the influx of teens in the after school time period 
• Love that we have this area for teens 
• The library is really inundated with teens after school 
• It’s cool to be at the library here, verses other places 
• Absolutely need a door on teen space 
• Would be nice to move collections outside of teen room into adjacent area 
• Having a spot for the teens so they don’t intermingle with the younger kids 
• Teens are sitting in the kids area which is intimidating to the younger kids 
• Really appreciate that the library has all of the services for the High School and middle School youth. 
• Some people think the library is loud in the afternoon but I think that’s just a skewed perspective.  It’s not that 

bad. 
•  

Adult & Seniors 
•  Most issues with seniors is friction with teens 
• Concerts are primarily attended by older folks 
• Many of bookclubs are older white ladies 
• Lots of questions about technology experience from seniors 
• There is a challenge to have desk hours and help someone with their phones 
• There are beautiful displays of Michigan art 
• The library has a lot more resources for genealogy 
• There are challenges because teens take over the library in the afternoon 
• Should definitely look at ideas like calming and sensory rooms 
• Seniors feel like being pushed upstairs and the seating isn’t as comfy up there but the downstairs area doesn’t 

really fit their usage needs 
• Could use more quiet nooks for all ages really. 
• A lot of older adults complain about teens throughout the library 
• Large print collection is on the first floor with tables and chairs but after 2:30 area is taken over by the teens 
• We make sure we have something interesting and accessible for seniors. 
• We believe the spaces are accommodating for all age groups. 
•  

All Ages Comments 
•  Not enough division of the spaces at the various age levels 
•  

STEAM: Technology, Creation Areas, Spaces and Resources 
• One Person using this space a lot for both personal projects and to support their non-profit organization as well 
• Some volunteer participation in the IQ Lab 
• Need more space for the maker/creativity services 

o Especially the digital creativity and robotics/electronics stuff 
o Could do more to STEAM/STEM overall 

• Didn’t know the library had things like this, and groups that did this 
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• iCube not used 
• Feel iCube used pretty frequently—especially items not needing staff assistance 
• Some people really like the 3D printing option 
• Something that converts old VHS to digital—those who use very appreciative of resources 
• Don’t think anyone has used the Dremel 
• Not sure how well-used the knitting machine is 
• Need to have a version of this to be competitive 
• A lot of adults use things in this space 
• The iCube is used OK, but there is a limitation of what can be done by skill group. 
• Certain areas require supervision 

 
Meeting Services and Spaces 

• There is a battle for use of spaces 
• Still very short staffed for this project 
• The meeting reserve process is a grind 
• Need to prioritize the meeting spaces for library programs, there are other options in the area for general 

meeting rooms 
• Need More study rooms 
• Lots of single person use of rooms, when groups are wanting them  
• Would like to see a reservation system for the study rooms 
• The kids space is very welcoming and welcomes diversity 
• I don’t see as much furniture that is comfortable and welcoming like they see in the schools 
• Different spaces for different size groups would be very helpful 
• Need to look at some kind of better booking or policy approach to diminish how much the staff has to intervene 

in the process 
• Could always use more meetings/study spaces 
• Café is great 
• Could use another 10 study rooms—5 more on each floor 
• Have Board room and meeting room upstairs—pretty good on larger meeting rooms 
• The meeting rooms are very popular and get taken quickly during the day 

 
Outdoor Spaces 

•  Could be more activated and used 
• Outdoor patio area is underutilized, mostly because the furniture is not very comfortable 
• Need more comfortable furniture out in the patio area 
• During the summer concerts outside 
• Seating not very comfortable 
• The patio is nice and accommodates all sorts of programming. 
•  

Other Types of Spaces 
• Would like the café to be open on the weekends 
• Would like a yoga room 
• Nap room for the staff 
• Would like a room for tutoring—have a lot of requests—maybe a classroom 
• Calming room is a great idea. The library has calming kits. 
• Perhaps a calming room for staff would be helpful. 
•  

 
Library Programs Overall 

• Programming overall seems really good.  Lots of variety  
• Partnership with Paradise Park 
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• Storytime is a great time to meet folks when new to the community 
• There is no programming to handle the tweens 
• There are great many services that don’t require that someone come into the building 
• Online calendar is a bit overwhelming at times 
• Need more programs offered multiple times 
• For Tweens are using Northville library for programs because haven’t found much offered in Novi but would 

prefer to use the Novi Library 
• Have some really good programs across the board. 
• Book clubs are there but it’s confusing what’s available  
• Would like to just see more of it all 

 
Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion 

• The library has come a long way in this regard in the last few years 
• The whole staff needs to have this in mind 
• Current approach is too heavily race focused 
• Current training hasn’t been as helpful as it could 
• Seen the library bringing in some different things for different cultures 
• There have been some good programming options looking at the different cultures 
• Very diverse community and staff do a good job of trying to promote everything 
• Order diverse books—especially YA collections 
• Really good International Librarian—main ethnic groups Japanese and Indian 
• Have had to do DEI training that is useless because don’t really teach staff anything—don’t really teach 

interaction skills and how to address people in the community, more about history of countries, etc. 
• Disconnection between what is useful to the staff and what Administration believes training should encompass 
• Survey should have been translated into Japanese 
• Can make it easier for those who are coming in but also some responsibility on the user to learn the language 
• Efforts towards EDI has been improving  but still has a long way to go. Should never comeacoss as now we’re 

there. 
• Part time employment seems to highlight some of the differences in diversity. 

DEI training has felt mostly like busy work, because the speakers brought in don’t seem to offer how best to deal 
with those communities in a library setting, and there are so many other things that need our attention right now – 
this kind of training can’t afford to be irrelevant to make it worth our time. 

• Expanding our DEI programming to the community would be a much better use of resources if we had the staff 
time and energy to do it!  Our cultural programs used to be amazing and well-attended pre-COVID 

• Accessibility 

• If I were someone who needed to use a mobility aid of any kind, I would not feel comfortable visiting our library for 
the amount of kids running around. 

• Circulation staff do receive comments from older adults that our library is so busy when they visit – sometimes 
there are comments about loud kids, or kids running around.  I advise them generally to avoid weekdays from 
2:45-4pm if they can. 

• I don’t perceive us as being very sensory friendly either – I think a lot of these kid and noise related points occur 
because we are sort of the community center for Novi. 

Outreach 
•  The library could collaborate with the community technology of Fox Run 
• You sign up with the library to get their monthly newsletter. 
• Really love bookmobiles and have such great memories of connecting through my home library as a child 

through the book mobile. 
• Services outside the Library 
•  

Community Awareness/Connections 
• The library is always willing to come out to the schools 
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• There have been issues with getting the attention of the library below the director level 
•  

Online Access 
• Library website is pretty decent but always could be further improved (it’s better than it was in the past), some 

areas have too many layers 
• Much improved over the past 
• Catalog and website work well—search function works well—had been used to seeing how many people ahead 

of you on a hold—would like for the print books 
• The SEO of the website is very strong. And the library does well with what they have. 
•  

Local History and Genealogy 
• Many of the users that come to the history room aren’t always tech savvy so staff or volunteers have to help 

them a lot  
• Partner with the Northville Library on local history and genealogy  
• Have used in past but not recently, but it’s important 
• By appointment, can’t just walk in 
• One-of-a-kind things in the space 
• Maps, journals, scrapbooks, newspapers, paintings, drawings, articles of clothing 
•  

Friends of the Library 
•  Would like to see them have more evening meetings to allow those with jobs to participate 

 
Collaboration and Partnerships 

• My major point of feedback would be from a local school district perspective would be to find more ways to 
partner with the local schools within the city boundaries. We hear from library staff when they are looking for a 
library card drive to increase membership but not on a regular basis focusing on programs, offerings, and 
resources. In Walled Lake Schools, we will certainly do our part to find those connections more often but having 
outreach from the library would be helpful as well. 

• Partner with the Senior Center to get materials and kits to them 
• Go to the schools to sign-up kids for a library card 
• Go to some pre-school and kindergartens  
• Superintendent comes to the Library every month to do coffee with the Superintendent 
•  

Other 
• There is really some big efforts locally around supporting neurodivergent residents 
• Check out the Engage Novi magazine 
• Front atrium / lobby is super cold in the winter especially at the circulation desk 
• Would like to see more about the library’s collection development approach and what role community input 

plays in that 
• Issues with materials returned over holidays that went back and forth driven by a single patron complaint 
• Need to look at more funding sources and not just millage 
• The library has to think bigger, often we are a bigger library operating with a smaller library approach and 

mindset 
• Issues with unattended kids making a break for the exit 
• Doorway entrance is not well designed and lobby is too cold 
• Information desk on first floor is really both youth and adult in terms of service need but creates a problem and 

confusion 
o With more staff and if you could double staff 

• Jobs sit open for quite a long time,  
• Hiring practices at the library are a real challenge and jobs take forever to be filled (jobs sit open for months and 

months at times) 
• Pay is lower here than other libraries in the area 
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• The culture of Yes here is really pushing staff to their limits 
• Too many promises to the community with engaging the staff 
• Not enough funding to meet the demands of the community 
• Staff is over extended 

o The community asks for 10 pounds of flour, we give them 15 pounds of flour, and the next time they ask 
for 15 pounds, and the expectation is to give them 20 pounds 

• A single request or complaint from the community seems to automatically trigger actions and services that 
staffing and funding support don’ 

• Too much competition instead of collaboration between city service departments (library, parks and rec, 
community education) 

• Lots of hardware and software issues at staff service points, self checks have a lot of issues 
• Sometimes things are we want to be first and not sure if it’s the right solution for Novi 
• Making sure to have full recycling capacity 
• The Library is doing a wonderful job—by expanding offering and knowledge of what is there available at the 

Library 
• During the pandemic closed for about 3 months before staff came back in the building 
• Had time limits, gloves, masks when first opened up 
• Staffing issues—too many part-time jobs 
• Lack of support from Administration 
• There are separate budgets for equipment and for the maintenance budget.  
• There seems to be an expectation of  clairvoyance of what we’ll need next year. 
• Think the evolution of the library continues and the staff is good and adjusting  
• Monitor needs to be more communicative with expectations and boundaries on what is allowable in the 

building, especially with high schoolers. 
• Suggestion: Having a monitor year-round to assist with Summer Reading increased usage/summer school 

students from the high school. 
• Circulation staff intercept small children running through the lobby towards the doors with no parents 

immediately identifiable in the vicinity on a regular basis. 
• Circulation staff remind parents their children must be 12 or older to be in building by themselves on a regular 

basis. 
• We are not a daycare facility! 
• Time spent trying to chase kids or reunite kids with parents is time spent away from the desk assisting guests for 

librarians or front desk staff, AND it’s time away from keeping an eye on the front door/lobby area at the front 
desk (security). 

• In my opinion, programs should be notified at the point of signing their rental contract of the Unattended Child 
Policy, and told they have responsibility to ensure parents of participants remain with their children or in the 
building as necessary, and we should follow through on enforcement of this.   

•  

• Parking  
• Better education or enforcement in the parking lot re: we are not the high school pick-up and drop-off area. 
• No parking in front of the front door, in our drive-thru lane, in the traffic lanes in the parking lot – we have 10-

minute parking spaces now for a reason. 
•  

• Staffing competitiveness 
• Some built-in turnover because of library school students. 
• Not competitive enough wages to attract people long-term → full time with benefits elsewhere is always going 

to easily entice people to leave. 
• Turnover means inconsistency between programs, services, outreach with specific groups, and collection 

management. 
• No defined schedule of collection management (weeding, ordering, etc.) makes managing shelf-space 

orderliness difficult. 
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• Nothing in this library is getting 100% of the attention it deserves because of constantly interviewing and 
training, trying to ensure coverage of desks, daily assigned tasks that must get done, and an increasing amount 
of new projects.  I feel bad for our programming and collection management, which both suffer from necessarily 
being placed below staffing the desks, and turnover leading to inconsistency in offerings and oversight. 

• We cannot constantly keep trying new programs, adding new collections, and providing new resources and 
experiences when we are struggling with staffing turnover to maintain what we have, and the core library 
services we should be offering.  

• We do not have to be all things to all people who visit!  That’s an unrealistic mindset on a personal and a 
business level. 

•  
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Novi Public Library - Visual Voting Exercise Results
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Increased Seating and Meeting Spaces 0 15 3 3 9 12 3 1 46 1 50 5 96 1

Improved Library Marketing and Promotion 1 5 6 1 5 4 2 2 26 2 5 22 31 16

Creative Tools/Makerspace Tools 1 10 1 2 2 3 0 4 23 3 34 9 57 9

Readily Accessible Power and Charging 1 9 1 1 8 1 0 1 22 4 53 4 75 3

Collaboration with the City Schools 0 1 5 9 2 1 3 1 22 4 X 22 21

Improved Wayfinding and Signage 0 4 0 0 6 8 3 1 22 4 X 22 21

S.T.E.M Tools & Technical Supplies 1 2 1 6 0 4 5 2 21 7 37 8 58 7

Expanded Senior Serives 1 1 4 11 1 1 0 2 21 7 X 21 23

Intenationa/ Multilingual Collections 0 3 0 8 0 6 1 1 19 9 7 21 26 18

Art and Culture Programs 0 5 2 2 2 3 1 2 17 10 20 14 37 13

Social gatherings and events (for connecting the comm 1 0 1 1 4 2 5 3 17 10 15 17 32 15

Lending Things Besides Books & Media 1 1 2 0 7 2 0 3 16 12 26 12 42 10

Bookmobile 2 2 3 6 2 0 1 0 16 12 X 16 24

Volunteer Opportunities 1 2 3 5 0 3 1 0 15 14 44 7 59 6

Equity, Diversity and Inclusion 0 0 2 3 2 4 2 2 15 14 21 13 36 14

Mutli- Lingual Language Storytime 0 1 0 3 2 3 4 2 15 14 X 15 26

Pop-up Libraries in the Community 0 0 2 9 3 0 0 0 14 17 2 24 16 24

Resident and/or Student Art Displays 1 3 2 1 3 2 0 1 13 18 10 20 23 20

Sensory Storytime 0 1 0 8 1 2 1 0 13 18 X 13 28

Technology Support and Training 0 0 3 1 2 5 2 0 13 18 X 13 28

Outreach Services 0 1 4 5 2 0 0 0 12 21 X 12 31

Job Search/Career Support Services 1 3 1 1 2 2 1 0 11 22 30 11 41 11

Health and Wellness Programs 2 0 1 2 3 2 1 0 11 22 17 16 28 17

Sensory Toy Collections 0 0 1 4 1 0 2 2 10 24 X 10 32

3D Printing & Laser Etching/Cutting 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 4 9 25 49 6 58 7

Local History/Genealogy Services or Programs 0 2 1 0 1 3 1 1 9 25 X 9 33

Remote Book Drops around Area 0 0 3 4 1 0 0 0 8 27 X 8 35

Gaming Equipment and Programs 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 7 28 64 3 71 5

Audio Recording, Technology and Software 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 0 6 29 34 9 40 12

Community Conversations around key civic issues 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 6 29 3 23 9 33

Business Development Services 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 5 31 X 5 36

Video Recording: Equipment and Software 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 4 32 20 14 24 19

E-sports Equipment, Programs and Support 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 3 33 71 2 74 4

Virtual Reality Equipment and Software 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 34 78 1 80 2

Laptops for In-Library Use 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 34 13 18 15 26

Expanded 24/7 Materials Access 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 36 12 19 13 28

TOTALS: 17 79 56 103 75 79 45 36 490 612 1099

The following were ideas/items that were written onto the "OTHER" page posted with the above voting ideas:

More Parking 0 1 0

Car Charging Stations 1 0 0

More Tween/ Teen Progams 1 0 0
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S.T.E.M. Tools & Technical Supplies

Herramientas STEM y equipos técnicos

Creative Tools/Makerspace Tools

Herramientas creativas/Herramientas de espacio
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3D Printing & Laser Etching/Cutting

Impresoras 3D y de grabado / corte láser

Audio Recording, Technology and Software

Grabación de audio, tecnología y software
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Video Recording: Equipment and Software

Equipo y software de grabación de video

Virtual Reality Equipment & Software

Equipos y software de realidad virtual
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Gaming Equipment and Programs

Equipos y programas de juego

E-sports: Equipment, Programs, and Support

Equipos, programas y soporte de deportes 

electrónicos
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Resident and/or Student Art Displays

Resid Exhibiciones de arte por part de la comunidad 

local

Expanded library hours on Saturday/Sunday

Ampliar el horario de la biblioteca los sábados y 

domingos
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Sensory Storytime

Cuentos sensoriales

Spanish Language Storytime

Cuentos en Español
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Community Conversations (e.g., DEI, affordable 

housing, policing, etc.)

Conversaciones comunitarias (DEI, vivienda 

asequible, Vigilancia, etc.)

Social gatherings and events (for connecting the 

community)

Reuniones y eventos sociales (para conectar a la 

comunidad)
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Lending Things Besides Books & Media

Préstamo de cosas además de libros y media

Wi-Fi Hotspots & 
Technology

Cameras / 
GoPros

Musical Instruments

Science/STEM 
Related Equipment

Book Sale – monthly and ongoing

Venta de libros, mensual y continua
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Improved Wayfinding and Signage
Mejorar la señalización y ubicación de espacios 

Pop-up Libraries in the Community

Bibliotecas emergentes en la comunidad
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Readily Accessible Power and Charging

Areas para recarga de energía y electronicos

Bookmobile

Biblioteca móvil
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Laptops for In-Library Use

Laptops  para uso en la biblioteca

Remote Book Drops around Area

Entrega remota de libros en el área
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Job Search/Career Support

Búsqueda de empleo/Servicios de apoyo profesional 

Business Development Services
Servicios de desarrollo empresarial
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Improved Library Marketing & Promotion

Mejorar la promoción y mercadtecnia de la biblioteca

Art /Culture Programs
Programas de arte/cultura Programas
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24/7 Materials Access (Lockers or Vending)

Acceso a materiales 24/7 (Lockers o maquinas

despachadoras)

Outreach Services
Servicios de extensión
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Health and Wellness Programs

Programas de salud y bienestar

Equity, Diversity and Inclusion
Equidad, diversidad e inclusión
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Expanded Senior Services

Servicios ampliados para adultos mayores

Technology Support and Training
Apoyo tecnológico y capacitación
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Local History/Genealogy 

Services or Programs

Programas o servicios de 

historia local/genealogía

Volunteer Opportunities

Oportunidades de voluntariado
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Collaboration with the City Schools

Colaboración con las escuelas de la ciudad

Sensory Toy Collections
Colecciones de juguetes sensoriales
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Novi Public Library Online Survey Notes 
Facilitated by ReThinking Libraries, LLC 

Novi Public Library  
Online Survey 

Survey open from 1/9/2023 – 2/27/2023 
 
 

 

Key Takeaways 

 
Key Demographic info 

• 2198 respondents started the survey and 69% completed it. We needed 382 responses for a statistically 
significant result at a 95% confidence level. Our result exceeded that level for the NPL population served. 

• 91% of respondents live in the City of Novi, 2% in Northville, 1% in Farmington Hills and 1% in Northville 
Township. Numerous other nearby areas were represented as well as some who previously lived in Novi.  

• Most age groups were well represented though the responses were skewed toward the older age groups - 
28% were 66 years or older, 20% were 36-45, 19% were 56-65, 18% were 46-55, 10% were 26-35, 2% were 
under 19, and 2% were 19-25. 

• Racial diversity was present in the respondents. The Asian population was slightly underrepresented but 
at 19% was a better response than we typically see from a minority population. The Black and Hispanic 
population was also somewhat underrepresented in the survey results. All racial groups found in Novi 
were represented and the results overall were typical of what we see in terms of diversity in our surveys. 

• Respondents indicated that there were a wide variety of languages other than English spoken in their 
homes though 96% spoke English in the home. 

 
 Library Activity 

• 63% of respondents visit the library once a month or more often, 28% visit weekly or more often. 

• Of those who don’t visit the physical building, over 26% use their own technology, 24% never think of the 
library as an option, 17% are virtual users, 16% prefer to buy and own their own material, and 13% say 
their children are grown.  

• 91% have a library card, of those who don’t, most live somewhere other than Novi but use the Novi 
library. Many would prefer that cards not be required to be renewed annually.  

• Respondents were heavily focused on using the library for materials with 89% using the Library to find a 
book and 36% finding DVDs, CDs, and videos. 

• Other primary uses were just enjoying spending time at the library (31%), attending a library program 
(29%), studying, or reading alone (18%), and visiting the Friends’ Book Nook (18%). 

• Of those who offered Other Reasons for visiting many cited picking up materials on hold, using the 
equipment in the iSpace, bringing their children/grandchildren to use the children’s area, having a nice 
place to study, read or hang out in, and attending book clubs or other programs. 

 
How people describe the Novi Public Library 

• 96% (agreed) felt the Library is an important part of the community, 97% found the Library to be a clean 
and well-maintained place, 93% found the library a welcoming and safe place, and 93% saw it as a 
physically comfortable place to visit.  

• The area people agreed less strongly with was the Library having adequate space for the needs of the 
community with a 69% approval (26% didn’t know or had no opinion on the subject and 5% disagreed), 
the library having up-to-date technology with a 73% approval (24% didn’t know or had no opinion on the 
subject and 3% disagreed), and my library seems easily accessible had an approval of 68% (30% didn’t 
know or had no opinion on the subject and 2% disagreed).  Of the 13 areas 11 had over 70% agreed with 
the statements on the different aspects of the Library.  

• There were numerous comments regarding different aspects of the facility and suggestions for 
improvements. Some of the other comments have to do with thoughts about the safety of the parking lot, 
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collection, comments regarding staff, hours of operation, and desire for a good library app, among other 
comments. 

• When it comes to library collections, 44% of respondents felt the collection meets their needs. The biggest 
area of dissatisfaction was with the digital materials with 14% feeling they didn’t meet their needs 
followed by adult materials 8%, International materials 8%, large print materials 7%, and magazines and 
newspapers 7%. Specific suggestions were included in the comments for most areas. 

 
What are the most important issues facing the community? 

• Community infrastructure was often mentioned especially in terms of adequate resources for supporting 
community growth and the need for road improvements and repairs. It was noted that safe walking and 
bike routes are a concern and there is not adequate public transportation. Increasing levels of traffic were 
often mentioned. 

• There was some concern around diversity, equity, and inclusion issues with many supporting that more 
efforts need to be made particularly as the community grows in diversity. 

• There were a wide variety of thoughts around different aspects of the Library. Several comments were 
concerned with maintaining an adequate selection of books, suggestions for services, and thoughts about 
programs. 

• As with many other communities, concerns were also raised around the economy and community funding. 
Rising taxes and inflation were often mentioned. 

• Maintaining a quality educational system was an additional concern. 
 
Library’s role in the community 

• 13 of the 19 areas had at least 70% or more of the respondents r Agreeing that these items were part of 
the Library’s role in the community. 

• It’s very clear that the community sees the library taking a major role in Promoting the Value of Reading, 
Youth Education Support, and Services, Enrichment and Entertainment for Children and Youth, Providing 
Access to General Technology, with Teen and Young Adults and Providing Work, Meeting, and/or Study 
Space not falling far behind. 

• Areas with less interest were Offering Programs and Services Outside of the Library which scored 38%, 
Health and Wellness Activities and Support which scored 48%, Services and Programs for Local Businesses 
and Entrepreneurs, and Providing Space to Hang Out and Socialize which scored 50% and 56% respectively. 

 
Library Hours 

• 94% of respondents felt the hours were good or excellent but even so there were an extensive number of 
comments suggesting changes to the hours or asking for alternative services. 

• Many comments focused on at least having the returns available outside of regular library hours. Many 
other comments were seeking longer hours on the weekends. 

• Best times to visit the library were pretty consistent on weekdays. The biggest shift occurred on Saturday 
where there were more people wanting to visit from 10 AM -12 PM and from 12 PM-6 PM.  Sunday from 
12 PM-6 PM was also a very popular time. 

 
Important Library Services  

• 22 of the 22 services on the list had 70% or more of the respondents who felt that they were services 
considered Must Have or things that would be Nice to Have. 

• Access to Physical Materials for Browsing and Checkout was considered the most important service 
offered, followed by Access to Wi-Fi and Children’s Programs.  

• Services seen as less important were Materials by Mail Service, Lakeshore Lending Library, Non-traditional 
Items to Checkout, and Access to Area Amenities. 

• Other services mentioned most often as potentially missing: several comments around the collection and 
being sure to continue to focus on the books and other physical materials, as well as being sure to keep up 
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with e-materials, ideas for additional services, many specific program suggestions, quite few comments on 
the spaces, ideas on outreach and partnerships.  
 

Library Programs 

• 33% of respondents indicated that they have attended adult programs at the library, 22% attended 
children’s programs, 13% older adult programs, 9% multi-generational programs, and 7% teen programs.  

• Most commonly reported reasons for not attending programs: 18% of those who didn’t attend programs 
indicated they were Unaware of the programs available, 16% were Too Busy to attend, 16% indicated they 
were not interested in or just didn’t attend programs. 

• 81% of respondents indicated program times worked for them. Other suggestions were evenings and 
weekends for working adults and kids with working parents and daytime programs for seniors and 
homeschool students.  

• Most requested programs are Book Clubs/Discussion Groups, Summer Reading, Storytimes, Programs for 
Older Adults, Technology Classes, Concerts, How -to Classes/Workshops, and Arts & Crafts Programs; and 
least requested on the survey were Anime/Manga Club, Comic-con & Fandom Programs, Video gaming/ E-
sports/ E-tournaments, Social Media Apps, Small Business/Start-ups/Entrepreneurship, Teen Advisory 
Group, and Parenting Workshops & Programs.  

 
Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion  

• This was a topic that many people didn’t feel they were very informed on so there were large percentages 
of Neutral and Don’t Know Responses. 

• The Library seems to be doing the best with Materials where 54% agreed that they were being addressed. 
The Facility was similar with 54% agreeing it was being addressed. 

• Areas with the lowest levels of agreement were Diversity of Staff with 33%, Community Partnerships with 
38%, and Outreach with 38%. 

• Feelings were that the Library’s main roles in equity, diversity, and inclusion issues are Materials that 
address EDISJ, Education, and a Place for Community Engagement. 

• 14% of respondents felt that the Library doesn’t have a role in these issues.  
 
What ways do you finding out about prefer to find out about library or community news and events and how do 
you currently do so? 

• The most preferred methods for finding out about library news and events include the Library Website, 
Email Updates from the Library, and the Library Monthly e-newsletter, or Engage Magazine Mailed to 
Their Homes.   

• Library Podcast and Television/Cable were the least preferred information channels. 
 
Other Comments 

• There were many very positive comments about the staff, the Library and how they are appreciated as a 
community resource. The community appreciate that the Library has so much to offer.  

• Library facilities and spaces were a hot topic. Having adequate quiet study spaces and appropriate spaces 
for children and teens was often mentioned along with many specific furniture suggestions. The safety of 
the parking area was also a major concern. 

• Numerous comments were made about the collection of materials the library offers. Some were very 
satisfied with the collection while others wanted to see more books and other materials. There were also 
suggestions regarding the addition of non-traditional materials.  

• There were specific program suggestions for both children’s/family programs and general programs 

• There are some concerns about the frequency of library card renewals, library hours, additional service 
suggestions and a few comments on the spaces. 
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2% 35

26% 569

35% 776

26% 569
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3% 64

Q1 How often do you visit the Novi Public Library in a typical year?
Answered: 2,197 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 2,197
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Q2 If you are not a regular library user in a typical year, please tell us 
why not. (check ALL that apply)

Answered: 245 Skipped: 1,953

  666444
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I use my own
technology

I never think of the 
library as an option.

Other (please
specify)

I am a "virtual" 
library user

I prefer to buy and 
own my materials

My children
are grown

I am too busy to 
use the library

I haven't used the library 
since I was a child

I use a different 
library

I don't live
in the area

I couldn't find 
what I wanted

It is hard for me to 
get to the library

My library card 
doesn't work

The library's hours 
are no convenient .

Parking is too
challenging

Staff isn't
welcoming

I owe fees
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26.12% 64

23.67% 58

22.45% 55

16.73% 41

16.33% 40

13.06% 32

11.43% 28

11.02% 27

11.02% 27

8.57% 21

6.53% 16

4.90% 12

3.67% 9

3.27% 8

2.86% 7

2.45% 6

0.00% 0

Total Respondents: 245

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

shuttle time same as other activity

I live in a retirement community which has a library I also use library of congress books for low vision

Books must be ordered, and you wait for reservation to arrive.

I use this library most every month, or maybe some body will get what I want.

coffee (cafe?) hour is short

Just moved here

I get a book 1x month from library for Fox Run Book group. Very appreciative. In addition, I reserve several books a year.

New to the area. Just finding out.

I get books and magazines through Libby- the app through the library. I love it! I listen to books on tape so I use the library remotely

Information from the web

I take my kids, I'm not a reader

I typically check out electronic audit books, which does not requirement to physically go to the library.

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I use my own technology

I never think of the library as an option

Other (please specify)

I am a "virtual" library user (download books from library website)

I prefer to buy and own my own material

My children are grown

I am too busy to use the library

I haven't used the library since I was a child

I use a different library

I don't live in the area

I couldn't find what I wanted

It is hard for me to get to the library (transportation)

My library card doesn't work

The library's hours are not convenient

Parking is too challenging

Staff isn't welcoming

I owe fees

I live at Fox Run and they have a library..

New to the area and have not had time to visit. New to area and just haven’t had time.

Newly moved to Novi, planning on starting to use the library this year.

also recently moved to novi

Use internet

I live at Fox Run and that satisfies my needs. Do want to visit the library, though.

Not in mood to read lately I don’t like to read

I’m disabled I am handicapped and am not able to come into the library. If I could I’d be there monthly chronic illness

I love the library and all the staff, but I'm immunocompromised from cancer treatment and shouldn't be indoors with people who aren't 
wearing masks right now.

I was too busy. I just retired so I will be. My daughter had a large collection of books. I’m on number 2. I used to use the Wixom library 
when my daughters were young for their children programs

just retired so starting to use now Plan to start since I’m retired.

Every time I came to the library, they closed early and kicked us out.

Don’t like germs

I go to UofM now and use their library because it’s closer Mostly use the Northville branch.
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I used to visit quite a lot more but the need has decreased over the last 2 years

Don't often go south of Grand River except for board meeting attendance

I drive a big truck hauling steel. I leave on Monday morning and return Friday night or Saturday afternoon.

The American Library Association and its state affiliates have become a major conduit for library staffs across the country to bring in 
pornographic books (particularly homosexual and transgender) and to demonize those in local communities who disagree. The ALA 
aggressively pushes their lists of LGBT books and “resources” for libraries to use to select books and promote LGBT ideology. They 
help pressure public officials who want to remove pornographic books from children’s reach, using absurd “intellectual freedom” 
rhetoric. They train library officials to demonize parents as bigoted “book banners.” The ALA’s new president is a self-proclaimed 
Marxist who brags about “queering” libraries.

My needs are more academic (JSTOR, ATLA) than what you have

Don't want to pay fines if it takes me too long to finish all the books I checked out. I like to check out several at a time and bring back 
together. My daughter checks out books for me from Clarkston Library where they don't have any late fees

I read so slowly it is hard to finish the books

I need access medical and scientific literature that the library doesn't offer access to.

Family issues doesn’t allow time.

A bit of traffic challenge

Have a lot of books at home to read.

It's an ugly building, terrible architecture, not sensitive to site.

Not aware of library programming for my 3.5 year old

It's just a little too far away from me to be convenient.

I’m usually not at home

Only a few adult focused activities.

When a book is on my kindle, I can take forever to read it, and I often do. As a student and grad student, I lived in libraries. I thought I 
would use one as a retiree, but haven't gotten around to it.

Use for Novi history purposes only

Groups seem to focus on fiction rather than current events. Also, there's no more French language meet-up.

Begrudging staff, to many teens running the place and taking over the computers, parents leaving teens at library like a play room, 
teens are rude, no fax machine, not a safe or comfortable space.
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Q3 Why do you visit the Novi Public Library? (check ALL that apply)
Answered: 1,887 Skipped: 311
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88.55% 1,671

36.46% 688

31.05% 586

29.15% 550

18.49% 349

18.28% 345

14.36% 271

13.78% 260

12.24% 231

12.08% 228

10.44% 197

9.96% 188

9.33% 176

9.11% 172

8.85% 167

8.37% 158

8.32% 157

8.27% 156

7.90% 149

6.78% 128

3.82% 72

3.82% 72

3.71% 70

3.60% 68

3.55% 67

3.23% 61

2.07% 39

1.85% 35

1.64% 31

1.43% 27

Total Respondents: 1,887

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Find books 

Find DVD, CD, video, etc.

Just enjoy spending time at the library

Attend a library program

Study/read alone

Visit the Friends' Book Nook

Read a newspaper or magazine

Visit the Library Café

Use the printer/photocopier/scanner

Visit and/or play in children's area

Attend a meeting

Meet up with friends

Use library Wi-Fi

Use a study room

Other (please specify)

Use the space for remote work or school

Use a library computer

Attend storytime

Use a meeting room

Visit iCube makerspace

Education help (tutoring, reference questions, etc.)

Materials and/or programs not in English

Volunteer time and/or services

Visit the Local History Room

Access databases

Group study

Help with accessing online services

Visit the Business Resource Center

Visit Teen Space (afterschool program)

Search for jobs
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Tried visual reader didn't work.

Genealogy research

Look at books for sale, new book displays, community displays

GREAT programs!!!

Use the computer to schedule pick up of materials. Borrow materials from other libraries in the consortium.

Enjoy the outdoor space. Just sit out there, lounge around, read and enjoy my coffee.

See what's coming up

Just came back, and saw a paper (ESL), and I just got interested, since my Master's Degree. I LOVED it to help the adults.

These are what I frequently do at a library

Pickup holds and work on projects with friends.(3)

I visit either Novi or Northville as I live pretty much right in the middle of them and attend Civic Ctr fitness classes every week. I just 
like libraries! So all these answers would apply to the Northville Lib too. Oh, I don't see "Donate Books" in the above list.

Quiet time

Borrowing WiFi unit (Great service)

attend Thurs Knit ing Group Sr, & other Book Study -sometimes

Pick up craft kits for children. (2) They are awesome!

Walk the stacks in the winter

Wait in the library after high school for my parents to pick me up (2)

We’re a homeschooling family and use the library to gather books and resources

In the past attended German speaking group

Take granddaughter

Kill time

Printing needs

There is no communication form library on exciting programs, initiatives to get students more involved as far as I have seen. The 
only email I see is "books overdue"

Voice books will be great if you can add more to digital library

Love the concerts

We are happy that the library offers ways to convert photos and movies. Also, while we are not currently using the teen space, our 
child will be soon.

Get help on my card from the circulation desk (renewal, pay fone, etc.)Annual renewal of library card

Community Blood Drives with the Red Cross

Look at consumer report magazines

Buy used books or donate books

The library is a serene and interesting community space to experience sometimes for hours.

Outdoor space in summer

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

renew card (7)

pickup books previously ordered for 'hold." (10) Pickup inter library loan books (3) Check out books

Shop the Book Nook (4)

Take grandchildren (3) 

Scrapbook event

Pick up books not available electronically

Giving books to it

Pick up & return books at window (2)

Donate books

Concerts by Novi Concert Band and others

Will like to play board game with 2 or 3 people Met with a coach for chess class last year Adult Japanese Language Conversation group

Rental hall for our language school

Meet with Boy Scouts to work with them on their individual advancement work. Borrow mobile hot spot. School events at library

Book store Drop off used books

Used book room

Drop off books

I would like to bring my granddaughter when she is a little older My grandsons like to go

Help my kids utilize the library

election worker Vote

To play in the youth services area

PRE-COVID attended library programsattend the music programs Book Club

A comfortable place to hang out when my power goes out (which happens frequently).

I would like to visit the café but it is never open!!!

Renew my and my family’s library cards

We enjoy bringing our Grandchildren to the library and reading with them.

Rewnew Library card and update digital platforms that have changed when applicable.

Renew my library card. I use online services, unless I pick up a book not available online.

Enjoy the Concerts/ Booking Readings of Authors.

Get the monthly book newsletter - Book Page Informative brochure etc.
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I am a library science student and have done some of my classwork at NPL. I like to visit the Friends Bookstore. The makerspace is 
a wonderful addition.

Staff member

Pick up Federal tax forms (2)

To charge my EV car while I'm in the library.

Love discovering new non-fiction / fiction in the new book section on the lower level.

Just moved here from Plymouth. Not a member of Novi library yet so my response is based on what I need Novi to be based on 
Plymouth’s great library and always wonderful experience. Also used Canton which was a noisy filthy library because of the food they 
allow brought in and kids hanging out disrupting quiet nature of a library

Studying

Use special equipment, e.g., LP / CD digitizers..

Despite not checking every box, those unchecked services/resources/tools/spaces are still important.

Books on CD,

Work

We love your library programs for kids. They are so special! And the activities you do for like holidays (paint a ceramic pumpkin, 
magician show at lakeshore park… build a penguin) are amazing! The things the kids get to craft and all the prizes and raffles 
available for many children is amazing! I don’t know any other library that does that! My kids just love their stuffed animal penguin and 
my oldest was sharing all kinds of facts about penguins on the car ride home!

employee (2)

To check out the Wi-Fi hotspot device.

Right now I don’t visit the library often. I live at Fox Run now since my husband passed away. But when my husband was alive we 
visited very often. But I do like to get books on line. We also donated books.

Check out storytime backpacks, STEM kits

No car

Didn’t know I could do all those things there.

I would visit the Novi Library more often if I could. As the member of an outside Book Club, I have enjoyed relationships with 
three successive Outreach Librarians who have been immensely helpful to us in selecting works for our future reading

Vistited library several weeks during unemployment and it has been very useful to use computer and other resources for preparing 
for job searches and applications

Use digital opportunities

Browse the book club section

Teen space many kids out of control and messy. My children do not like coming to the Library anymore because of this reason.

Write in my journal.

I do not visit the library personally but order items online and my neighbor picks them up and returns them for me. If I were still 
mobile I would partake of the other activities.

attend children's school event at the library

My usage of the library is expanding, very recently, now that my hobbies and educational pursuits are changing (so 'Materials and/or 
programs not in English', 'Use the space for remote work or school', and a few others may apply) and also because my daughter is 
old enough to go to the library and pick out books and attend children's events. (So 'attend storytime', 'visit and/or play in children's 
area', and 'visit iCube makerspace' will likely become near-future uses of the library for us, too.)

EMPLOYMENT

Used books

pick up books Pick up hold book.

pick up a reserved book, buy a book while therePick up books

Enjoy putting books on hold and picking them up.

Drop off books to donate

Pick up a book I placed on hold

Purchase Christmas gifts.

Most of my reading material is ordered on line and I just run in quickly to pick it up by the front desk.

Find Conservative books

Used to attend a writers group but the library canceled it and i have barely come since. Wr pay novi taxes vut we are at the far 
north corner of novi and our sub considers ourselves the forgotten part of novi.

Children's book
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ebooks, I often have 10 on hold and read 100 books a year. My library ebooks access saves me hundreds! I love my ebooks and 
the app and Novi make it easy!

Youth programs

Go online to get Kindle booksI do this exclusively online

Read National Newspapers and support Book Nook used book area while having coffee & bagel. Looking forward to 
exploring other areas.

Find information about local events and other resources such as Hoopla and other avenues for audiobooks.

attend Novi ECEC special education Thursdays

My son loves to borrow and read books. Play in kids atea

I do not visit often because I am in my 92nd year, living in Waltonwood Novi. BUT I am able to search for books online and 
Outreach is giving us FANTASTIC SERVICE at Waltonwood.

Bathroom stop on walk

Usually to take my younger kids to get books.

Use play area

Porn

I do bring my granddaughters on occasion. Offered to volunteer at the Book Nook but was told there was no need (by the 
gentleman sitting at the Book Nook table). Would be happy to do something else. I can be contacted at 517-___-____ (cell phone). 
I'm a retired teacher.

Use the restroom while on a run/walk :)

Unfortunately the Novi library never owns the book that I need for my book club. They are usually new books and the cooperative 
doesn’t share. I do not like having to purchase the book

bathroom break on walk

Books, videos etc are available via the internet without physically being there

A place to go to after clubs/sports are done.

Over the years my family has used the private rooms for tutoring, the computers when quiet time is needed for work, and playtime 
when the children were young. These days we stop by the library once a week to check out books and possibly DVDs. I also often 
make purchases in the store.

Use the equipment upstairs!

We just moved to Novi recently, and my husband has not yet stopped by to get his library card, but he recommends to those in his 
investment group, and will in his new stock group, that they use the online Morningstar and Value Line databases.

I used to go to quiet room which doesn’t exist. Quiet study room has no computers.

use iCube Use the laser cutting equipment

Preferably e books

We use the Walled Lake library weekly because they have curbside.
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Q4 Thinking about the Novi Public Library, please indicate how 
strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements.

Answered: 1,744 Skipped: 454
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My library is an important 
part of the community

My library is clean and 
well-maintained

My library is a welcoming 
and safe place

My library is a physically 
comfortable place to visit

My library staff is 
knowledgeable and helpful

My library's location 
is convenient for me

My library has enough 
space for my needs

My library treats 
all users equitably

My library’s hours are 
convenient for me

My library seems 
easily accessible

My library is easy 
to navigate

My library has up-
to-date technology

My library has enough 
space for the needs of the 

community

Agree Neither Agree or Disagree Disagree Don't Know…
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96%
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93%
1,615

5%
86

2%
32

0%
2 1,735 0.91

89%
1,544

6%
105

4%
71

1%
16 1,736 0.86

75%
1,293

9%
159

2%
35

14%
246 1,733 0.85

87%
1,506

8%
135

5%
86

1%
13 1,740 0.82

68%
1,177

11%
196

2%
30

19%
330 1,733 0.82

84%
1,459

11%
199

4%
63

1%
16 1,737 0.81

73%
1,273

13%
233

3%
50

11%
184 1,740 0.79

69%
1,192

14%
236

5%
93

12%
213 1,734 0.72

AGREE NEITHER
AGREE NOR
DISAGREE

DISAGREE DON'T
KNOW/N/A

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

My library is an important part of the
community.

My library is clean and well-maintained.

My library is a welcoming and safe place.

My library is a physically comfortable place to
visit.

My library staff is knowledgeable and helpful.

My library's location is convenient for me.

My library has enough space for my needs.

My library treats all users equitably.

My library’s hours are adequate for my needs.

My library seems easily accessible and usable
for those with physical or mobility challenges.

My library is easy to navigate and I can find
what I need.

My library has up-to-date technology.

My library has enough space for the needs of
the community.
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Q5 Thinking about the Novi Public Library collection of materials, which 
collections, if any, are NOT adequate for your needs (both selection and 

availability). Check ALL that apply.
Answered: 1,729 Skipped: 469

44%44%  44%

14%14%  14%

8%8%  8%

8%8%  8%

7%7%  7%

7%7%  7%

6%6%  6%

6%6%  6%

6%6%  6%

6%6%  6%

5%5%  5%

5%5%  5%

5%5%  5%

4%4%  4%

4%4%  4%

4%4%  4%

3%3%  3%

Collections 
meet my needs

Digital library 
materials

Adult materials

International
materials

Large print
materials

Magazines and
newspapers

DVDs/Blu-ray
discs

Books on CD

STEAM kits,
Storytime...

Youth materials

Career
materials

Graphic novels

Book Club kits

Business
materials

Young adult
materials

Tween materials

Parenting
materials

Mobile hotspots, magnifiers 
and other equipment

  333%%%

  333%%%

  333%%%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Lakeshore Lending 
Library

Local history and 
genealogy materials

English Language Learning 
and citizenship materials

  333%%%
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44% 761

14% 247

8% 141

8% 138

7% 121

7% 119

6% 112

6% 102

6% 102

6% 100

5% 84

5% 82

5% 80

4% 77

4% 72

4% 72

3% 55

3% 53

3% 51

3% 50

3% 49

Total Respondents: 1,729

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Collections meet my needs

Digital library materials (Libby and Hoopla)

Adult materials

International materials

Large print materials

Magazines and newspapers

DVDs/Blu-ray discs

Books on CD

STEAM kits, Storytime backpacks, and other related kits

Youth materials

Career materials

Graphic novels

Book Club kits

Business materials

Young adult materials

Tween materials

Parenting materials

Mobile hotspots, magnifiers, and other equipment to borrow

Lakeshore Lending Library materials

Local history and genealogy materials

English Language Learning (ELL) and citizenship materials
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Q6 What do you think are the two or three most important overall issues 
facing the Novi community?

Answered: 919 Skipped: 1,279
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Q7 What is the library’s role in the community? Do you think the Novi 
Public Library should be involved in the following areas?

Answered: 1,765 Skipped: 433

2%2%  2%

3%3%  3%

2%2%  2%

3%3%  3%

2%2%  2%

3%3%  3%

3%3%  3%

5%5%  5%

3%3%  3%

5%5%  5%

4%4%  4%

5%5%  5%

6%6%  6%

4%4%  4%

7%7%  7%

5%5%  5%

4%4%  4%

5%5%  5%

5%5%  5%

6%6%  6%

7%7%  7%

7%7%  7%

11%11%  11%

17%17%  17%

14%14%  14%

19%19%  19%

3%3%  3%

5%5%  5%

5%5%  5%

6%6%  6%

6%6%  6%

8%8%  8%

11%11%  11%

13%13%  13%

13%13%  13%

12%12%  12%

19%19%  19%

19%19%  19%

18%18%  18%

20%20%  20%

21%21%  21%

23%23%  23%

30%30%  30%

27%27%  27%

96%96%  96%

92%92%  92%

91%91%  91%

91%91%  91%

90%90%  90%

89%89%  89%

84%84%  84%

82%82%  82%

80%80%  80%

78%78%  78%

72%72%  72%

70%70%  70%

71%71%  71%

68%68%  68%

63%63%  63%

56%56%  56%

50%50%  50%

48%48%  48%

Promoting the 
value of reading

Youth education 
support

Children and
youth

Providing access to 
general technology

Teen and young
adult 

Providing work, meeting 
and/or study space

Life-long
learning

Technology
education

Leisure

Cultural programs 
and discussions

Arts 

Providing access to new/
emerging technology

Community and 
civic discussions

Jobs and
careers.

Connecting community 
members to social services

Providing space to hang 
out and socialize

Services and programs for local 
businesses and entrepreneurs

Health and wellness 
activities and support

  111000%%%  111888%%%  333444%%%  333888%%%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Agree Neither Agree or Disagree Disagree Don't Know/No Opinion

Offering programs and services 
outside of the library
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96%
1,644

3%
47

0%
8

1%
22 1,721 0.96

92%
1,581

5%
83

1%
21

2%
41 1,726 0.93

91%
1,586

5%
79

2%
27

3%
44 1,736 0.92

91%
1,566

6%
95

1%
25

2%
34 1,720 0.91

90%
1,562

6%
99

2%
27

3%
47 1,735 0.91

89%
1,525

8%
135

2%
28

2%
33 1,721 0.89

84%
1,461

11%
183

2%
43

3%
45 1,732 0.84

82%
1,402

13%
223

3%
49

3%
44 1,718 0.81

80%
1,383

13%
226

4%
67

3%
55 1,731 0.79

78%
1,364

12%
205

5%
95

5%
80 1,744 0.76

72%
1,241

19%
322

5%
94

3%
58 1,715 0.69

70%
1,206

19%
322

6%
108

5%
78 1,714 0.67

71%
1,232

18%
306

7%
128

4%
70 1,736 0.66

68%
1,158

20%
344

7%
118

5%
85 1,705 0.64

63%
1,075

21%
361

11%
184

6%
96 1,716 0.55

56%
970

23%
390

17%
297

4%
62 1,719 0.41

50%
844

30%
504

14%
230

7%
125 1,703 0.39

48%
824

27%
470

19%
326

5%
94 1,714 0.31

38%
652

34%
570

18%
307

10%
165 1,694 0.23

AGREE NEITHER
AGREE OR
DISAGREE

DISAGREE DON'T
KNOW/NO
OPINION

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Promoting the value of reading (Summer Reading
program, book clubs, literacy activities)

Youth education support (school partnerships,
summer reading programs, homework help)

Children and youth (services, enrichment,
entertainment)

Providing access to general technology
(computers, printing) 

Teen and young adult (book clubs, gaming,
volunteering)

Providing work, meeting, and/or study space

Life-long learning (financial and other life skills)

Technology education

Leisure (hobbies, recreation, entertainment)

Cultural programs and discussions

Arts (arts displays, arts programming and classes)

Providing access to new/emerging technology (3D
printing, virtual reality systems)

Community and civic discussions

Jobs and careers (job search support, job fair
events)

Connecting community members to social
services

Providing space to hang out and socialize

Services and programs for local businesses and
entrepreneurs

Health and wellness activities and support (fitness
classes, health education sessions, healthy eating
classes, etc.)

Offering programs and services outside of the
library
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Q8 How would you rate the hours of operation for the Novi Public Library 
in terms of convenience for you?

Answered: 1,731 Skipped: 467

53%53%  53%

41%41%  41%

4%4%  4%

2%2%  2%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Excellent

Good

Poor

N/A/No Opinion
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""E_v_e_n_in�g�s/W __ e_e_k_e _n_d_s/_E_x_te_ n_ d_ e_ d_h_o _u _rs ________________ 1i prefer weekend evenings to be longer. day time on weekends are generally busy. 
Although a little later on Friday evening would be nice. (3) evening hours are more relaxing. i could come to the library, take a self seived 
,Although I am not sure how my fellow community peers feel about these hours beverage, decompress and read or socialize. extending hours might be increase 
'would personally prefer a 7PM closing time on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. operating cost. my suggestion would be to keep it open till 9pm everyday but 
Closing at 6PM on Friday is particularly frustrating although a relatively small start later to keep the number of hours same as now. library should be open when 

1 inconvenience overall. other activities are not ava.ilable. i think it would increase users. 
I would like earlier hours most days, especially Sunday I think it might be beneficial to be open later on Friday and Saturday for kids to 

study. Could extend it after 6 PM during weekends 
About 4 years ago, I was working full time while my husband was a full time I think 9pm is a great closing time for the weekday. Some libraries close much 

I student. The weekend hours were difficult for him because he was looking for a earlier and it can become a rush to get work to make it to the library in time 
before it closes. , space to study. I work some weekend days, and when I would come for at 4/5, it 

was too late for him to use the library. I know staffing and operations may make it I think open until 8 pm Monday· Thursday. Close 5 pm Friday and Saturday.
difficult to manage, but evening hours on the weekend would have helped us a few I think that if possible, Friday nights hours should go til 730pm. 
years ago. Currently, we don't utilize the library on the weekends. Ask the I think the timings for the weekend Fri to Sun should be extended on hour more 

1 students when they prefer to use the library. like till 7pm 
Could the Friday/Saturday hours be extended 1 hour, i.e., 7:00pm. The Starbucks should be extend till 8pm or 7 pm

Friday & Saturday closing times should be extended.(3) I think these hours are good for the working person. With late night availability 
1 would like longer hours on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. (3) during the week, and shorten time on the weekends, If anything Sunday's hours 

could be increased if you see there is usage. Friday night hour is short and Sunday morning is preferable. I want the library to stay open for more time over the weekends, but that's okay 
Friday saturday extend to 9 PM, maybe change to 12-9 PM because the employees need some rest. But maybe 1 hour more or 30 minutes 
Having a small child it would be nice to visit on Saturday mornings a little earlier more of time to be open on the weekends and Friday. 
'. (maybe like 830-9 opening?) I wonder if people had the library to go to in the evenings on the weekends if that 
Could be open longer on weekends to accommodate students better. would be welcomed. 

Hopefully i can use in the weekend morning I work until 5:30pm and transporting there would be hard to arrive .at time because 
library close at 6pm 

Not very convenient for us that work 9-5 downtown I would enjoy a later Saturday night sometimes, a place to wind down without
Closes too early on Friday for sure, Saturday is also inconvenient but less so. having to go to a restaurant. May be in the minority about this. 
Closing 1 hour later on Friday and Saturday and opening 1 hour earlier on Sunday I would imagine most people have more free time on the weekends to spend more 

'would be more convenient personally hours at the library than weekdays. Consistent hours throughout the week would 
Closing at 6 is too ear1y for me sometimes. help the community, as well as more time being open as some people are early 
Don't need to stay open until 6 on Fridays Saturdays and Sundays morning or late night routine people. A majority of the hours the library is open are
dont have time to get books on lriday cuz school and school homework during times people are figuring out lunch and dinner plans. 

I appreciate that you give time off for your employees with shortened weekend On Friday the hours can be extended to 9PM I wish. 
hours, however, I would love to see the Friday and Saturday hours extended On the weekend it would be nice for the library to be open an extra hour to 7pm.
slightly. need earlier and later hours especially on the weekends. Many students come
I appreciate the library being open nights and weekends. Personally I would to study 
prefer if the library opened earlier on Saturdays (9am) and Sundays (10 or 11 am). Need longer hours. 
I donl think the library needs to be open till 6:00 p.m. on Friday Saturday and Need to stay open longer on weekends (3)
Sunday. 5 pm is fine. Allow the staff to go home and be with their families. Needs to be open much later, like UofM Dearborn library.
Everyone needs a good work life balance. Open later on Friday would be helpful, would l ike not as much closure for holidays 
I guess you could always be open longer, but I'm just glad you have the hours you
do. Going to 9PM on Friday/Saturday would be the most useful for me. Open to 9 every night 

Remaining open a bit later on Friday would help also - maybe until 7? For 
I personally would use the library later on Monday-Thursday but I understand that parents working long hours and with long commutes, it can be tricky to reach the 
I am likely in the minority library by 6 PM to pick up teens. 
When I was in liigh school, I'd come to library each day after school and wait for Opening 11am -5 might be helpful for students who want to jump start study time 
my mom to pick me up as she worked a little far away and the bus didn't have a on Sunday and end a little earlier. 
convenient drop off location for my house. On Fridays this would be tough, as the Would like the hours to be longer at the evenings. 
library would close at 6 - I would oftentimes have to wait outside on the bench 
alter 6 for an hour or so. Besides that, the hours are fair. Would like to have only one late night during the week and have later hours Fri 
Weekends can be till 8PM and Sat 
Were I still a student remaining open later on Sunday or opening earlier would be Would be nice if it was open for one extra hour on Fridays.
great. I studied in the library for 12 hours on Sunday. Would it be possible to provide more opportunities for volunteers to seive Novi 
Weekend hours are lacking. library to extend hours of operation on weekends 

Would like for the Weekend hours to be extended to 8pm Weekend hours should be the same as weekday hours. 
Truly - late evening, though difficult for staff, allows late working folks to access Would like to stay open later on Saturday.
the library Would love them open later on Friday but not a huge issue.
AND Would prefer a 9PM closing time on Friday, and a 10 AM opening time on 
Sunday hours - so very valuable Sunday. 

, Would prefer extended hours on either Friday or Saturday as well. 
We meet there and staff starts clearing us out at 8·30 Wish it was open longer on weekends. Also, it would be great to have youth 
We need longer hours on weekends so we can spend more time in the library. reading-story time-on Saturday mornings. 
later Saturday hours would be helpful. Wish it were open lat er on fridays 
I have a specific reason why it would be great if the library were open earlier Will be better i f the weekend hours are extended. 

some days (Saturdays, perhaps?): so that we had plenty of time before When people have more time- i.e. Friday evenings or weekends- the library hours
lunch/naptime to visit the library, and I would assume that early Saturdays would are shorter 
be a great time for parents with younger children (we're awake with the little ones The early close Friday is sometimes an inconvenience, as I need to rush over by necessity and the teenagers are likely still at home, asleep, and not at the alter work library). There have been some times in the past that I wish the library were open 
a little later on Saturdays during the longer-day months (late springlsummerlear1y The weekend hours could be longer 

fall), but I donl know if my usage would have been enough to warrant the later They are generally good, but I would like if it stayed open a little longer, especially 
during the weekends. As a student, I often have volunteering activities that take hours, it would have been more for social reasons (things related to playing place during the afternoon/evening and study later in the day. 

[
Pokemon Go-a place to play out of inclement weather, socialize, have restroom 
access, etc.), but there have also been times I felt it would have been nice to havePage 81 of 167
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Q9 What is the best time for you to visit the Novi Public Library? For each 
day, please check the timeslot that works best for you. If you do not 

normally visit the Library on a particular day of the week, please select
"Don't Visit" for that day.

Answered: 1,726 Skipped: 472

8%
133

18%
304

27%
469

26%
440

3%
59

18%
317 1,722

7%
123

18%
305

28%
476

26%
449

4%
70

17%
299 1,722

7%
116

18%
305

28%
480

26%
453

4%
75

17%
292 1,721

7%
116

18%
309

28%
482

26%
453

4%
75

17%
287 1,722

7%
118

18%
311

29%
503

24%
407

3%
59

19%
322 1,720

7%
126

24%
411

41%
704

7%
126

2%
29

19%
328 1,724

5%
92

15%
265

47%
805

5%
92

2%
31

25%
438 1,723

18%18%  18%

17%17%  17%

17%17%  17%

17%17%  17%

19%19%  19%

19%19%  19%

25%25%  25%

3%3%  3%

4%4%  4%

4%4%  4%

4%4%  4%

3%3%  3%

2%2%  2%

26%26%  26%

26%26%  26%

26%26%  26%

26%26%  26%

24%24%  24%

7%7%  7%

5%5%  5%

27%27%  27%

28%28%  28%

28%28%  28%

28%28%  28%

29%29%  29%

41%41%  41%

47%47%  47%

18%18%  18%

18%18%  18%

18%18%  18%

18%18%  18%

18%18%  18%

24%24%  24%

15%15%  15%

8%8%  8%

7%7%  7%

7%7%  7%

7%7%  7%

7%7%  7%

7%7%  7%

5%5%  5%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Before 10 AM 10 AM - 12 PM 12 PM - 6 PM 6 PM - 8 PM

After 8 PM Don't Visit

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

BEFORE 10 AM 10 AM - 12 PM 12 PM - 6 PM 6 PM - 8 PM AFTER 8 PM DON'T VISIT TOTAL

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday
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Q10 Please rate the IMPORTANCE of the following Novi Public 
Library services.

Answered: 1,658 Skipped: 540

3%3%  3%

4%4%  4%

4%4%  4%

3%3%  3%

3%3%  3%

4%4%  4%

7%7%  7%

4%4%  4%

5%5%  5%

4%4%  4%

8%8%  8%

7%7%  7%

4%4%  4%

9%9%  9%

8%8%  8%

2%2%  2%

4%4%  4%

4%4%  4%

5%5%  5%

3%3%  3%

4%4%  4%

5%5%  5%

5%5%  5%

7%7%  7%

9%9%  9%

11%11%  11%

10%10%  10%

11%11%  11%

8%8%  8%

7%7%  7%

11%11%  11%

16%16%  16%

18%18%  18%

20%20%  20%

25%25%  25%

19%19%  19%

26%26%  26%

37%37%  37%

37%37%  37%

36%36%  36%

41%41%  41%

45%45%  45%

48%48%  48%

45%45%  45%

45%45%  45%

50%50%  50%

88%88%  88%

90%90%  90%

82%82%  82%

78%78%  78%

78%78%  78%

73%73%  73%

70%70%  70%

72%72%  72%

61%61%  61%

57%57%  57%

54%54%  54%

54%54%  54%

49%49%  49%

40%40%  40%

37%37%  37%

40%40%  40%

36%36%  36%

32%32%  32%

Access to physical materials 
for browsing and checkout

Access to Wi-Fi

Children's
programs

Databases and online 
data resources

Digital content

Technology access

Small group meeting 
spaces/study rooms

Teen programs

International resources 
and materials

Adult programs

Large/medium size 
meeting rooms

Outreach to various 
organizations

Training on new technology, 
equipment, and software

Local History Room 
and its materials

Technology for digital 
creativity and production

Limited contact 
pick-up

Business resources 
and services

Creative spaces or 
maker labs

  666%%%

  777%%%

  111444%%%

  111000%%%

  111111%%%

  111111%%%

  111333%%%

  111777%%%

  555666%%%

  555555%%%

  555222%%%

  444888%%%

  222777%%%

  222666%%%

  222111%%%

  222555%%%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Must Have Nice to Have Don't Need Don't Know/No Opinion

Access to area
amenities

Non-traditional
items to checkout

Lakeshore
Lending Library

Materials by
mail service
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88%
1,433

8%
132

1%
20

3%
50 1,635 1.88

90%
1,460

7%
111

2%
32

2%
28 1,631 1.87

82%
1,345

11%
183

3%
45

4%
63 1,636 1.80

78%
1,275

16%
258

2%
35

4%
59 1,627 1.77

78%
1,267

18%
286

2%
31

3%
48 1,632 1.76

73%
1,197

20%
328

4%
58

3%
48 1,631 1.68

70%
1,136

25%
409

2%
35

3%
52 1,632 1.67

72%
1,176

19%
316

4%
72

4%
66 1,630 1.66

61%
989

26%
427

5%
88

7%
117 1,621 1.54

57%
931

37%
603

3%
53

3%
48 1,635 1.52

54%
887

37%
604

4%
70

4%
68 1,629 1.48

54%
882

36%
587

5%
80

5%
78 1,627 1.47

49%
808

41%
678

5%
88

4%
61 1,635 1.40

40%
643

45%
738

7%
120

8%
122 1,623 1.27

37%
596

48%
774

9%
148

7%
108 1,626 1.20

40%
650

45%
733

11%
172

4%
72 1,627 1.20

36%
583

45%
732

10%
161

9%
143 1,619 1.18

32%
510

50%
803

11%
171

8%
133 1,617 1.11

27%
445

56%
913

11%
172

6%
91 1,621 1.07

26%
428

55%
896

11%
186

7%
114 1,624 1.04

21%
344

52%
841

13%
206

14%
219 1,610 0.95

MUST
HAVE

NICE TO HAVE
BUT NOT
CRITICAL

DON'T
NEED

DON'T
KNOW/NO
OPINION

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Access to physical materials for browsing and
checkout

Access to Wi-Fi

Children's programs (storytimes, STEM/STEAM and
reading programs, crafts, movies, etc.)

Databases and online information resources

Digital content (downloadable books, magazines,
movies, etc.)

Technology access (iPads, public access computers,
etc.)

Small group meeting spaces/study rooms (spaces to
meet, learn, and collaborate)

Teen programs  (book clubs, STEM/STEAM
programs, crafts, movies, gaming, and social events,
etc.)

International resources and materials (non-English
materials and programs, English Language Learning,
citizenship)

Adult programs (classes, author talks, crafts,
technology training, movies, cultural events, health,
career etc.)

Large/medium-size meeting rooms (places for groups
to gather, learn, and collaborate and support larger
events)

Outreach to various organizations within the
community (senior centers, schools, etc.)

Training on new technology, equipment, and
software/apps

Local History Room and its materials

Technology for digital creativity and production
(Photoshop, video cameras, green screens, etc.)

Limited contact pick-up (drive-up service, self-service
lockers)

Business resources and services

Creative spaces or maker labs

Access to area amenities (check out guest passes to
area museums, parks, concerts, etc.)

Non-traditional items to checkout (Hotspots, musical
instruments, STEM kits, tools, etc.)

Lakeshore Lending Library (vending kiosk at
Lakeshore Park)

25%
406

48%
785

17%
278

10%
156 1,625 0.90

Materials by mail service
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lfuiirams/Events-General 
More Author discussions 

=11 Love Library/Staff 

More author visits 
Writing classes would be fabulous 
workshops on art, art history, architecture, old and new creative hobbies, 
highlight local artists with their art, information on new technology for hobbies, 
more access to international films and books, international film showings, 
lectures on different topics and hobbies, lectures from authors, book fairs with 
highlighted authors fax machine and other business services, Novi library is very 
narrow minded. 
The library is a bit technology centric - a better balance between technology 
driven programmes on the one hand, and arts and sciences on the other (arts & 
crafts, art history, astronomy & cosmology, general science, physics, 
mathematics, climate science, biology, ecology, history, geography, etc.) would 
be nice. 
Teach children and adults how to read programs 
Talks by authors and other guest speakers, cultural activities 
Regular : How to use the library programs (all ages), as very few patrons seem 
to engage with staff beyond book check in and checkout. 
Programs for Adults with disabilities. There was a story time at one point but 
even having a monthly daytime movie event. It would need to be a movie geared 
to younger ages like a Disney movie that could be for all ages. The actual adult 
movies are not something my son would be interested in. 
Music 
Music events on Sunday for families. 
More classes offered for adults. Provide information to folks on library resources 
and how to use them. 
more adult enrichment events: art classes, discussion groups, etc. 
More "learn how to" one time meetings. Such as photoshop, knitting, resume 
writing, etc 
Maybe a program about the environment to raise awareness, and conventions. 
Language programs for the foreign community. 
Art lectures 
Book club room to visit to pick books for the year- with updated books available 
in electronic format 
Do you still have the once-a-month French language conversation group? I 
haven't seen it in a while. 
Greater variety of adult programs. One example: monthly open-mic in one of the 
meeting rooms. 
Cultural programs, discussions, series appropriate for older active adults. 
I would like to see craft groups, such as knitting/crochet. I don't see anything like 
that on the calendar. An evening group would be nice. There are no yarn stores 
in Novi, so I feel that it's an activity our community is lacking. The senior center 
offers a group, but it is for older adults, and during the day. 
I really enjoyed the music performances, summer on patio and Sphinx 
competitors. I love the author talks and book signings. I hope to see the foreign 
language conversation groups return (French, German). 
I would like to see more promotion for language speaking courses, writing 
groups, and ways to make money. 

Love all the programs offered. 
Love lakeshore! 

,1Our Novi library is awesome. 
You are already an excellent library ... can't think of anything . .  raise staff salaries 
and wages!!! 
The library offers everything I need so it's actually tough for me to imagine what 
else is needed. I'm sure someone could mention something that's a good idea to 

· add, but personally, right now, the library offers many things and I'm satisfied
. with what's offered now while remaining open to additional offerings in the future.
' Best research center in the community
· Regards to Lakeshore Lending Library - love it 
, My view of the NOVI library is that serves as BOTH the community lending 
library AND community center - two essential functions interwoven into one 

; facility and staff. Missing? to add? I am impressed by the extent of offerings 
1 available as is. 
It's amazing how much you offer - I thank libraries are wonderful in how much 
'they do for community members and ours, in particular, provides an incredible

1 amount of service. I imagine the staff knows what is requested most and trust 
· they do their job to accommodate what our community needs. I have no idea if
· stem, ELL or job search materials are most needed but I bet the staff does!
· I believe that Novi Public Library has a good balance of services and resources
· for the community.
I enjoy all of your services. I don't necessarily use them on a consistent basis,

· but when I want them, I appreciate them being there.
ii I enjoy all your cultural programs Gail does an awesome job and I enjoy
Makerspace with Mary and Dominic. They are awesome too.�
I love all of the services the library provides to the community, even the ones that 
I personally may have listed as "nice to have". 

. I LOVE that the library offers all of these services and even though some of 
, these aren't "critical" services, they all play a part in making the library a more 
. well-rounded library that is highly desirable to go to. 
I love the services that the library offers and feel very lucky to be able to access 
the Novi public library 

· I think you're doing an excellent job.
I think the library does such a good job of connecting all community members. I

· think offering the classes, discussions, etc bring people together.
I wouldn't cut out any of these. I don't use them all but it's great that others have
access.
Collections-Library of Things 
Tools to check out would be especially awesome! 
tool lending service, eds lending, Music sections, musical instruments, 
Lending library for winter sporting activities such as sledding, cross-country 
skiing, skating, etc. 
Baking pans for borrowing 

I Outreach /Partnerships 
Things I checked as "nice but not critical" are things the library can be partnered 
with local businesses. They can offer or promote presentations at the library & 
conduct "how to" or training or apprenticeship at their business. The library 
doesn't need to have such specialized equipment on hand. It's nice, not critical. 

Jfrograms/Events-Youth/Families 
We need to have music at the library for families on Sunday more often. 
more virtual access for young children - can be difficult to get to the library to 
participate in the young children's activities during the day. 

=:Ji 
Our library is doing a great job!! But something to consider is more coordination
between city programs and library programs? Sharing of space between library 
and civic center, say for indoor concerts or larger meetings rooms, physical 
activity programs, etc. 

More youth events, if children value / enjoy library from young age then it will be 
requested /continue to be part of their future. More craft events or hands on? 
More Toddler and kids events. There was a fall activity event including raking, 
market, sensory bin. This was great! More events like this would be wonderful! 
Maybe singing, painting, classes for toddlers and kids? 
More storytimes for young children 
More programs for early elementary age 
More story time options. I haven't been able to bring my child for years (COVID 
aside) due to scheduling conflicts for the age group 
More art and teen type materials we are losing them to their phones. 
Language programs for the foreign community. 
a sign up for a small group of youth book club where a book is selected and 
depending on age have it read and then go over some activities related to the 
book 
I would like to see more programs for kids - sketching, drawing, knitting , chess , 
Rubik's cube, learning international and English language, public speaking, 
debate, quiz etc. These weekly workshop/sessions will be a great way to 
develop their fine motor control and give kids exposure to activities. Everyone 
can not afford to go to private classes. As a parent I would definitely like to see 
some activities which will be helpful for kids to develop a strong personality from 
childhood. 

Farmington Library partnered with YMCA to bring family movement classes with 
rotating content, ie zumba, cardio drums, could do kindermusik, etc local 
businesses should do ad hoc low cost if they can solicate their business/ classes. 
I checked many of these as "must haves" because no other venues are available. 
I believe the library may be overextended. If other groups in our community 

1 stepped up to offer some of these services, it would be helpful. Ex. Healthly 
i living was mentioned. Why can't Providence provide space, hands-on activities 

and resources to do that? Another example ... businesses. Why can't the Rotary 
Club provide services? Also ... Why can't our school district become more 
involved? They could provide many of these services such as social activities, 
foreign language opportunities and resources, reading programs, movies, etc. 
They benefit from what the library offers. 

I Operations 

Better weekend and evening hours. 
Expanded hours on the weekends. Open earlier and open later. 
FYI, in the previous section regarding access times I would prefer 6PM to 9PM 
most days. That was not a choice. 

fuograms/Events-Technology 

Tech instruction one -on - one or by topic for 2 students at a time. 
J 
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47% 776

33% 536

22% 367

13% 219

9% 144

7% 117

Q11 Do you or anyone from your immediate family attend programs at 
the Novi Public Library? Please check all that apply.

Answered: 1,639 Skipped: 559

Total Respondents: 1,639

NO, WE DON'T ATTEND ANY PROGRAMS. IF NO, WHY NOT?

776776  776

536536  536

367367  367

219219  219

144144  144

117117  117

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

No, we don't attend 
any programs

Yes, adult
programs

Yes, children's 
programs

Yes, older
adult programs

Yes, multi-generational 
programs

Yes, teen
programs

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No, we don't attend any programs. If no, why not?

Yes, adult programs

Yes, children's programs

Yes, older adult programs

Yes, multi-generational programs

Yes, teen programs
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Content 

Topics 
the graphic sexual and homosexual books for children & teens that are available 
are inappropriate and foster an unsafe environment as well as being harmful to 
their innocence. 
Nothing that we are interested in. Interest of re cars, IT audit, car culture, cycling 
not represented in programs. 
I also don't think there would be programs we would be interested in as adults 
(close to retirement). 
Most are not geared for my son's abilities. The ones that are are limited to kids 
in that age group. So like the grab and go crafts are only for elementary age kids 
but my adult son with disabilities would enjoy doing those. 
being an adult I don't see anything for me 
adult programs are minimal 

i have not seen anything of relevance in terms of program content. (3) 
I would like to see a film night 
I would like to attend programs but none match my interests or needs 

I have not seen things that interest me as I'm a middle aged, working adult with 
no children. 
I have not seen anything that has taken my interest at a time I was available. 
I have only attended one Historical Society presentation. It was the Novi Special 
presentation held at the Civic Center after the race car was moved out of the 
library. There haven't been any other programs of interest to me. 
I haven't seen any adult programs available after work (i.e., after 5 pm) that are 
interesting to me. 
I don't attend because of the sexually explicit content aimed at young people, and 
general LGBT themes and ideologies of the Novi library. 
Haven't found anything of interest that I can find somewhere else. 
Children's programs not good 
Did not find one meet our need.(3) 
Didn't find topics of interest (21) 
Only the summer reading book club, but again, not much of a traditional, non
woke selection of NPL 
Our Bookclub would attend author presentations if the book is a current Bookclub 
read and we knew about the presentation 
The masterpiece Mondays were great, but no longer available 
The kids don't seem drawn into the type of programs offered 
Would like to see free classes offered on how to use the library's resources. 30 
printing is neat but no clue how to use the software to design things despite the 
info on the library website. 
Would like to join a book club, but have not gotten the chance to do so. Looking 
for a book club for younger audiences (e.g. 20-30) 
we like the multi-cultural programs 
We like to attend online programs. 
We loved storytime indoors before the pandemic. Now we prefer the outdoor 
events on the patio and would like to see more of them for children of various 
ages. My kids are 2-years-old and 4-years-old. 
Haven't seen anything we've been interested in / able to attend. 
Haven't heard of any that we want to attend 
Have not seen one of particular interest or may have had schedule conflicts. 
Have not come across any of interest or with convenient timing. 
Bring in sec. of state & county people in more often to save citizens travel 
problems & long wait times. 

Age groups don't fit our family or program material does not fit with our interests 

Adult programs need to cater to a more variety of people 
don't apply to me (5) 
No programs we need or enjoy 
Nothing I'm aware of that interests me. 
Nothing interesting, No interesting authors 
Nothing is particularly interesting or necessary for me at this time, personally. 
Prefer to learn from other places. 
Nothing of interest and attend most things online. The library is beneficial for 
online/virtual use only. 
Nothing of interest at the moment but do plan to in the future. 
Nothing of interest to me or my teens 
Nothing we are interested in attending 
nothing yet appeals 
Once in a while I have attended programs but in general they don't interest me 
No interesting current author presentations 
No intrested programs to attend 
no suitable ones 
Not appealing 
Usually the programs are not of interest to me personally, although I see the 
value for the community. 
There is no program that can match our necessities. 
There haven't been any adult programs I've been interested in 
Rarely find any of interesVrelevance 
Public programs have to serve a wide area of interests, making it less appealing 
to the individual. 
Programs aren't of sufficient interest to justify the inconvenience of driving to the 
library. 
Nothing that my kids are interested 
Not many programs to choose from these days. We did attend dance classes 
prior to COVID. Funl 
Never really found anything that compelling to attend. 
haven't seen particular programs that interest me. 
the few programs that I have noticed have not been of particular interest. 
Some of programs not relevant to me or my life. 
Not necessarily interested in the ones I find out about. 
Not applicable 
Not applicable due to age and occupation 

. _,,,._, __ ,_ r-•-:3•-···-

Scheduled Times 

'. Don't work for our schedule. (7) 
: Usually there is a time conflict. (6) 
Times are not convenient. Summer programming would be great, but seems like 

I that's when programs slow down. 
: Limited time (3) 
; Days or timings don't match 
Time of day/ day of the week doesn't work for my family. It would be nice if kid's 
programs had some variety of day of the week so if you work Mondays, for 

· example, you don't miss EVERY storytime. 
: The children programare not available when I need them at this time 
1 inconvenient times (6) 
1 My kids are over 5, so are in school during the week. 
Other programs of interest tend to happen during the work week and those that 
happen when we're available during evenings and weekends aren't of interest (ex. 
no board game group). 

' couldn't fit in schedule on interested topics 
Physical time constraints. Would like option for 'virtual' content, download video 
recording 'on demand' as signingup for same time each week is hard for majority 

: of age groups. 
We have wanted to, but the timing hasn't worked out for us. They seem to 
generally be in the early afternoon and a little later might be more helpful. The 
craft kits for kids are adorable but by the time I learn about them, they're already 

I booked up. It might be nice if there were a little more availability. 
, Have not found schedule that works 
have not explored enough. sometimes timings don't match. also lack of online 
attending options. it would be nice to have an online calendar for all events such 
that it could be added to Google calendar or similar. easier to keep track of 

i what's happening. 
Children program needed during summer between 8-10am or else on the 

· weekends during the school year. 
We have not as of now, but would be open to it if the right one fit I to our 

: schedule 
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Too Busy 

Busy (78) 
I have been too busy with work recently, but I am open to looking more when 
work lightens up. 
Just do not have the time, but would like to! 

No time, only Chess tournaments we attend 
Thought about it often but haven't had the time. 
Too busy. Just want to check out books to read at home. 
Too busy and not a priority currently; I anticipate attending adult programs when I 

retire in a few years. 
Typically have a full schedule with work and other community activities 

Time now. When my kids where little we went to the weekly story time programs. 

Time and availability 

Not Interested/Don't attend programs 

Not interested (10) 

no interest at this time of my life (kids out of school, pre-retirement). I can see 
this need changing as I age in the community. 

no interest in programs or time of day of programs 

No interest or timing doesn't work. 

No need. (30) 

no need to - available at Fox Run. 

No no interest for myself 

It is not our need AT THIS TIME. 

Do not attend. (7) 

Haven't looked into them 
There isn't much time to attend at the moment. Haven't checked out programs as yet 
Our family schedules are so busy with three children in school and Haven't attended recently. 
extracurriculars, so we come to the library to get books, study, or spend a little never used them 
time playing. We feel really scheduled-in in other areas of our lives so it's nice not 
to also have scheduled programs to attend, and to instead focus on reading as a 

pleasure and an escape from the busyness. 
Other priorities 

Not currently. We have teen kids who are busy with sports. 
My husband has been sick and I've spent a lot of time caring for him. 
It's my goal to find some things that fit my schedule this year. I work during the 

My household does not, but I know that other family members of mine 
occasionally take advantage of these programs. I think its great that different 
programs are available!!! 

It's just me & I haven't attended an adult program yet! 

I just haven't had that pressing of a need to use them, but I could in the future. 

I am not interested at this time. 

day so sometimes it just doesn't work with my schedule. Haven't seen notice of any that appeal to me. 

I often do not have time for programs or I have no pick up Haven't thought about doing so. 

I haven't had the time to attend programs even though I am interested in the adult Currently we dont have any requirements 
programs. Don't think about it to be honest. 
Husband and I are busy with consulting practices, so no time. Children are grown Don't use library often 
and out of the house. 
Hope to in retirement 
Engaged with other activities and work 

Have very young children and don't need it yet. Also don't have time. 
Caring for my 93 year old mother gives me limited activities outside home 

Did not have free time in the past but may participate going forward 
Hard to make time. Interesting program offered! 
I like the variety of programs offered at the library, but I have not had a need for 
any one particular program at the moment Oust me), or I have not had time to 

schedule something in. The first part of my statement holds more weight. 
I never think about it with a busy work schedule and also most of my access is 
digital these days. I also live with a senior citizen who can't see well enough to 
read. 
I work full time and have a hard time fitting it into my schedule but I want to 
attend 

Not really part of our schedule 
They don't always apply and we're just really busy, full time work, family 
commitments, etc 
We are busy with kids' activities but we would certainly attend programs that 
interested us. 
We are busy with sports and religious education after school. 

Would like to but we have limited time right now. 
Would like to be able attend more children program 
We're busy with school activities. We do use the makerspace often. 
The library is not close to us. We're up by lakeshore park. 

Weekly travel 

We use the books, but with kids in sports, don't find time to add activities. 
. ' . 

, We used to - but the rest of our schedules are too busy to do much more. 
We just haven't gotten around to it yet! Sometimes due to scheduling (with full
time work during the day), but we plan to start attending children's programs 

· soon. 

: been busy would like to in the future, adult help new technology
Both my parents work full time jobs, and I have college classes as well as a part

, time job so none of us really have the time : ( 
At this moment, do not have time; but would like to in the near future; especially, 

, children's programs

I don't use the physical library 

Not currently 

not looking for any programs 

Not looking for programs 

Not needed at this time in our life 

We are empty nesters and haven't had a need or desire to visit the library. We 
should investigate reasons to visit. 

we are not in need of any programs 

We have not had use for programs 

We have not found a need for them 

We have never felt the need for these programs. 

We don't have the need or time at this point in our lives. 

We tend not to think of it, not be interested, or don't have time. 

We haven't needed the Library to provide us programs on topics 

usually attend library for other reasons 

Haven't really had interest but that may change 

I New to Community 

; just moved and haven! really paid attention to what is offered 

; Just moved here and are still getting situated 

' Haven't been in Novi long enough to be familiar with this service 

1 Just moved to Novi (3) 

Just moved to Novi from other library but hope your programs are in a separate 
! area of the library not to interfere with adults and students studying or reading 

J I'm new to the area and my family lives elsewhere. 

Moved here 1 year ago - not aware of all the offerings 

i Moved here recently. Interested in beginning to attend. 

: New resident. Haven't had time. 

1 Newer to community and need to come in. 

; No, not yet. We are new to the community. 

; Still unpacking boxes from moving across country. 
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Awareness 

unaware of the different types of programs (66) 
I don't generally know what's going on at the library.(2) 
I rarely know what they are in advance 
I was not aware of programs. I will look into teen and older adult programs, if 
any. 
I'm not aware of all of the programs and which ones would be a benefit to me 
Lack of knowledge on where to find the information 
Not aware of schedule (2) 
No information about any programming. Usually only very limited programming 
from I have experienced. No information given by email. 
Not advertised enough 
Not aware enough of events, hard to coordinate with 4 kids 
not aware of the available programs. Will check them out. 
Not aware of what Adult programs are going on and when. 
Not enough info online about programs 
not clear what programs are available nor the time of it would work for busy 
working adults and school going kids 
Too much trouble to seek out offerings 
Unaware or don't take time to enjoy. 
We are not aware of them. It does not cross my mind that you have programs to 
offer. 
We have not had much information on what is offered 
We have the fix idea that library is for books .. so we never even try for looking at 
activities 
We rarely hear about any programs. 
Not sure what's offered for adults that interest me. 
Actually I don't have visibility into all the programs offered by the library 
Not awake or not suitable 
No information about any programming. Usually only very limited programming 
from I have experienced. No information given by email. 
no communication via email on the programs happening in library. 
Need more awareness to early childhood programs 
My husband and I are empty nesters and aren't aware of the programs at the 
library. 
Kids (tween and teen) are busy with other activities .. They rarely ask about 
Library programs. This could be a marketing issue. 
not enough information about what programs are held. 
No interest I guess or not aware of the programs available. 
I think my in-laws from China might attend if they knew more that was out there. 
They speak mandarin like many of my neighbors. 
I love the library but haven't kept up with all the programs. In the past, I have 
attended the book club and Spanish language meetings. 
I have yet to look into what programs are currently available 
I haven't paid attention to enough programs to find something I'd like 
I haven't really looked closely at the list of library programs recently. 
I have not recently been aware of any programs that I would like to attend at this 
time. 
I guess we the members should be emailed when a teen or any activity is there 
I don't take the time to make myself aware of the available programs. 
I don't get a calendar of programs. 
I am bad at keeping up with the event calender (oops) 

COVID 

Not since COVID 
Still practicing covid distancing 
Still covid cautious. Would love a community sing 
COVID 
COVID conscious 
Covid fears 
Covid squelched desire to attend 
Just have not, yet. Waiting for Covid to subside. 
I've been concerned about Covid and other illnesses; I've limited my exposure to 
the best of my ability. 

, Honestly, we forget. 
Haven't paid attention to programs available 

1 Haven't looked into it. 
Haven't seen schedule of events 

. Haven't looked at 2023 catalog yet. 
, 1 Haven't been aware of programs and a couple that we knew weren't of interest. 
, Don't receive information. 
·1don't really hear about them. We would possibly attend author discussions
, Dont really know what the library offers 
, Don't usually see what programs are available None have been of interest yet. 
, don't know enough about it and children are older 
Don't know when most activities are going on. 
Don't get time to visit website to see the offered programs. A weekly or biweekly

.1 reminder email with list of classes will be very helpful.
Didn't really know what's happening. 

. Didn't get much information about the programs 
, 1 Don't quite know where to access the information 
, Don't think to check with the programs offered there. 
· 1 Either awareness or interest in topic 
I am unaware of what is offered, but it is only because I have not looked into it. 
As I retire I might be more interested. It would be good to have meetings for 
retired people to know where there is a need to volunteer. My husband just

, retired last month and he needs something to do! 
, I didnt watch for one ... seems like a good idea. Will findout more. 
I dont see any information on them other than some of the clubs. Would be 

, interested in weekend adult programs 
I get excited when I visit the library to see what is happening, but, out of sight, out 
of mind! I get some emails, but I really don't get information on current library 
events. There must be a communication avenue I am not tapped into. 
No clear pathway as a "new user". Time is always a consideration for in-person 
programs. Virtual programs or 'on-demand' recordings would be useful entry 

1point. 
Not in the habit. I intend to change that. More publicity would help? 
Not sure what is available. More children programs such as language classes, 

. please! 
, 1 Not sure where to find info on the programs 
, We want start. Is there an online link with a list of programming 
We don't really know of them. We are a family of two adults, and my 
understanding is that majority of the programs and for children/teen and older 

·I adults. 
, We either are unaware or working during the programs. 
We have attended adult and children's programs in the past, but it's hard to keep 
track of when they occur even when I am interested in attending. Is there a 

, Google calendar that I can add with library programs?
, Usually don't hear of them. Maybe more in Engage, e Engage or The Six?
Haven't been aware of programs and a couple that we knew weren't of interest.

.1 Have not been to library yet to see what relevant programs are available for me.
I forget about them. 

. Never really looked at my available options. 
,1Just don't think about it 
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Have Attended in Past 

Not at the moment, but when the kids were little we attended story time and once 
they're teenagers, they plan to attend teen programs. 
No current need for the programs offered. When the children were very young, 
we did appreciate some of those programs. 

I used to attend more programs when my kids were little. 

i used to but haven't recently 
I haven't thought to do so, but a couple years ago did attend a session in 
retirement. 
I have attended author book discussions when the book or topic is of interest to 
me. 
I have attended some summer music. I look forward to finding other programs to 
try. 
I have attended, and will attend, current event type presentations and discussions 
of other relevant issues - like "Beck to the Future." 

Have attended author talks. 
I would like to attend adult to older adult programs. We have attended 
technology programs in the past. 
Not sure what you mean by programs. We used to very often attend the musical 
concerts. 

Should be YES we have attended a few that have been offered. 

Some but very few. 
We are now empty nesters so don't utilize the library as much as we did in the 
past. But my children grew up going to the library a LOT ... loved story time for 
toddlers, checking out children's books (and DVDs back in the day) the summer 
reading programs etc. My children didn't take advantage of the teen space but I 
think ii is awesome and critical. And I love the coffee shop. These days I am 
usually there to meet with other adults for non-for-profit work, or occassionally to 
check out a book. 
Whenever my kids and grandkids are here from Germany, we always attend 
some of the library's programs. 

When my children were young, we were there at all of the young child activities. 
When kids we re younger the moms group met at the library monthly and we 
attended every beloved story hour. The kid loved the summer reading, attended 
a few movies, and crafts, and enjoyed the music. But as kid got older, aged out 
of programs by middle school and hard to know what's available unless you go 
insite 
We went to one summer concert which was excellent. Would like to go to 
Spanish conversation club programs but we are usually busy with outside 
activities. 

We were at the library all the time when our children were younger. 
We used to attend and we attended when things were outside and people were 
masked but we no longer feel safe. 
We used to attend when are children were younger but not have not attended 
recently 

We used to come to story time but my grandchildren are now in school 

We used to do the children's programs but don't do since kids grew up. 
We used to paraticpate in the summer reading program when our kids were 
younger. We forget prpogarms are available. 

We used to. And plan on in the near future Since I am recently retired 
We attended a great deal of children's programs when are kids were growing up. 
but don't hear much about the adult or older adult programming 

We attended children ones but now kids are grown. Haven't had interest in the 
; adult ones 

, We attended children's programs when children were small. 
We attended more programs when we had younger children. The best thing that 

l was most helpful was the summer reading programs. 

J We have attended but not regularly 
We have attended children's programs and adult programs in the past. Just not 

J currently attending anything. 

I We have attended in the past, but current programs have not appealed to us. 
We use electronics to read our library books. However when our children were 
young the in-person library/borrowing books/participating in book programs was 

i very important to us. 

l Use to. Will again. 

Used to attend children's programs but dent have any Interest in the adult or teen \.. 

programs so far. 

Used to attend children's programs when kids were young 

Used to attend. Not anymy 

Used to do story lime 

Used to when my kids were younger 

Haven't attended any programs in a long while 

Attended programs when out children were younger. Have considered author 
presentations, etc but usually we are busy and do not attend. 

Attended story 111lle when kids were httle 

Aged out of children's programs. Would love to see more teen programs in 
creative technology (videos). Adult programs are usually on weeknights or days -
I am a full time working mom 

' No Reason/Not yet 

l No reason (12) 

l None 

> No good answer because the offerings seem valuable. 

Just never have (6) 

! Just haven't taken the opportunities offered. 

: Just haven't made time.(2) 

just haven't made the time, but we really appreciate our local library having
I programs that cater to all individuals in Novi 

; Just don't get around to it

; Don! feel the need or none that apply. 

Not really a good reason. I should be more informed on events and attend. 
' Maybe will make an attempt to do more about that. 

l Not thought about it. 

l Not yet (2) 

> So far, haven't needed any of the library programs.

There is not need at this point in my life. 

! We are planning to

You provide a wealth of information and programs. It is pure laziness that would
: prevent me from using them.

I We haven't attended yet and have no children 

; We always think they're nice offerings, but we usually never get around to going. 
I am retired with grown children. I would use the library during a story time hour

; with my grandchild. 

' Have not taken the time to intentionally explore/discover what is available

l Haven't checked out. Would be great to do via zoom or other online way!

l Have not had the need or lime to yet.
Have not have had a need to use available programs. Know theY are available

> in lib magazine promoted month before event and get forgotten 

Have not needed to or been able to

• Have not attended yet, but plan to in the future 

: no comment (3)

I N/A (26) 

; Not sure (6) 

; Not sure why

• No (5)
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No Kids/Kids Grown 

Once we have grandkids, I will be interested in children's programs, as I was 

when my children were young. 

My kids graduates already from HS 

My son is in college and he uses a lot of resources on campus 

Kids are older 

Kids are older now and in college 

Kids are too young 

Kids did when they were young, but now grown 

Kids too old. I've been to a few school book club maths but that's not an option. 

Kids used to, but have grown up, and moved away. 

Kids aged out 

Kids aged out 

Kids are grown and we haven't attended any programs recently. 

Kids are grown up now, and being an adult I don't see anything for me 

Just never thought of it. Our children are grown and we don't use the library as 

often as we used to. 

We used to attend storytime but children have aged out 

No children at home and I work full time 

No children at home and no time 

No children 

No children 

I work full time and kids are grown 

I love the programs offered but have no kids and am not over 55. Very happy that 

you offer those though as someday we will use the Over 55--1 wish my parents 
. 

and in-laws lived in Novi and had access to this. The library is amazing, we love 11 
and I love reading through all the offerings. 

I attended children's programs when my son was little, but we didn't continue as 

he got older. I'm very active in my local church, but if I didn't have that, maybe I'd 

look to the library for more social activities. 

For the most part, my kids are older. 

Children are grown and gone. 

Children have graduated and moved on. 

Grown up's have moved out 

Grown-up kids 

I don't have kids and I work alot 

I was very involved in nevi library when my children were growing up and now 

they are in 30s and moved away, i no longer use it. I am planning to start again. 
Would be nice to have a kids play area in the library for toddlers. i am not sure if 

that already exist as i have not stopped by in some years now 

Really want to, but other obligations and limited free time 

Child is in college 

Children are grown 

Children are grown and careers that are very time consuming. 

son now at university 

No family 

Children program 

, Location/Transportation 

too far away 

. Too far 

, transportation 

There is no city transportation in the evening or on weekends for people who 

. cannot drive. 

, Inconvenient location. 

, no PUBLIC transportation 

Not able to have physical presence to attend. I haven't any family in the area 

· unless my friends can attend I'm not able 

: Most live closer to other libraries 

, Live too far away 

, location is not convenient 

Library is too far. 

My older son would like to attend the after school sessions, but we work and 

there is no transportation from the middle school. 

I don't feel like there are programs accessible to my younger child with physical 

. and cognitive disabilities. 

, Inconvenient location for us so just typically don't consider 

. I usually go to the Wixom library en use it is closer to my house. 

I am at Rose Senior living resident, "far" from the home in Ann Arbor, for which I 

, paid. 

, Do not drive 

The Novi library is not located in a convenient location for me , ,, it is out of the 

way ,, ,, , but I have really been wanting to get involved with the adult reading 

· program

: We are closer to the Northville branch. 

We typically attend classes at Northville library. We live closer to Northville and 

we receive the Nortville library magazine. I can honestly say I don't recall seeing 

on specifically from Novi. Maybe the information is part of Novi's Engage 

magazine. Maybe have a stand alone magazine with all Novi classes st the library 

, would be good. 

) Don't Live Here 

1 Not in the area any longer 

! We live too far away. 

J We no longer live in Novi. 

J Live in other cities. 

; I work in Novi but live in another area and use my local library for those services. 

; Do not live in area 

, I don't live in the City of Novi but work there. I utilize the library for work. 

J We don't live near Novi 
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81% 704

6% 52

13% 113

Q12 Do times for programs generally meet your needs?
Answered: 869 Skipped: 1,329

TOTAL 869

IF YOU ANSWERED NO, WHAT TIMES ARE BETTER FOR YOU?

81%81%  81%

6%6%  6%

13%13%  13%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Yes

No

N/A or don't
remember

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

N/A or don't remember
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Q13 What types of programs would you like to see at the Novi 
Public Library? Please check your top five (5).

Answered: 869 Skipped: 1,329

34%34%  34%
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12%12%  12%

11%11%  11%

11%11%  11%
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34% 292

32% 278

28% 247

27% 234

24% 212

22% 193

22% 189

22% 187

21% 185

18% 159

18% 156

16% 143

15% 134

14% 121

14% 120

14% 119

14% 119

13% 112

12% 106

11% 98

11% 97

9% 81

8% 70

8% 69

7% 63

6% 51

3% 26

3% 25

2% 19

1% 9

Total Respondents: 869

PROVIDE EXAMPLES OF OTHER TOPICS OF INTEREST THAT ARE NOT LISTED

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Book clubs/discussions, author programs

Summer reading

Storytimes (baby, toddler, pre-school, foreign language)

Programs for Older Adults

Technology classes (computers, How to for iPads, Smartphones, tablets, e-readers, etc.)

Concerts

How-to classes/workshops (play guitar, gardening, make or fix things, etc.)

Arts & crafts programs

Cultural awareness programs

Life skills (parenting, financial literacy, adulting, etc.)

Maker lab activities (3D printing, sewing, robotics, coding, etc.)

Health and wellness (fitness, self-defense, mindfulness, healthy eating, etc.)

Genealogy and history programs

Travel

Science-related programs

Cooking/Food

Homework help

Holiday programs

Game nights (board games, trivia, etc.)

Movie nights

Programs in non-English languages (conversation groups, storytimes)

English Language Learning (ELL) programs

Job search and employment

Parenting workshops & programs

Teen Advisory Group

Small business/startups/entrepreneurs

Social media apps (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc.)

Video gaming/e-Sports/e-tournaments/Virtual Reality

Comic-con & Fandom programs

Anime/Manga club
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I don't know when we will feel comfortable going to events again
Can also include some self defense program for kids to learn
What it means to be a citizen of the USA, understanding, and debating different parts of the Constitution. To be open to all citizens, 
people living in USA. Political debates & learning to help these prepare for Novi, Oakland County & USA elections

Music programs and creating DIY furniture. Also, sports, there are many sports programs in Novi, but it would help if there was a class 

on, for example, soccer skills. Additionally, there should be a meditation/yoga class to relieve stress.

A variety of programs are already offered, I believe. I would like to see those programs continued.

Music lessons, dance lessons, exercise class

Tutoring for teens   Programming geared toward the early elementary age range

Tween book club and other age groups. Homeschool book club or meeting opportunities (for example, Lyon township and Plymouth 

libraries have a daytime programs - like lego club-about once a month)

In addition to the first five: How-to classes/workshops (play guitar, gardening, make or fix things, etc.) Programs for Older Adults. 

Passport services   Free income tax consults for seniors

More actual reading and literacy geared events. Promote reading.

Interfaith?

Areas I already attend or volunteer for (genealogy)

Visiting author,   more author visits please especially local children's book authors

Programs on climate change and how we can make a difference

Very hard to pick 5 lol

I think the focus needs to be on the kids. After that, any life adult learning will help our community.

It would be great to have book discussions and programs on books that were non-fiction for both adults and students.

Caring for animals

Would like to see more frequent story times, a daily kids story time would be amazing tutoring opportunties

I would like to see a cookbook club. I have read about them at other libraries.

arts and crafts with our people like people from the same culture and language learning. Homeschool family meet-ups

Loved and miss masterpiece Monday

Health and Wellness, Yoga,

Presentations by artists, musicians and writers    Talks by local people such as when the man from Gurnsey’s came.

It’s important to be good stewards of your resources. If Parks and Rec or Civic Center offer specific program types, there shouldn’t be 
duplicates with the Library and vice versa.      Do not try to be Park and Rec or Community Ed. Stick to the basics as you do it so well.  
when we lived in canton the library put on a trivia night at local bar and grills. Some nights were family friendly and some nights were 
adult trivia. My kids and everyone we knew loved the family trivia nights. We would love to see this as there is a need for family activities 
in the area. Sewing classes for kids/parent would be fun. They do not teach this as a requirement anymore and I think is a basic life skill 
to repair garments or even craft your own halloween costume. More kids craft nights. They fill up fast and are always a hit. Even if a fee is 
charged it would be nice to have more craft nights.

Our family does not need all these programs, but understand that they are important to families with children and other needs.

Cricut and scrapbook classes

The library could start a 'Repair Club' where people learn how fix simple household electronics or other things that get thrown away but 

could be easily fixed. Repair Cafes already exit all over the world and we can be part of that.

Anime/manga club, book clubs, health and wellness, summer reading, and others

Storytimes must be wholesome & age-appropriate.

Connection to nature programs; environmental education & literacy

Please consider participation in the Manhattan Short project, a festival of short films that may be considered for Oscar nominations. I first 
learned of it through the Presque Isle District Library.
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Q14 For each of the following aspects of the Novi Public Library, please indicate 
whether you feel that they are addressing diversity, equity, and inclusion.

Answered: 1,587 Skipped: 611
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59% 940

54% 861

52% 824

40% 630

37% 595

227

110

Q15 What do you think is the Novi Public Library's main role in diversity,
equity, and inclusion? Please check all that apply.

Answered: 1,589 Skipped: 609

Total Respondents: 1,589

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

14%
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Materials that address equity, diversity, inclusion, and social justice

Education (programs, speakers, distribution of information)

Place for community engagement

Link to other community organizations and services

Staff training and hiring practices

The library doesn't have a role

Other (please specify)
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Q16 What do you think the Novi Public Library could be doing to 
better address diversity, equity, and inclusion?

Answered: 532 Skipped: 1,666
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Q17 Please mark your preferred methods of finding out about library 
news and events. Please check ALL that apply.

Answered: 1,584 Skipped: 614
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67% 1,068

66% 1,045

48% 765

42% 670

30% 468

28% 442

27% 432

21% 337

15% 243

15% 236

15% 235

15% 234

11% 174

7% 107

4% 58

3% 53

Total Respondents: 1,584

OTHER IDEAS AND/OR COMMENTS:

You do to much now! Simplify your messaging w/ great content communication,   I think my needs are very well addressed and fulfilled,  
What I get right now is adequate because I’m always at the library.

Don't overdo it. If I receive too many, I start ignoring everything on that topic or method.

Fox Run

Monthly/weekly newsletter to subscribed people about new addition/updates   Did not know of a monthly e newsletter   Monthly email 
calendar of events.  Google calendar with library events,  Google calendar that i can subscribe to. it has to show up on my phone calendar 
automatically,  ability to add event from library website to my google calendar,   Monthly newsletter is too much quarterly or 3 months.

I love the Engage! magazine! It is my 'go-to' for information!   The Engage Magazine is how I read about all the Novi Library programs. I 
love looking through all the Events and offerings in Engage! Even though I don’t typically participate, I look forward to that section of 
Engage and like seeing all the activities in one resource.  We love getting Engage magazine...!,  Stop sending the magazine to those of us 
who would rather you not wast our tax dollars. 

Novi Note has been a good source of info recently,  Since the local newspaper (Novi News) seldom, if ever has news about Novi, it is a 
waste of time to post with them. Novi Note, on the other hand, is all news about Novi. You would be better served to post information with 
them.,  Live radio interviews and radio commercials. Mall pop ups.

Dear Novi Library Staff, Please hear my heart before rolling your eyes. I want to communicate this great compassion: this note is in 
regards to your “sex poster” hanging on the main floor of our library. I really enjoy our library. It has been a “safe space” for years now 
after graduating college and having to endure being sexually harassed by a female professor in the course of two years of my education. 
I, myself, am a woman, and I did not prompt nor instigate her uncomfortable pursuits. I believe your poster is incredibly insensitive to 
those who have been sexually harassed by the same sex. I have extended family members who have had horrifyingly worse situations 
happen to them in their life, spanning 70 years back. Having the words “safe space” on a pride flag is a slap in the face to us who have a 
remembrance of embarrassment and shame. The Novi City library is an environment built to foster the love of learning. Citizens come by 
to visit and seek out a topic for their own enjoyment of intellectual edification. Your extremely biased poster is not okay, as LGBT are as 
equal to heterosexuals. Yet your zealous stance is flawed, as all people make mistakes and have the potential to make very bad choices. 
To glorify 3% of the population as angelic and incapable of harm, when sexual assault statistics hit a far greater percentage, is disturbing 
on your part. Please consider, with humility and kindness toward all, to remove your strong politically biased sex poster. As it stands, you 
certainly aren’t inclusive to all people.

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Library website

Email updates from the library

Library monthly e-newsletter

Engage magazine mailed to your home

Social media (Facebook, Instagram, YouTube)

Library app

Posters/flyers/calendars at the library

Text to my mobile phone

Word of mouth (friends or neighbors)

Posters/flyers outside of the library

Digital signage at the library

Local newspapers

Other organizations (school districts, County)

Marketing based on my profile, usage, and preferences

Television/cable

Library podcast
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Do you even have a library app? It would be nice to have one.  Definitely app needed,   I didn't know there WAS a podcast or app! 
Thank you!,    Learning of services NPL offers through this survey. Didn’t know you had an app or are on Instagram,  There is no library 
app,   I miss the app and being able to search/reserve books with it ,  Would love to have an app devoted to NPL, Current variety of 
apps are in some instances hard to use,   Maybe it could be built into Libby etc,   wish you had a library app,   I miss the app. Can we 
get a new app that isn’t so buggy as last one. I constantly put items on hold.,   Bring back the app. I thought there used to be a library 
app? Something so your card is in the phone.

Publicize programs earlier. Tend to see "this month's" events, whereas "coming this season" with signup for more details typically more 
useful.

Need to give more advance notice of events. Tend to see events happening "this month", when in reality prefer "coming this season" 
notification and sign up for reminders more details.

The website is clunky and difficult to use. Could be modernized and streamlined,  Should be just easy enough to go to the Novi Library 
website. But this website is the worse!,  I do not feel the library website works well on my phone   Website is ridiculously complicated. No 
emails,  The website can use some help. It's difficult to navigate. If you try on a cell phone it's terrible. please bring back the library app,  

Keep more copies of best sellers.

DO NOT ADD SPEND MONEY FOR NOTIFICATIONS

Don’t overthink this or use resources to spread the word amongst every media. If people want to know what’s going on in a library they 
will go to the website. Or they will read their email and newletters for upcoming events

I didn't know there were all of the means you list to find out more about the library and will try to engage with those in the future.

Emails, There are many affordable ways to get the news out. Use social media and emails, which cost almost nothing.

I found this survey in the mail. I'm not interested in following the library on social media, but will if I have to. I don't want another app to 
install or another password.

Tell our kids at school…it may spark interest in them that it doesn’t in us,   Connect with the Novi schools and kids with some programs 
at all ages to engage and involve kids, spike their interest to come to the library.

Mail,  I think the activities or anything special should emailed or mailed,  Please no ads by snail mail there is so much junk these days it's 
crazy

Feel there's no need to find out

Can you do a youtube channel with one of the students showing what is offered from month to month like a news update? Just an idea.

twitter (2)

Advertising is tough now a days…it’s consumed differently based on age group. I like the idea of personalizing a profile. Some like a text, 
others like an email. Scan a QR code for more info or to sign up…

The digital signage in front of city hall is good for advertising events.

Explain why some books cannot be renewed. Is it because someone else has placed a hold on them?

I’m very busy and this is my best way to get info

The Library, at the end of the day, is a physical place to go and retreat to a good book. The boundaries expected are quietness and a 
focused atmosphere. They Library is not a gym or an expo center. The Library is a special place that is very appreciated and perhaps not 
given enough credit to, as the staff probably need a pat on the back. It may seem as a boring job, but it is fulfilling the great need of 
decompression and enjoyment.

If the library had something to offer than shared signage at other city properties like at the recycling area, city hall, other city properties. 
Novi is a white man concept from the 1950's and we are in the 2020's and white is not always right. I am fearful of doing anything social 
in Novi. I prefer Farmington and Farmington Hills.

Church bulletins, posters in school, public areas.
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91% 1,440

7% 118

1% 21

Q18 Do you have a Novi Public Library card?
Answered: 1,579 Skipped: 619

TOTAL 1,579

IF NO, WHY NOT?
Have a Farmington Hills library card. Do not understand why I have to give up that card. My sister lives in Southfield and has 2 library 
cards: Southfield & Farmington Hills, I am from Farmington Hills, but I can check out books from Novi library because of an agreement 
between these towns.I have a Farmington library card that is honored at Novi Public Library. I previously had a Novi library card, I live in 
Farmington Hills, I'm a farmington hills resident

I am not a Novi residency, I live in another city, Live in neighboring community,  Don’t live in Novi anymore, not a resident, No longer a 
Novi resident, Other community, No longer live in the city, Have a card to another local library, I am a Northville resident (2), Northville 
library card, Have Northville card, northville resident but love your library, very conducive for my workplace,  I live in Northville and go to 
school there. I have a Northville Library card
Live in Walled Lake,  I have a Milford library card, My card is actually with Lyon Township Public Library, but I primarily visit Novi Public 
Library because it is much closer to my home, is nicer to visit (nicer facilities, better selection and services, etc.), and is easier to meet 
with friends, Live in Lyon Township, my LTPL card proivides reciprocal borrowing at Novi, I live in Lyon Township

Live in Wixom, but Novi has better selection of books & programs, We have a Wixom library card but love going to novi library (we live in 
Wixom but drive out to visit you guys! Lol),  Have one from another local library which is my county's library (Wixom)

Card from a network library, I have a LTPL card and if I check out books it is under TLN, I have a LTPL card and if I check out books it is 
under TLN, I have Livonia card. & Can use it in Novi & Faington,  I have a library card from a neighboring city I can use at NPL.

Not yet just moved in November/December, Gettin a library card this week. Moved here recently, Recent resident, New to area, Just 
moved here getting one next week, Recently moved to the area, moved here recently and haven't gone

Please let our library cards be permanent - or renewable every 5 years or so,  It expires every year whether I used it every week or not 
at all, I have one but your desk didn't renew it correctly, Renewing yearly is annoying. Renewal should be available on-line once the 
library card has been issued, The practice of annually renewing a library card seems completely unnecessary, for your work load as well 
as the bother of renewing the card every year. I have lived in Novi 45 years and don't think I need to renew my card every year.

It expired (5), Mine expired; I was surprised it was only good for one year and haven't been back to renew quite yet, It’s expired, Might be 
expired, Not active, its out of date?, Had a card but it expired after one year.....my experience w/using the parking lot made me hesitant to 
renew it, I used to. I’m not sure where it is.  It expired and now I go to school in Ann Arbor,  EXPIRED AND MOT INTERESTED IN 
RENEWING, Sure it's expired by now, I think it expired, mine has expired, needs to be renewed, forgot to renew

91%91%  91%

7%7%  7%

1%1%  1%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Yes

No

Not sure

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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Have not found optimal time, plan to do soon!, Have not yet taken the time to get one, Never got one when moved here 7 years ago, 
haven't lived here long enough to get one, but plan to soon, Haven't got it yet, Cause u had to go in to get it

Use interlibrary loan

Not needed for services I use, Haven't needed it yet,   Not needed

My husband and kids have the card

I've never been at Library to get one !

I do live in Novi.

I don't know the requirements

Haven't felt a pressing need to visit the library during the past 5 years that I've lived in Novi. I Haven't felt a need to get one

I never went but would like to take my kids in the future

Going to get one later this month, Need to get one, Haven't gotten around to getting one, but do feel strongly everyone should have a 
card,  Will eventually get one when I run out of books at home, Haven’t been to the library in a while.,  plan on signing up soon

My son is 3 and I was told that he can't have one until he's older, this bothered me because I think as soon as the parent wants to teach 
their child to use the library they should be able to and know my son would get a lot out of the responsibility
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Q19 What is your age?
Answered: 1,560 Skipped: 638

TOTAL 1,560
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Under 13

13-18
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Q20 In what city / community do you live?
Answered: 1,579 Skipped: 619
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91% 1,430

3% 41

2% 34

1% 21

1% 8

0% 7

0% 7

0% 6

0% 5

0% 5

0% 5

0% 5

0% 5

TOTAL 1,579

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

Northville address, Novi taxes (off Meadowbrook between 8 & 9 Mile Rd), I live in Novi but have a Northville zip code and use services 
in both communities, Have Northville mailing address and Northville Schools, Novi taxes northville mailing, I live in Novi with a Northville 
mailing address,  Northville/Novi,   Noville/ Novi/Northville

Ypsilanti

Clarkston, but I work in Novi Schools,  I work in Novi.

Milford Twp.,  Milfors

Novi Township (2),  Our address is Novi & our schools are Walled Lake

Westland

Wayne County

Waterford (2),  We relocated from novi to Waterford

Ann arbor (3), Ann Arbor/ Southfield, Saline / Ann Arbor

Howell

Taylor

White Lake (2)

Southfield (2)

TLN area

Brighton

dearborn

Detroit

Fox Run retirement community (2)

Moved to Ohio

Military family w Novi address. We come back to visit family and use the library., Enjoy the shuttle to get to the library.  

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Novi

Other (please specify)

Northville

Farmington Hills

Northville Township

Lyon Charter Township

Wixom

Walled Lake

Commerce Charter Township

Farmington

Livonia

South Lyon

West Bloomfield Township
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Q21 How would you describe yourself? Please check ALL that apply.(Optional)
Answered: 1,430 Skipped: 768

us citizen, Foreign born, US resident. (2), American (2), I am a rare breed .... I am an American, Racist question. I am an American, Proud 
American, South American, american indian

Why does this make a difference, This is a racist question, This shouldn't matter at all. My point exactly,.Racist question. I am an American, 
Human (2),  Normal, doesn't matter, None of your business, not racist, not be important, Spacekin, Stop using race, not relevant, That's 
irrelevant and racist, Human - 1 Race, Female, How is this important?, See what is this crap and why does my race matter,  Why does this 
matter?, This is not important to you to provide good service to all residents, non of your business, What does it matter?? All should be 
treated the same!!, Because of my experience with the Novi Library DEI, I am not going to say. I don’t want another excuse for the library to 
categorize me how *they* think I think/feel based on this, nunya,  Other (3) 

White is not that I'm all about!, white or European American, I'm white (2) and I'm proud!!!, Isn’t there a better term(s) than White yet?, white 
isn't a race, Genetic pool identify as a white, Northern European ancestry, all future generation will also. Mexican/Spanish genes, British, 
European descent, European, Russian!!!,  Jewish

Multi, Multiethnic, Mixed, Multiracial, Mixed: Half Asian and half Caucasian Should,  Ethnic mix, A mixed breed, white with a trace of Native 
North American

Middle eastern (4),  Middle eastern (why no option box for us), Middle eastern (why no option box for us),  Arab/middle-eastern, Middle East 
( Egypt ) North Africa, Armenian

Asian, Asian - Filipino, Filipino, Chinese, Japanese/Arab, Korean American, Asian from Latin country, baba, my wife is Chinese, Asian 
(Pakistani),  Pakistani, Bangladeshi, SIKH, Indian, Southeast Asian (2), South west asian
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Q22 What languages are spoken in your home? Please check ALL 
that apply. (Optional)

Answered: 1,470 Skipped: 728

1,4141,414  1,414

109109  109

8484  84

5858  58

5454  54

5353  53

4848  48

3939  39

3030  30

2626  26

2222  22

1616  16

1212  12

99  9

55  5

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1.2k 1.4k 1.6k 1.8k 2k

English

Other (please
specify)

Hindi

Spanish

Telugu

Chinese

Tamil

German

Japanese

French

Marathi

Gujarati

Korean

Brazilian
Portuguese

Russian
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96% 1,414

7% 109

6% 84

4% 58

4% 54

4% 53

3% 48

3% 39

2% 30

2% 26

1% 22

1% 16

1% 12

1% 9

0% 5

Total Respondents: 1,470

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

Again - the needs of the many outweigh the few!, STOP using race it doesn't matter if you're asking what a person need, does it?

Kannada (10)

Some "other" languages - ESL (Master's Degree), some Yiddish, some Spanish, French Bengali

Bulgarian 

Where is Greek?  Greek

Punjabi (5)   PUNJABI - there is good amount of population

Polish (7)

Vietnamese (3)

Farsi 

Tagalo (6)

Italian (7), Sicilian

Bengali (6)

Arabic (12)

Malayalam (5), luxembourgish malayalam

Urdu (5)

Croatian (2)

Chaldean (3)

Other, American!, White elderly female with varied interests, None of your business, Dave a unique form of English developed over 50yrs

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

English

Other (please specify)

Hindi

Spanish

Telugu

Chinese

Tamil

German

Japanese

French

Marathi

Gujarati

Korean

Brazilian Portuguese

Russian

latin, Pig-Latin

Indonesia

German (2)

Taiwanese

Lithuanian

Ukrainian (3)

Armenian

Persian

Hebrew

Dutch

Tamil

Danish

Welsh

Sindhi

American Sign Language (not fluently)

Maltese, Czech

Beagle

Marathi

Faasamoa

Romanian

Filipino

Mindanao

Catalan
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Q23 Is there something we've forgotten? Please provide any additional 
thoughts, ideas, and/or suggestions you have about the Novi Public Library.

Answered: 492 Skipped: 1,706
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spaces/Building/Tech • continued I I dislike that the seating by the windows in the children's area has been taken 
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---'- away. There isn't enough seating in the children's area when I came with my 

3 

dangerous to exit the parking lot at certain times, especially when turning left. babies. The play area was full and seating they pulled from the windows were 
wish there was either some kind of traffic regulation (like a light) or a connection full. The seating by the windows were a nice quiet cozy area that parents like to 
to the High school parking lot so the street there (with a light) could be used. sit with their children's and read. It was a shock when I saw the library had 
The uncomfortable parking lot exit at the library lot is the main reason why we moved those seats. I was left uncomfortable trying to seat in these small seats 
are not using the library more often. trying to read to two busy toddlers in chairs by the book section. The soft chairs 
I am not super familiar with the layout. I find it a little difficult to find my way that use to be by the windows in children's area the kids enjoyed looking outside 

around. More prominent signage would help, or a better, easier map as you and reading. I feel there should be more soft chairs added back by the 
enter, so I know right where to head. It's a beautiful library. windows. 
Vehicle and pedestrian access to the library is really bad. You have people 
blocking the entrance waiting to pick somebody up at the library. Instead of 
parking their car in the lot and waiting there, they wait right at the entrance to 
the library. Sometimes there are several people in line waiting to pick somebody 
up and the line of cars goes to Ten mile road. 

Wish you would try harder to get the picker uppers out of the no pick up zones. 
Not sure if smoking is allowed in the parking lot. 
convenience and location of our facility. 
The only additional thing I can think of is that, perhaps, it would be useful to 
have more study rooms available. since these always seem to be a hot item that 
people 'run' to as soon as the library opens (and which fill up *very* quickly). 
Trying to get a study room when I need it is my biggest source of anxiety with 
the library. 
It's a very nice library with a comfortable environment. 
The first floor area is too loud when the high school kids come in and don't go to 
the teen space. 
I would like to see improvements in the youth space where the Novi sports car 
used to be. (thank goodness the library finally got rid of the sports car!!) Toys 
are dirty, have missing parts, and are run-down. It's a big space and could be 
used for something more exciting and interactive. Surprised that it's been 
neglected for so long. 
I love the library. It is an amazing place to be. Thank you for your work to make 
our space so amazing. 

Space for online teaching with unlimited reservation and possible job training 
spaces/ various certification test spaces/ bus pass purchasing/ lap top and 
software purchasing/ tech support for personal pc 

The other situation is the printer not working in the children's area. I use the 
printer a lot and noticed it's been out for a while. I don't like having to ask the 
librarians to print out personal documents or going upstairs with two toddlers to 
print. 
I am very proud of the new facility though it took several voting referendums to 
push it through. 
I would prefer to have a noisy place in library where youg kids can be 
themselves. If we parents constantly nag them to stay quiet, they loost the 
interest of com ming to library. 
Do something with the teenagers. They have taken over the library. My young 
children are uncomfortable coming in when they are there. They are in the 
magazine room, the kids area and on the floor. Also, the library is a mess after 

· they leave. They don't clean up after themselves. No food should be allowed. 
The play area is a disaster. Again, it's dirty and parents allow their children to be
destructive. The community is not respecting the library. Get rid of the cafe and 
the majority of your mess problems will be solved. 
We love the story times. They are the highlight of our week. Miss Linda is the 
best storyteller you've ever had. We absolutely love her. She is so much fun and 
so sweet to my kids. She's a gem! 
1. Please keep the library quiet ... the noise / talking rules have loosened too 
much ... for example, tutoring should be in a closed area. 

. 2. The new spinning displays for new DVDs are poorly designed and hard to 
use ... not enough of the DVDs are at eye level for easy scanning (for adults). 
1. Please keep library common areas as quiet as possible ... for example, 

I tutoring should be in a room
l I miss the cafe ! 2. Clean computer keyboard surfaces more frequently ... many times a day ... 

some are very dirty Love the spaces that are available to the community. 
l 
3 Please include activities for special need kids. Dedicated place/room for such 
kids and tovs. 

We love the steam kits and all the materials available for children but wish there 
were more items available for children to use at the library. an audio book 
listening area, a play area with some Steam toys, etc. An open playtime after 
story time in the large group room would also be nice. 
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Other 

Judge people by their character not their outward appearance! 

Keep calm and carry on 

Teenagers need work 

Why is this survey done by an outside firm? 

Survey too long. Most people would not take the time to fill it out. 

I'm there for a book or a DVD, concert. Sounds like you're trying to be all things 

to all people. 

I hope to go to the library soon. 
I am hoping library not become a place for just books, it should be a place for 

community to work together. 
The timings should increase. Starbuck timings should increase.Have 1 more 

hotel with same timings as the library 

Even though I haven't been using the library I fell it is an important institution in 

the community. 

We could extend ourselves a little more in engaging people we meet at the 

library. Recognize a fellow patron and greet them .. Creates conversation and a 

more friendly environment, 

We have a HUGE Japanese population. I think it is important to tap into the 

Japanese community for involvement. 

You didn't forget a thing. Your survey is too damn long. 

Very long survey : ) 

To be a little more thrifty in your survey length. 

This survey is far too long! 

This survey is way too long!!! 

This survey is a great idea, but a bit lengthy. Perhaps give people a chance to 

opt out of questions that don't matter to them? 

This survey is a great idea. Getting community involvement is always a plus. 

Thank you. 

Think you covered it all. I will also obtain a library card. 

Thx 

The survey is very thorough! 
Thank you for this survey. 

Please don't let solicitors ask for signatures outside of your library doors. It's 

quite upsetting. We go to the library to learn and have fun, but that ruins it. 

Survey too long 

Excellent survey 

Excellent survey and please publish the results and action plan, appreciate it 

All good , keep up the good work 

All set - keep exploring 

I appreciate this survey is available and I hope many people fill it out and return 

it. 

I can't think of any improvements 

I can't think of anything. This survey is very thorough. 

I feel that the "city" of any community should have a library, and uses it! 

I found your survey complete and thorough. 

surrounding aging, depression, loss etc. would like to be involved in helping with 

In general, Novi library is on par with the West Bloomfield & Farmington Hills 

libraries. 

Languages spoken in home should include American Sign Language. 

No, but I'm thankful for the survey and your desire for feedback. That's very 

mature and proactive. Props! 

No. Kudos for the effort to always improve. We are just not aware of what 

others might need. Our needs are met just fine. 

Nope! And Thank You so much for helping our community! 

not at the moment, I am exiting to see that the Library is taking this steps to 

improve and look into the needs of the community and high paste changing 

times. 

Questionnaire was way too long and you run the risk of low participation 

because of it. 

Seems you have covered just about everything 

Shorter survey! 

Since COVID we have gone to the local "box library" locations to drop off books 

and get books. And use the internet more. Libraries are needed but I think they 

ned to assess what they need to do, So good idea to do this survey. 

Thank you for gathering input to support your planning. 

thank you for providing this 

Thank you for taking the time to promote community input. 

Thanks for this suvey ! 

Thanks for your interest in community input! :) 

Thank you! 

You have covered much! 

Dear Novi Library Staff, Please hear my heart before rolling your eyes. I want to 

communicate this great compassion: this note is in regards to your "sex poster" 

hanging on the main floor of our library. I really enjoy our library. It has been a 

"safe space" for years now after graduating college and having to endure being 

sexually harassed by a female professor in the course of two years of my 

education. I, myself, am a woman, and I did not prompt nor instigate her 

uncomfortable pursuits. I believe your poster is incredibly insensitive to those 

who have been sexually harassed by the same sex. I have extended family 

members who have had horrifyingly worse situations happen to them in their life, 

spanning 70 years back. Having the words "safe space" on a pride flag is a slap 

in the face to us who have a remembrance of embarrassment and shame. The 

Novi City library is an environment built to foster the love of learning. Citizens 

come by to visit and seek out a topic for their own enjoyment of intellectual 

edification. Your extremely biased poster Is not okay, as LGBT are as equal to 

heterosexuals. Yet your zealous stance is flawed, as all people make mistakes 

and have the potential to make very bad choices. To glorify 3% of the 

population as angelic and incapable of harm, when sexual assault statistics hit a 

far greater percentage, is disturbing on your part. Please consider, with humility 

and kindness toward all, to remove your strong politically biased sex poster. As 

it stands, you certainly aren't inclusive to all people. 

I'd like you to address the chaos during the hours students use the library after 

school. I have been in the library when students amass at tables on the 1st floor. 

Children are present. Families are there. I have watched the high schoolers sit 

on each other's laps. On each other's shoulders. I have heard them use the 

foulest language. I understand that they may not realize how loud they are. 

That's fine. It's even acceptable. But when they cross the line into behavior 

better suited for a gym or the locker room, that's when you should draw the line. 

Ifs an uncomfortable experience for the rest of your patrons. I have seen staff try 

to address these students only to walk away and be ignored and mocked by the 

students. No one should have to accept that level of disrespect. I feel sorry that 

your staff is being asked to do so but perhaps they need to be asked to 

intervene more often and before things get out of hand. 

Also, and equally important and angering, is the traffic outside the library during 

school dismissal. Entry and exit, parking, walking into the library is extremely 

dangerous at that time. While my family has stopped going to the library at that 

time others have not. In addition to subjecting themselves to inappropriate 

behavior inside the library, they take their lives into their own hands just getting 

into the building. 

We have a wonderful library with exceptional staff and wonderful programming, 

but you need to get a handle on the chaos. Perhaps a police car parked outside 

the front door will help address the issues outside the building. It's a slippery 

slope inside the building. On one hand allowing these kids free rein to the library 

and allowing them to express themselves Is necessary. But when they are 
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Programs 

Would love more adult crafting 

We attend story time when available but the schedule seems a bit inconsistent

a lot of off weeks and not as many time options. 
I really appreciate the library providing books, study questions, choices for 

books for the year. We meet one time a month in the group that I belong. Thank 

you! 

I really enjoy the multi-cultural presentations, with food, costumes, dance, 

history of the country. 

I love how the West Bloomfield library has activities for toddlers. I'm not sure if 

Novi already has some but I'd be interested in that. 
We should constantly surround kids with STEM related books to influence them 

to get interested in STEM. Novi has lot of great engineers, doctors and 

scientists as residents. Library should host programs using them for kids to learn. 

I am participating in the ESL book club and I am loving. Thank you so much for 

this!! 

Could you offer a class on learning to identify fake news. Otherwise known as 

how to verify news sources and the best sites to find reliable information. That 

is an essential thing for the community to know now. 
Continue to allow in-person attendance and get physical items (Books, 

magazines, CDs Dvd/Blu-Rays), not just Zoom programs or digital items. 

Climate change is affecting all of us, and it will have a larger impact on families if 

we don't take action, the NPL should do something about it such as, a program 

to raise awareness, sustainably sourced materials, etc. 

Can there be some international singing or dancing (different or mix cultures like 

Bollywood dance) competition or kids drama shows organized at the or by the 

library? 

Adult Author presentations. 

As one of the English learner, I wish Novi Public Library would offer more ESL 

classes for adults. I am always looking for a class to take in Novi because I 

cannot apply for an ESL class as a student. My test score is higher than 

regulations in Michigan, so I can't register for an ESL class. There are a lot of 

foreign English learner who have the same problem. 

an opportunity to promote personal educational interest i love coming to the 

library. being a member of the Michigan silversmith's guild i have always felt the 

library would be a wonderful place to host an event like a lecture, demonstration 

or an exhibit. 

You have great resources but now that my son is an adult and not going to 

school, it would be nice to have programs for adults with cognitive disabilities at 

our local library. I have given suggestions previously in the survey. 

Would love to see more classes to learn maker space tools so that is more 

useable 

Would like to see more adult (not senior only) events that learning, fun, 

socialization, clubs.etc 
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I services 
I hate that reserve system takes priority over in person customers. I have taken 
books to check out to have them taken away from me for an off site hold. Super 
annoying. 

allow more than two renewals for items that don't have a hold 

It would be nice to receive an email notification on which books/materials have 
been returned by me and when. 

I wish the library would rotate books through all the small little free book libraries 
in the sub divisions. Ours is definitely in need of new books and switching them 
out for the little kids books. 
I like the idea of the Library helping non english speakers learn english. It is 
futile to try to support multiple languages in the library or our schools. Focus on 
teaching people english, this will benefit everyone in the long run. You may also 
consider helping seniors access technology and perhaps help navigating Social 
Security, Medicare and Medicaid. I hear many complaints from seniors that they 
feel increasingly left out by the rush to digital technology. I am a retired 
engineer and as such well versed in technology. I can use multiple operating 
systems, have built and set up my own computers and wired /wireless networks. 
Also provide my own IT support and computer management/repair. Yet it can be 
a struggle at times even for me. For instance the medicare.gov site provides no 
support or real information for those who may be considering a supplement plan 
instead of an advantage plan. 

Bus trips are nice that you use to have 

Bring back tech help e,g, smart phones, tablets 
Board game rentals, expand youth selection - library loans help but we often 
have to look outside the library. 

A service where I can pick out the books online and come in to pick them up, 
this makes the in and out of the library quicker/faster. 
Would like to be able to use multiple libraries. (See not under Additional 
lnfonmation). Farmington Hills Library has some programs that I have 
participated in for years. I will not give up my Farmington Hills library card until I 
am forced to do it! 
How is the Novi going to help the community as our economy falls into a 
recession and people struggle financially? 

Are they going to teach skills to help people? What would you teach to help 
people get through the luff times? 

I appreciate the new mail home program that will allow people not able to get to 
the library to have access to books 

If Translators for international people are there, we are more happy. 

We currently are going through the 100 recommended children's books before 
kindergarten - thanks for putting it together. I wonder if you have that for older 
children. Thank you NPL! 

Easy to pay fax machine. 

I love the new "pick up" parking spaces, the drive thru return, and the book 
holds. NPL makes it so easy for me and my family to use the library! 

The EV chargers seems to be not enough, and there is people that leave their 
EV cars charging even when they are not using the library. 

It would also be awesome if the library app/website gave an estimated wait time 
for holds to be fulfilled (in the same way that Libby gives an estimated number of 
weeks for digital material to be available when you put something on hold). Or 
even if it told you how many people are ahead of you in line for the item. 
Checkout is fast and convenient. I have used printing services before, read 
periodicals and spent personal time 'hanging out' in the library by reading in the 
main areas. I never feel cramped or crowded when I visit, even if it is busy. 

Would be nice if there was a working app again. 

Turning left onto 1 O mile road from the library parking lot can be very 
challenging. Will a traffic light ever be installed for easier turning? 

We have experienced problems with the WiFi 

The library app needs serious help. I came from a small community where the 
app was amazing. Notified me of local events at the library. I looked for books on 
the app and was able to put holds on books. My library card was digital on the 
app. Their app even connected to the Melcat website so I could search for 
materials that were not found in my town and then it was sent to my local library. 
I am really disappointed in Novi's app. Last I heard, the app wasn't even working 
anymore. 

The library app seems hard to navigate, would like to see something more user
friendly. It appears outdated. 
The digital apps are too difficult and time consuming to link to my PC, tablets. 
I find your apps frustrating to use and the library staff isn't successful at 
troubleshooting. I gave up trying to download books from the Novi library. 
Years ago downloading books were the best thing about the library especially a 
book club title. Now, selection is very limited and if you find one chances are it 
will not download anyway. Unfortunately I find the library more interested in 
diversity and the like, rather than providing abundant reading material that is 
easy to access. 

Create an app for the library 

Consider participating in MEL. 

Hope that the library app is updated to be inclusive so I do not need to use 
another app to Check out or read read materials 

I miss the phone app to reserve books and renew books. 

I'm frustrated with the My Account infonmation. I'll click it on sometimes and it 
shows no holds or loans, which I actively have. It just doesn't work right. For a 
while the E "return a book" didn't appear but that seems to be back. These 
features should work all the time 

get an app that actually works! 
Please re-introduce the NPL Android App 
Please make it easier to download books online. 
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3/15/2023

General Benchmark 
Data Analysis –
Overview
RTL completed a multi-cohort benchmark analysis for 
this project.  The analysis contains: 
• 57 Similar Libraries across 5 separate comparison 

cohorts which were averaged: 
• Similar Michigan Libraries
• Neighboring Libraries (MI)
• Similar Regional Libraries
• Similar National Libraries
• Similar Aspirational Libraries

• Library Journal-Star Libraries
• Other than the Neighboring Libraries, all libraries 

are in the same population range of NPL and the 
comparison analysis is done across a variety of 
metric areas

• All data is from the IMLS 2019 PLS Dataset which is 
also the last year not impacted by COVID19 
disruptions (2020 was is a compromised dataset 
due to the pandemic’s uneven impact across the 
state and nation)

• Since this is 2019 data, much has changed and 
continues to change with all libraries so its 
important to keep these comparisons in 
perspective and understand that they might not 
reflect current standings and comparisons as 
libraries across the country are finding very 
uneven returns to “normal” in the post COVID 
time period.
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MI PORTAGE DISTRICT LIBRARY PORTAGE KALAMAZOO 1 0 0 52,170 60$          
MI BRIGHTON DISTRICT LIBRARY BRIGHTON LIVINGSTON 1 0 0 43,254 42$          
MI REDFORD TOWNSHIP DISTRICT LIBRARY REDFORD WAYNE 1 0 0 48,362 38$          
MI HOWELL CARNEGIE DISTRICT LIBRARY HOWELL LIVINGSTON 1 0 0 52,529 42$          
MI EAST LANSING PUBLIC LIBRARY EAST LANSING INGHAM 1 0 0 48,579 42$          
MI ROYAL OAK PUBLIC LIBRARY ROYAL OAK OAKLAND 1 0 0 57,236 35$          
MI BELLEVILLE AREA DISTRICT LIBRARY BELLEVILLE WAYNE 1 0 0 42,361 33$          
MI DEARBORN HEIGHTS CITY LIBRARIES ARBORN HEIGHTS WAYNE 1 1 0 57,774 29$          
MI GEORGETOWN TOWNSHIP PUBLIC LIBRARY JENISON OTTAWA 1 0 0 46,985 22$          
MI CHESTERFIELD TOWNSHIP LIBRARY CHESTERFIELD MACOMB 1 0 0 43,381 32$          
MI SAINT CLAIR SHORES PUBLIC LIBRARY ST. CLAIR SHORES MACOMB 1 0 0 59,715 24$          
MI BLOOMFIELD TOWNSHIP PUBLIC LIBRARY FIELD TOWNSHIP OAKLAND 1 0 0 41,070 203$        
MI NORTHVILLE DISTRICT LIBRARY NORTHVILLE WAYNE 1 0 0 34,467 80$          
MI SOUTHFIELD PUBLIC LIBRARY SOUTHFIELD OAKLAND 1 0 0 75,814 74$          
MI FARMINGTON COMMUNITY LIBRARY RMINGTON HILLS OAKLAND 1 1 0 90,112 72$          
MI BERKLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY BERKLEY OAKLAND 1 0 0 14,970 47$          
MI SALEM-SOUTH LYON DISTRICT LIBRARY SOUTH LYON WASHTENAW 1 0 0 16,753 83$          
MI LYON TOWNSHIP PUBLIC LIBRARY SOUTH LYON OAKLAND 1 0 0 14,545 70$          
MI BALDWIN PUBLIC LIBRARY BIRMINGHAM OAKLAND 1 0 0 35,350 98$          
MI PLYMOUTH DISTRICT LIBRARY PLYMOUTH WAYNE 1 0 0 36,656 124$        
MI COMMERCE TOWNSHIP COMMUNITY LIBRAERCE TOWNSHIP OAKLAND 1 0 0 40,186 37$          
MI WEST BLOOMFIELD TOWNSHIP PUBLIC LIBREST BLOOMFIELD OAKLAND 1 1 0 71,755 67$          
MI LIVONIA PUBLIC LIBRARY LIVONIA WAYNE 1 3 0 96,942 34$          
OH WASHINGTON-CENTERVILLE PUBLIC LIBRAR CENTERVILLE MONTGOMER 1 1 0 56,628 128$        
OH LAKEWOOD PUBLIC LIBRARY LAKEWOOD CUYAHOGA 1 1 0 51,983 81$          
IL OAK LAWN PUBLIC LIBRARY OAK LAWN COOK 1 0 0 56,690 99$          
IL NORMAL PUBLIC LIBRARY NORMAL MCLEAN 1 0 0 52,497 73$          
IN HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY GREENFIELD HANCOCK 1 1 1 58,997 71$          
IA CARNEGIE-STOUT PUBLIC LIBRARY DUBUQUE DUBUQUE 1 0 0 58,261 60$          
WI MANITOWOC PUBLIC LIBRARY MANITOWOC MANITOWOC 1 0 0 54,158 43$          
IN JEFFERSONVILLE TOWNSHIP PUBLIC LIBRARJEFFERSONVILLE CLARK 1 1 0 59,062 35$          
KY FRANKLIN COUNTY LIBRARY DISTRICT FRANKFORT FRANKLIN 1 0 0 50,504 64$          
OH MORLEY LIBRARY PAINESVILLE LAKE 1 0 0 52,404 51$          
PA BOSLER FREE LIBRARY CARLISLE CUMBERLAND 1 0 0 53,325 56$          
MN WINONA PUBLIC LIBRARY WINONA WINONA 1 0 0 50,798 24$          
KS MANHATTAN PUBLIC LIBRARY MANHATTAN RILEY 1 0 0 54,959 65$          
TX ROSENBERG LIBRARY GALVESTON GALVESTON 1 0 0 58,476 75$          
OK STILLWATER PUBLIC LIBRARY STILLWATER PAYNE 1 0 0 50,391 31$          
CA ARCADIA PUBLIC LIBRARY ARCADIA LOS ANGELES 1 0 0 58,891 62$          
NE GRAND ISLAND PUBLIC LIBRARY GRAND ISLAND HALL 1 0 0 51,478 35$          
WA RICHLAND PUBLIC LIBRARY RICHLAND BENTON 1 0 0 56,850 40$          
UT LOGAN LIBRARY LOGAN CACHE 1 0 0 51,619 36$          
ID MARSHALL PUBLIC POCATELLO BANNOCK 1 0 0 56,266 32$          
NJ HOBOKEN PUBLIC LIBRARY HOBOKEN HUDSON 1 0 0 50,005 90$          
NY LIVERPOOL PUBLIC LIBRARY LIVERPOOL ONONDAGA 1 0 0 50,947 90$          
CT STRATFORD LIBRARY ASSOCIATION STRATFORD FAIRFIELD 1 0 0 51,967 63$          
OR HAPPY VALLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY HAPPY VALLEY CLACKAMAS 1 0 0 59,831 40$          
OH PORTER PUBLIC LIBRARY WESTLAKE CUYAHOGA 1 0 0 32,680 154$        
IL ELA AREA PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT LAKE ZURICH LAKE 1 0 0 34,462 181$        
IL VERNON AREA PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT LINCOLNSHIRE LAKE 1 0 0 41,055 191$        
IL ELMHURST PUBLIC LIBRARY ELMHURST DUPAGE 1 0 0 44,121 163$        
IL GLENVIEW PUBLIC LIBRARY GLENVIEW COOK 1 0 0 44,692 156$        
IL DOWNERS GROVE PUBLIC LIBRARY OWNERS GROVE DUPAGE 1 0 0 49,213 101$        
IL SAINT CHARLES PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT SAINT CHARLES KANE 1 0 0 55,092 142$        
IL NILES-MAINE DISTRICT LIBRARY NILES COOK 1 0 0 57,284 114$        
IL DES PLAINES PUBLIC LIBRARY DES PLAINES COOK 1 0 0 58,364 107$        
IN CARMEL CLAY PUBLIC LIBRARY CARMEL HAMILTON 1 0 1 83,293 75$          
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Analysis:
Funding, Non-Collection Resource Usage, and Visits

• NPL’s funding in 2019 is an interesting comparison to the other cohorts:
• It is lower than the Neighboring Library, Regional, and Aspirational Cohorts but above other Michigan libraries of a similar size
• It’s particularly compelling that even with lower funding than those other three cohorts it outperforms many of those averages 

across many of the usage metrics. 
• Though Novi Public Library was not a Library Journal Start Library in 2019 its usage is quite on par with those “aspirational 

library” and if you look at performance per Dollar of Funding it actually exceeds those libraries in many many ways 
• Visits per capita is on par with the Aspirational cohort and well above other cohort averages
• Reference queries were above ALL comparison cohorts
• Total # of PCs were above all averages & PC Sessions were in the middle range of averages
RTL Commentary: NPL’s total usage per dollar of funding is one of the highest our firm has ever worked with.  We would suggest that 
in spite of the algorithms’ that Library Journal utilizes to assess their Annual Star Libraries.  Novi Public Library is a Star Library, 
especially when delivery of service per dollar of funding.  Though the funding at NPL isn’t in the low category, there is a funding gap 
relative to both usage and community expectations of the library.
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NOVI PUBLIC LIBRARY 55,374 52$       $882 2,894,054$     463,818 8.4   141   6.2 3,281 114,709 22,778 98    41,159
50,213 36$       $580 1,816,047$     209,065 4.1    64      11  3,197 42,451 20,871 41    27,627
47,385 82$       $951 3,663,430$     287,856 6.4    63      18  4,083 79,978 27,245 71    60,795
54,609 65$       $846 3,595,374$     336,150 6.2    72      12  4,573 69,895 43,655 65    53,252
54,307 55$       $864 2,978,348$     294,335 5.4    88      11  3,503 40,877 33,534 49    41,092
50,026 138$     $1,765 6,510,315$     411,352 8.5    110   17  3,720 104,493 29,865 85    75,045
51,308 76$       $1,001 3,712,702$     307,752 6.1    79      14  3,815 67,539 31,034 62    51,562

Similar Michigan Libraries
Neighboring Libraries

Similar Regional Libraries
Similar National Libraries

Similar Aspirational Libraries
Averages of the Comparison Sets
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Analysis: Collection and Circulation Comparisons
• Overall collection usage is well above all of the averages other than Aspirational Libraries
• NPL’s Turnover (5.1) (utilization) is better than all of the averages and one of the highest we’ve ever encountered
• NPL physical items per capita is about average overall
• NPL quite a good Material Expenditures / Circulation level in comparison to most of the averages
• Youth circulation per capita is also above all but the Aspirational comparison set
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NOVI PUBLIC LIBRARY 55,374 52$       1.8  5.7$     3.7$    15   3.1    5.1    1.2 7.1 22
50,213 36$       1.6  3.3$     6.5$     5      2.6    2.1    2.1    2.4  7.4        
47,385 82$       2.0  7.3$     7.0$     12   4.0    3.3    7.4    5.4  15         
54,609 65$       1.9  5.3$     5.0$     11   3.9    2.9    8.4    4.2  16         
54,307 55$       1.6  3.7$     5.6$     8      2.4    3.5    1.5    4.1  14         
50,026 138$     2.8  10$      4.8$     22   5.4    4.1    1.5    11   29         
51,308 76$       1.9  6.0$     5.8$     12   3.7    3.2    4.2    5.4  16         

Similar Michigan Libraries
Neighboring Libraries

Similar Regional Libraries
Similar National Libraries

Similar Aspirational Libraries
Averages of the Comparison Sets
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Analysis : Programming Comparisons 
• Programming is another area where NPL shines.
• Total programs offered is well above ALL averages

• Adult programming in particular is significantly above all other averages
• Total Attendance is well above all other averages though just in line with Aspirational on a per capita basis
• Youth Attendance and Teen Attendance are other areas where NPL leads ALL averages
• Adult programming attendance is good and slightly above the overage average, however given the high number of adult the 

attendance per program for Adults is well below ALL averages.  
• This MIGHT indicate that there is perhaps too many adult programs being offered (at least in 2019 there was)
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NOVI PUBLIC LIBRARY 55,374 52$       1,884 536 223 1,125 30 57,357 1.0   40,284 6,186 10,887 10         
50,213 36$       694 317 81 297 30 20,194 0.4   12,809 2,314 5,072 20         
47,385 82$       810 386 84 340 32 26,812 0.6   17,958 2,074 6,780 21         
54,609 65$       1,281 577 79 626 30 35,024 0.6   18,956 1,390 14,678 29         
54,307 55$       1,016 531 111 374 31 29,725 0.5   17,856 2,117 9,752 22         
50,026 138$     1,686 955 159 571 30 50,401 1.0   33,744 3,770 12,888 25         
51,308 76$       1,097 553 103 441 30 32,431 0.6   20,265 2,333 9,834 23         Averages of the Comparison Sets

Similar Michigan Libraries
Neighboring Libraries

Similar Regional Libraries
Similar National Libraries

Similar Aspirational Libraries
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Analysis : Staffing Analysis
• Total Staffing levels are mostly inline with other averages though below Aspirational libraries
• However the utilization per FTE is significantly higher for NPL in all categories other than Public PCs.

• This indicates that NPL staff are far busier on average than the libraries in the other averages
• Percent allocation of Budget to Staffing is inline with the other averages

Staff counts are FTE = Full Time Equivalent
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NOVI PUBLIC LIBRARY 55,374 52$       13 13 27   40    14    116  21   47    10   88    $1,496,934 $352,041 $1,848,975 64%
50,213 36$       7.7     8.5     12   20    26    96    13   36    13   71    $837,301 $251,141 $1,088,442 60%
47,385 82$       12      13      22   35    15    89    17   26    18   56    $1,526,023 $777,156 $2,303,179 62%
54,609 65$       9.9     13      26   39    16    83    15   32    13   71    $1,724,045 $593,048 $2,317,094 65%
54,307 55$       7.0     11      19   30    20    109  18   37    15   38    $1,368,029 $627,453 $1,995,482 68%
50,026 138$     21      25      42   67    7      61    16   26    11   43    $3,215,982 $932,942 $4,148,925 64%
51,308 76$       11      14      24   38    17    88    16   31    14   56    $1,734,276 $636,348 $2,370,624 64%Averages of the Comparison Sets

Similar Michigan Libraries
Neighboring Libraries

Similar Regional Libraries
Similar National Libraries

Similar Aspirational Libraries
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Additional Usage Statistics for Novi Public Library 
Strategic Planning 2022-2023 
 
Door counts/visits breakdowns 

 
**We have this above information by day if you need it broken down even further. 
 
Number of computers and computer use stats 

● Number of public adult workstations: 18 
● Number of early literacy workstations: 17 

○ PC workstations: 12 
○ AWE computers: 2 
○ iPads: 4 
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Wi-Fi usage & website stats 

● See above for Wi-Fi usage 
● Website stats 

○ Visits July 1, 2021 - June 30, 2022 
■ New visitors: 76,059 
■ Returning visitors: 71,866 

○ Visits July 1, 2022 - current 
■ New visitors: 29,818 
■ Returning visitors: 26,924 

 
Information/reference statistics by department 

● 65,317 reference transitions (annual) 
 
Number of programs by age group and program attendance 

● Programs for ages 0-5 (synchronous): 188 programs, 5289 attendees 
● Programs for ages 6-11 (synchronous): 185 programs, 7078 attendees 
● Programs for teens (synchronous): 151 programs, 1164 attendees 
● Programs for adults and general audiences (synchronous): 423 programs, 9636 attendees 
● Virtual recorded/on-demand programs (all ages): 123 programs, 6384 views/attendees 

 
Library hours/schedule 

● Monday-Thursday, 10am-9pm 
● Friday & Saturday, 10am-6pm 
● Sunday, 12pm-6pm 
● Lakeshore Lending Library: open dawn until dusk 

 
Lakeshore Lending Library usage 

● Fiscal year 2021-2022: 1,288 items checked out 
● Current fiscal year (July 2022-October 2022): 293 
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NPL @ Your Door Usage 
● Fiscal year 2021-2022: 154 items mailed 
● Current fiscal year (July 2022-October 2022): 142 items mailed 

 
 
Meeting Room Rental Usage 
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Last rev: 01/26/23 Cardholders (as of June 30, 2019)

Collection Utilization Analysis - Novi Public Library
Holdings Date: FY 2018-2019 (as of June 30, 2019)
Circulation Date: July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019
Estimated on Shelf Date: FY 2018-2019

              22,778 

Collection Holdings
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otal
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otal
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Notes

Adult
Adult Popular Library

DVDs 19,757 182,562 9.2     1.8       12% 21%
CDs 4,735 21,841 4.6     0.9       3% 3%
Audiobooks 5,608 16,026 2.9     0.6       3% 2%
ADULT POPULAR  TOTAL 30,100 220,429 7.3   1.4    18% 26%

General Adult Collection
Fiction 34,236 222,602 6.5     1.3       20% 26%
Non-Fiction 31,850 20,487 0.6     0.1       19% 2%

GENERAL ADULT TOTAL 66,086 243,090 3.7   0.7    39% 28%
ADULT TOTAL 96,186 463,519 4.8   0.9    57% 54%

Children (Ages 0 - 12)
Young School Aged and Pre-Teen

J Fiction 54,815 260,556 4.8     0.9       32% 30%
J Non-Fiction 18,738 133,779 7.1     1.4       11% 16%

Upper Level Total 73,553 394,335 5.4     1.1    43% 46%
CHILDREN'S TOTAL 73,553 394,335    5.4 1.1    43% 46%
TOTAL COLLECTION 169,739 857,854 5.1   

Per Capita Estimates: 3.1 15
                                                       55,374 al Service Population
E-Materials
ebooks - Fiction 35,954 25,706

ebooks -Non-Fiction 7,233 4,632
eaudiobooks - Fiction 9,078 13,232
eaudiobooks - Non-fiction 2,224 5,383

Adult Total Ebook 54,489 48,953
J ebooks - Fiction 5,356 4,961
J ebooks - Non-fiction 693 463
J eaudio - Fiction 831 1,873
J eaudio - Non-fiction 17 36

Children's Total Ebook 6,897 7,333
Teen ebooks - Fiction 5,355 3,229
Teen ebooks - Non-fiction 127 36
Teen eaudiobooks - Fiction 1,125 1,557
Teen eaudiobooks - Non-fiction 10 5

Teen Total Ebook 6,617 4,827
Grand Total Ebook 68,003 61,113

Ebooks % of Total Circulation 7%

*Holdings numbers are for OverDrive/Libby ONLY.  Hoopla is a subscription service, and NPL guests have access to 
their entire collection which can change each month.
*Hoopla's reporting doesn't break audience down by Teen.
*For this data, holdings = OverDrive/Libby Only and circulation = OverDrive/Libby + Hoopla.

Circulation statistics are tracked by item type and not by individual 
collections. Some item types will be comprised of multiple 

collections. 

Turnover is the number of times the "average" item in that particular 
collection circulates in the 12 month period.  Generally most 
collecitons follow near an 80/20 balance where 20% of the 

collection is making up about 80% of the circulation.

Ideally at CCPL at the current circulation per capita rate for the 
whole collection we'd like to be closer to a 2.6 with no collection 

segment coming in under 1.7 but at very minimum 1.5.

Relative use is the ratio of % Circ to % of Collection.  Anything over 
a 1 is doing well, and anything under a 1 is less than ideal.  The 

further below 1 the worse that collection is being utilized. Anything 
at 0.6 or below is of particular concern for under performance in the 

collection.

Collection segments with both a low turnover and a low relative use 
should definitely be scrutinized for further weeding, updating, or 

even budget adjustments to new purchases in that category.
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Current Report:
Community Profile Report of City: Novi

Date: March 15, 2023

Proposed Location:
This location, Novi (City, 2020), is located in Oakland County, in the state of Michigan.

It is located within or touches the following 2020 census tract(s): 26125137400, 26125136101, 26125137102,
26125136000, 26125136602, 26125136300, 26125136700, 26125137101, 26125136800, 26125136601,
26125136500, 26125136102, 26125137700.

Similarly, it is located within or touches the following zip code(s): 48167, 48377, 48374, 48375.

Data presented in this report summarize the geographies specified in the citation information in each section.

This Area is Served by (or touches):

School District(s): South Lyon Community Schools, Walled Lake Consolidated Schools, Northville Public Schools, Novi Community School
District

Congressional District(s): Michigan's 6th District (Debbie Dingell - D), Michigan's 7th District (Elissa Slotkin - D), Michigan's 11th District (Haley
M. Stevens - D)

Senators: Debbie Stabenow (MI-D), Gary C. Peters (MI-D)

State Senate District(s): State Senate District 6, State Senate District 13, State Senate District 23

State House District(s): State House District 19, State House District 20, State House District 21, State House District 22, State House District 49

Population Trends:

As of the period 2020, this area was home to an estimated 66,243 people.

Population 2000 2010 2020 Change 2010 to 2020 (%)

Area 47,459 55,224 66,243 19.95%

Counties (Oakland) 1,194,156 1,202,362 1,274,395 5.99%

State (Michigan) 9,938,444 9,883,640 10,077,331 1.96%

Racial Characteristics:

Of the people living in this area in 2020, 58.08% are White, 7.61% are African American, 4.05% are Hispanic, 26.87% are Asian, 0.04% are either
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, 0.18% are American Indian or Alaskan Native, 1.44% are of "some other race" and 5.78% are of two or more
races. In the table below, the percentage of the population that each segment represents in the report area is compared to the percent it
represents in the state.

Between 2010 and 2020, the White population changed by -4.56%, the African American population by 12.45%, and Asian population by
103.06%. The number of Hispanics changed by 64.38%.

Race 2000 2010 2020 Percent of Total Population in 2020 Percent of State Population in 2020 (Michigan)

White 41,347 40,313 38,476 58.08% 73.88%

African American 959 4,482 5,040 7.61% 13.66%

Asian 3,991 8,767 17,802 26.87% 3.32%

Native Hawaiian or
Pacific Islander 2 5 27 0.04% 0.03%

American Indian or
Alaskan Native 38 111 117 0.18% 0.61%

Some Other Race 368 403 954 1.44% 2.2%

Two or More Races 754 1,143 3,827 5.78% 6.3%

© MapTiler © OpenStreetMap contributors

Ethnicity 2000 2010 2020 Percent of Total Population in 2020 Percent of State Population in 2020 (Michigan)

Hispanic 1,012 1,634 2,686 4.05% 5.6%

Source: Census
Data aggregated by:
2000 - 2020 Data Contains: 1 City
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Age Distribution:

In the report area in 2017-2021, 14.5% of the population is over the age of 65. 61.97% are of working age (18-64). 23.54% are under 18, and 5.4%
are under 5 years old.

Age Number of People in Age Group Percent of People in Age Group Percent of People in Age Group (Michigan)

Under 5 3,531 5.4% 5.61%

Under 18 15,386 23.54% 21.75%

Working Age (18-64) 40,507 61.97% 61.02%

Aging (65+) 9,476 14.5% 17.22%

Source: Census
Data aggregated by:
2017-2021 Data Contains: 1 City

Incomes:

The median household income for the study area was $100,311, compared to the state of Michigan with a median of $63,202, as estimated for
2017-2021 by the Census' American Community Survey.

The number of households divided by income categories is shown in the Annual Income Category table. In the period of 2017-2021, 23.47% of
households in the study area had an annual income of less than $50,000, compared to 39.98% of people in the state of Michigan.

2017-2021 Annual Income Category Number of Households Percent of Households

City (Novi)

Less than $25,000 2,236 8.51%

$25,000 - $34,999 1,581 6.02%

$35,000 - $49,999 2,351 8.94%

$50,000 - $74,999 3,850 14.65%

$75,000 - $99,999 3,084 11.73%

$100,000 - $124,999 2,894 11.01%

$125,000 - $149,999 2,439 9.28%

$150,000 or more 7,849 29.86%

County (Oakland)

Less than $25,000 64,083 12.31%

$25,000 - $34,999 36,137 6.94%

$35,000 - $49,999 48,969 9.41%

$50,000 - $74,999 77,840 14.96%

$75,000 - $99,999 68,220 13.11%

$100,000 - $124,999 56,765 10.91%

$125,000 - $149,999 41,505 7.98%

$150,000 or more 126,874 24.38%

State (Michigan)

Less than $25,000 726,011 18.26%

$25,000 - $34,999 359,792 9.05%

$35,000 - $49,999 504,039 12.67%

$50,000 - $74,999 711,874 17.9%

$75,000 - $99,999 526,260 13.23%

$100,000 - $124,999 369,813 9.3%

$125,000 - $149,999 248,749 6.26%

$150,000 or more 530,191 13.33%

According to the Census' American Community Survey estimates, the median income for a family in the period of 2017-2021 was $127,577,
compared to the state of Michigan with a median family income of $80,365.

Source: Census
Data aggregated by:
2017-2021 Data Contains: 1 City
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Immigration:

Data from the U.S. Census Bureau for 2017-2021 indicate that 16,724 people or 25.58% of the population living in this area were "foreign born".
Census defines foreign born as anyone who is not a U.S. citizen at birth. This area is located in Michigan, which, according to the Department of
Homeland Security, was home to 18,927 people who were granted Legal Permanent Residence status in 2017. Those LPRs, or "green cards",
represent 1.68% of green cards issued in the nation that year.

Source: Census, Department of Homeland Security
Data aggregated by:
2017-2021 Data for Census Contains: 1 City
2017 Data for Department of Homeland Security Contains: 1 State

Families and Households:

The composition of the 17,416 families who reside in the study area is shown in the table below. Families are groups of related people who live
together, whereas households refer to the person or group of people living in any one housing unit. Generally, households that do not contain a
family are made up of unrelated people living together (eg, roommates) or people living alone. While it is possible for two families to share a
household, the difference between the number of households and the number of families in an area shows, approximately, the number of non-
family households in a place.

2017-2021 Family Composition Number of Families Percent of Families

City (Novi)

Families 17,416 --

Married with Children 7,376 42.35%

Single with Children 1,600 9.19%

Single Female with Children 1,100 6.32%

Other Families 8,440 48.46%

County (Oakland)

Families 327,727 --

Married with Children 102,953 31.41%

Single with Children 32,105 9.8%

Single Female with Children 23,543 7.18%

Other Families 192,669 58.79%

State (Michigan)

Families 2,522,202 --

Married with Children 673,329 26.7%

Single with Children 338,452 13.42%

Single Female with Children 245,168 9.72%

Other Families 1,510,421 59.89%

Note: The category "Single with Children" includes all families that are "Single Female with Children", so all categories do not add up to 100
percent.

Source: Census
Data aggregated by:
2017-2021 Data Contains: 1 City

2017-2021 Household Counts Number of Households

City (Novi)

Households 26,284

County (Oakland)

Households 520,393

State (Michigan)

Households 3,976,729
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Housing Type:

The type of housing available in this area is described in the table below. Single family homes include all one-unit structures, both attached and
detached. Townhouses or duplexes include one-unit attached homes, as well as housing units with two units. Units in small apartment building
are buildings with 3 to 49 units; large apartment buildings include buildings with 50 units or more. Other types of housing include vans, boats,
recreational vehicles, or other units.

2017-2021 Housing Stock Number of Units Percent of Units

City (Novi)

Single family detached homes 13,853 50.18%

Single family attached homes 3,180 11.52%

2-unit homes and duplexes 319 1.16%

Units in small apartment buildings 6,790 24.6%

Units in large apartment buildings 1,687 6.11%

Mobile homes or manufactured housing 1,777 6.44%

Other types 0 0%

County (Oakland)

Single family detached homes 377,069 68.35%

Single family attached homes 34,377 6.23%

2-unit homes and duplexes 6,465 1.17%

Units in small apartment buildings 93,176 16.89%

Units in large apartment buildings 25,088 4.55%

Mobile homes or manufactured housing 15,341 2.78%

Other types 126 0.02%

State (Michigan)

Single family detached homes 3,296,200 72.18%

Single family attached homes 209,870 4.6%

2-unit homes and duplexes 104,193 2.28%

Units in small apartment buildings 572,817 12.54%

Units in large apartment buildings 146,982 3.22%

Mobile homes or manufactured housing 235,036 5.15%

Other types 1,406 0.03%

Source: Census
Data aggregated by:
2017-2021 Data Contains: 1 City

Tenure:

Across the area, an estimated 66.64% or 17,516 households owned their home between 2017-2021. The average size of a household in this area
was 2.48 between 2017-2021, as compared to the average household size for the county and the state, 2.42 (Oakland) and 2.48 (Michigan)
respectively.

Source: Census
Data aggregated by:
2017-2021 Data Contains: 1 City
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Postal vacancy shows short-term vacancy trends based on addresses where mail has not been collected for over 90 days. Data from Valassis
Lists tracks vacancy on a quarterly basis. In the 2  quarter of 2021, the overall vacancy rate in this area was 2.54%.

Postal Address Vacancy 2020Q1 2020Q2 2020Q3 2020Q4 2021Q1 2021Q2

City (Novi)

Number Vacant - Residential 436 442 422 475 468 556

Percent Vacant - Residential 1.59% 1.61% 1.53% 1.72% 1.68% 2%

Number Vacant - Business 197 192 192 199 204 216

Percent Vacant - Business 7.78% 7.56% 7.58% 7.83% 8.02% 8.48%

Overall Vacancy Rate 2.11% 2.11% 2.04% 2.24% 2.21% 2.54%

County (Oakland)

Number Vacant - Residential 9,258 10,000 9,626 9,569 9,431 9,542

Percent Vacant - Residential 1.68% 1.81% 1.74% 1.73% 1.71% 1.72%

Number Vacant - Business 6,189 6,287 6,289 6,353 6,520 6,536

Percent Vacant - Business 12.68% 12.86% 12.85% 12.96% 13.27% 13.25%

Overall Vacancy Rate 2.58% 2.71% 2.65% 2.65% 2.65% 2.67%

State (Michigan)

Number Vacant - Residential 189,697 194,276 191,249 192,274 189,188 182,167

Percent Vacant - Residential 4.14% 4.24% 4.17% 4.18% 4.11% 3.95%

Number Vacant - Business 47,627 47,644 48,461 49,064 49,641 49,514

Percent Vacant - Business 13.64% 13.63% 13.84% 14.01% 14.16% 14.09%

Overall Vacancy Rate 4.81% 4.9% 4.85% 4.88% 4.82% 4.67%

Source: Valassis Lists
Data aggregated by:
2020q1 - 2021q2 Data Contains: 1 City

nd

Vacancy:
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Employed 4,658,947 4,674,159 4,659,275 4,654,267 4,654,968 4,639,707

Unemployed 219,599 207,769 185,167 179,221 170,445 181,172

In Labor Force 4,878,546 4,881,928 4,844,442 4,833,488 4,825,413 4,820,879

Unemployment Rate 4.5 4.3 3.8 3.7 3.5 3.8

Source: BLS

Employment:

The following table shows the number of people who were employed, unemployed, in the labor force, and the unemployment rate for the market
in which the report area is located, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Unemployment rate
July
2022

August
2022

September
2022

October
2022

November
2022

December
2022

City (Novi)

Employed 33,538 33,626 33,489 33,448 33,289 33,295

Unemployed 569 602 557 572 513 571

In Labor Force 34,107 34,228 34,046 34,020 33,802 33,866

Unemployment Rate 1.7 1.8 1.6 1.7 1.5 1.7

County (Oakland)

Employed 653,631 655,346 652,664 651,862 648,763 648,892

Unemployed 16,803 17,778 16,448 16,887 15,145 16,854

In Labor Force 670,434 673,124 669,112 668,749 663,908 665,746

Unemployment Rate 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.5

Metro Area (Detroit-Warren-Dearborn, MI Metro
Area)

Employed 2,043,249 2,048,596 2,043,709 2,046,974 2,036,277 2,042,604

Unemployed 78,233 79,718 73,455 71,353 65,092 68,384

In Labor Force 2,121,482 2,128,314 2,117,164 2,118,327 2,101,369 2,110,988

Unemployment Rate 3.7 3.7 3.5 3.4 3.1 3.2

State (Michigan)
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In this area in 2017-2021, the Census estimates that people were employed in the following industries:

Employment by Industry
People

Employed

Percent
Employed

in this Industry

Percent Employed in this Industry in
Michigan

Accommodation and Food Services
Industry Employment

1,966 5.84% 7.17%

Administrative and Support and Waste Management
Services

Industries Employment
752 2.23% 3.74%

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting
Industry Employment 36 0.11% 0.97%

Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Industries Employment 599 1.78% 1.79%

Educational Service Industry Employment 2,028 6.02% 8.51%

Finance, Insurance, Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
Industries Employment 2,814 8.35% 5.67%

Health Care and Social Assistance Industry Employment 4,547 13.5% 14.78%

Information Industry Employment 759 2.25% 1.27%

Manufacturing Industry Employment 8,434 25.04% 18.68%

Management of Companies and Enterprises
Industry Employment 117 0.35% 0.14%

Other Services Industry Employment 1,085 3.22% 4.53%

Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Industry Employment 4,022 11.94% 5.91%

Public Administration Employment 810 2.4% 3.45%

Retail Trade Industry Employment 2,782 8.26% 10.79%

Construction Industry Employment 1,063 3.16% 5.61%

Transportation and Warehousing, and Utilities Industries
Employment

983 2.92% 4.56%

Wholesale Trade Industry Employment 886 2.63% 2.31%

All Other Industries Employment 0 0% 0.12%

Source: Census
Data aggregated by:
2017-2021 Data Contains: 1 City
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Endnotes:

Calculations presented here were performed by staff at PolicyMap and are based on public and proprietary data sources.

Depending on the type of size of the area selected for this report, the above values capture data for the block groups, tracts, counties, etc, in
which at least 50% of their areas are contained. If this report is run for a zip code, some data will be unavailable, as zip code values for some
topics are not available.

For custom areas such as custom regions, school districts, and political districts, Census data was calculated by summing the following Cities
in 2000: Novi, the following Cities in 2010: Novi, the following Cities in 2020: Novi.

Any change calculations included in this report reflect PolicyMap's translation of boundary changes from 2000 to 2010 to 2020. Therefore, they
may not match a calculation done using the 2000 and 2017-2021 values shown in the report.

Estimates of tenure, incomes, and housing stock are provided by the ACS for 2017-2021. Data on legal permanent residents is from the
Department of Homeland Security, and, for all areas, describes the state in which that area is located. For more information on demographic data
in PolicyMap, see the related entry for Census: Decennial Census and ACS and for more information on immigration data in PolicyMap, see the entry
for the Department of Homeland Security Immigration Yearbook in our Data Dictionary.

Postal vacancy data in this report is from a resident and business list compiled by Valassis Lists. This data shows a point-in-time snapshot of
vacant addresses. For more information on Valassis Lists vacancy data, see our Data Dictionary.

The source of crime data in the tables presented here is Federal Bureau of Investigation's Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program, which
compiles standardized incident reports from local law enforcement agencies in order to produce reliable, uniform, and national crime data. The
UCR Program collects data on known offenses and persons arrested by law enforcement agencies. For details on this dataset, see the related
entry for FBI Uniform Crime Reports in the Data Dictionary. Crime data in this report is not summed or aggregated, but rather listed for each of the
complete areas within the study area for which crime is reported.

For the separate Employment and Crime Sections in this report, only locations for which data are available are included in the tables. If the
section does not include information, no data was available for any of the locations or component parts of the area you requested for this
report.

PolicyMap's Terms of Use apply to the creation and use of this report.

Community Profile Report by Pre-defined Location for Novi (City)
03/15/2023

Copyright © PolicyMap 2023. All rights reserved.
1-866-923-MAPS
policymap.com

Crime:

The crime rates per 100,000 persons in the Census Place and county in which the study area is located, as reported by the FBI's Uniform Crime
Reports, are as follows. Data was reported by the FBI for selected Census Places and counties, so data may be unavailable for your study area.

Crime Rates per 100,000 persons 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

City (Novi)

Aggravated Assault 40.3 43.4 52.9 59.9 66.6

Burglary or Larceny 1,078.3 976.7 851.3 787.6 638.4

Motor Vehicle Thefts 30.2 53.4 29.8 43.7 58.4

Murder N/A N/A 3.3 1.6 1.6

Rape 13.4 18.3 9.9 11.3 24.3

Robbery 3.3 10 4.9 3.2 4.8

County (Oakland)

Aggravated Assault 120.2 108.8 126.4 118.6 145.8

Burglary or Larceny 1,173.8 1,085.4 914.2 887.9 668.3

Motor Vehicle Thefts 103.1 104.4 68.6 77.9 94

Murder 2.4 0.9 2.6 1.7 2.5

Rape 29.4 26 26.9 29.6 24.2

Robbery 28.9 24.2 23.2 21.6 19.9

Source: FBI UCR & DOJ
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1 mi © MapTiler © OpenStreetMap contributors

Year: 2020

Shaded by: Block Group, 2020

Population Density
Source: Census

Insufficient Data

235.17 or less

235.18 - 1,636.97

1,636.98 - 3,809.09

3,809.10 - 7,420.37

7,420.38 or greater

School Performance
Source: GreatSchools

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Number of people per square mile in 2020.
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1 mi © MapTiler © OpenStreetMap contributors

Year: 2017-2021

Shaded by: Block Group, 2020

Percent Population Under 18
Source: Census

Insufficient Data

13.39% or less

13.40% - 18.99%

19.00% - 23.61%

23.62% - 29.09%

29.10% or greater

School Performance
Source: GreatSchools

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Estimated percent of all people under 18, between 2017-2021.
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1 mi © MapTiler © OpenStreetMap contributors

Year: 2017-2021

Shaded by: Block Group, 2020

Percent Population 65+
Source: Census

Insufficient Data

8.46% or less

8.47% - 13.23%

13.24% - 18.02%

18.03% - 24.58%

24.59% or greater

School Performance
Source: GreatSchools

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Estimated percent of all people 65 or older, between 2017-2021.
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1 mi © MapTiler © OpenStreetMap contributors

Year: 2017-2021

Shaded by: Block Group, 2020

Average Household Size
Source: Census

Insufficient Data

2.12 or less

2.13 - 2.43

2.44 - 2.71

2.72 - 3.08

3.09 or greater

School Performance
Source: GreatSchools

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Estimated average size of a household, between 2017-2021.

Estimated average household size, between 2017-2021. A household includes all the people who
occupy a housing unit as their usual place of residence. Averages are suppressed in cases where the
sample of the average was less than 10 of the unit that is being described (e.g., households, people,
householders, etc.).
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1 mi © MapTiler © OpenStreetMap contributors

Year: 2017-2021

Shaded by: Block Group, 2020

Per Capita Income
Source: Census

Insufficient Data

$18,560 or less

$18,561 - $23,682

$23,683 - $28,047

$28,048 - $32,478

$32,479 - $37,702

$37,703 - $44,919

$44,920 - $57,941

$57,942 or greater

School Performance
Source: GreatSchools

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Estimated per capita income, between 2017-2021.
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1 mi © MapTiler © OpenStreetMap contributors

Year: 2017-2021

Shaded by: Block Group, 2020

Median Home Value
Source: Census

Insufficient Data

$94,700 or less

$94,701 - $135,900

$135,901 - $171,600

$171,601 - $220,100

$220,101 - $280,100

$280,101 - $368,800

$368,801 - $551,400

$551,401 or greater

School Performance
Source: GreatSchools

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Estimated median value of an owner-occupied home, between
2017-2021.

Estimated median value of an owner-occupied housing unit, between 2017-2021. The value is based on
survey respondents' estimates of how much their properties and lots would sell for if they were for
sale. Medians were suppressed in cases where the sample of the average was less than 10 of the unit
that is being described (e.g., households, people, householders, etc.). ACS employs values to indicate
top and bottom ranges of values. A value of 1,000,001 indicates a value of 1,000,000 or greater, whereas
a value of 9,999 indicates a value of 10,000 or less.
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1 mi © MapTiler © OpenStreetMap contributors

School Performance
Source: GreatSchools

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Year: 2017-2021

Shaded by: Block Group, 2020

Percent Families in Poverty
Source: Census

Insufficient Data

0.05% or less

0.06% - 0.09%

0.10% - 6.25%

6.26% - 15.75%

15.76% or greater

Estimated percent of all families that live in poverty, between
2017-2021.
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1 mi © MapTiler © OpenStreetMap contributors

Year: 2020

Shaded by: Block Group, 2020

Area Deprivation Index State Score
Source: University of Wisconsin

Insufficient Data

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

School Performance
Source: GreatSchools

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Area Deprivation Index state score in 2020.

Area Deprivation Index state score in 2020. The Area Deprivation Index (ADI) ranks neighborhoods on
the basis of socioeconomic disadvantage in the areas of income, education, employment, and housing
quality. Areas with greater disadvantage are ranked higher. National scores are normalized to the
whole country, and state scores are normalized to a particular state. Higher Area Deprivation Index
scores have been shown to correlate with worse health outcomes in measures such as life
expectancy. This index was created by researchers at the University of Wisconsin-Madison based on a
methodology originally developed by the Health Resources and Services Administration. Areas on this
map are ranked against other areas within the state. State scores represent deciles. In other words,
they are divided into 10 groups of the same size, where 1 is the lowest rate of disadvantage and 10 is
the highest.
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Year: 2017-2021

Shaded by: Block Group, 2020

Percent People of Color Population
Source: Census

Insufficient Data

8.51% or less

8.52% - 20.90%

20.91% - 39.75%

39.76% - 69.60%

69.61% or greater

School Performance
Source: GreatSchools

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Estimated percent of the population that is people of color,
between 2017-2021.

Estimated percent of the population that is people of color, between 2017-2021. 'People of color' is
defined here as anyone who identifies as Hispanic or Latino, multiracial, or any race other than White.
Percentage calculations are suppressed in cases where the denominator of the calculation was less
than 10 of the unit that is being described (e.g., households, people, householders, etc.).
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Year: 2017-2021

Shaded by: Census Tract, 2020

Percent Foreign Born Population
Source: Census

Insufficient Data

1.08% or less

1.09% - 2.64%

2.65% - 4.76%

4.77% - 7.61%

7.62% - 11.76%

11.77% - 18.36%

18.37% - 29.92%

29.93% or greater

School Performance
Source: GreatSchools

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Estimated percent of all people who were foreign born as of
2017-2021.

Estimated percent of population who are foreign born, as reported between 2017-2021. The U.S. Census
defines "foreign born" to refer to anyone who is not a U.S. citizen at birth. This includes naturalized U.S.
citizens, lawful permanent residents (immigrants), temporary migrants (such as students),
humanitarian migrants (such as refugees), and persons illegally present in the United States.
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School Performance
Source: GreatSchools

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Year: 2017-2021

Shaded by: Block Group, 2020

Percent Population with Less than HS
Diploma
Source: Census

Insufficient Data

2.31% or less

2.32% - 5.86%

5.87% - 10.68%

10.69% - 19.21%

19.22% or greater

Estimated percent of people with less than a high school
diploma, between 2017-2021.

Estimated percent of population 25 years and older with less than a high school diploma or equivalent,
between 2017-2021. Percentage calculations were suppressed in cases where the denominator of the
calculation was less than 10 of the unit that is being described (e.g., households, people, householders,
etc.).
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Year: 2017-2021

Shaded by: Block Group, 2020

Percent Population with At Least
Bachelor's Degree
Source: Census

Insufficient Data

12.88% or less

12.89% - 22.06%

22.07% - 33.51%

33.52% - 51.05%

51.06% or greater

School Performance
Source: GreatSchools

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Estimated percent of people with at least a Bachelor's degree,
between 2017-2021.

Estimated percent of population 25 years and older with a Bachelor's degree, graduate, or professional
degree, between 2017-2021. Percentage calculations were suppressed in cases where the denominator
of the calculation was less than 10 of the unit that is being described (e.g., households, people,
householders, etc.).
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Year: 2017-2021

Shaded by: Block Group, 2020

Percent Households with No Internet
Access
Source: Census

Insufficient Data

1.65% or less

1.66% - 5.79%

5.80% - 11.08%

11.09% - 19.09%

19.10% or greater

School Performance
Source: GreatSchools

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Estimated percent of households with no internet access,
between 2017-2021.

Estimated percent of households with no internet access, between 2017-2021. Internet access can
include a subscription for dial-up, cellular, cable, fiber optic, DSL, satellite, or other service, or internet
access without a subscription. Percentage calculations are suppressed in cases where the
denominator of the calculation was less than 10 of the unit that is being described (e.g., households,
people, householders, etc.).
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Year: 2017-2021

Shaded by: Block Group, 2020

Percent of 9th to 12th Grade Students
without a Computer and Internet
Source: Census

Insufficient Data

0.32% or less

0.33% - 0.35%

0.36% - 14.52%

14.53% - 33.33%

33.34% or greater

School Performance
Source: GreatSchools

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Estimated percent of students enrolled in 9th through 12th grade
without a computer and an internet subscription, between 2017-
2021.

Estimated percent of students enrolled in 9th through 12th grade without computer and internet
subscription, between 2017-2021. This estimate is limited to population 3 and older. A computer can be
a desktop or laptop, a smartphone, a tablet or other portable wireless computer, or some other type of
computer. Internet access includes a subscription for dial-up, cellular, cable, fiber optic, DSL, satellite,
or other service. Percentage calculations are suppressed in cases where the denominator of the
calculation was less than 10 of the unit that is being described (e.g. households, people, householders,
etc.) These values are calculated based on the total population living in households and do not take
into account those living in group quarters.
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Year: 2017-2021

Shaded by: County Subdivision, 2020

Median Household Income
Source: Census

Insufficient Data

$41,250 or less

$41,251 - $49,191

$49,192 - $55,521

$55,522 - $62,069

$62,070 - $69,079

$69,080 - $78,616

$78,617 - $93,438

$93,439 or greater

Libraries
Source: IMLS

Estimated median income of a household, between 2017-2021.
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